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"The best form of "Welfare" for the troops s first class training."

General Erwin Rommel

This field manual provides trainers with proven methods and techniqt.ws of
preparing and conducting individual and collective training. The former FM 21-6,
Techniques of Military Instruction (January 1967), was written primarily for

instructors in service schools who traditionally relied on lectures, conferences, and
demonstrations as their primary training methods. T.-tis manual focuses on training
techniques and methods that are more efficieht, more effective, and better suited to
the needs of all trainers, particularly those in field units.

As you read this manual, you should consider the following:

The Critical Importance of T:aining

Military leaders have long recognized training as the most 'mportant unit activity in
peacetime. Training is the one activity which enables a unit to acccmplish its mission.

A trainer must do his job properly if he is to meet his respons;bilities to his
subordinates and the other members of the unit.

Effective Training Solves Other Unit Problems

Preparing and conducting training properly is the peacetime leader's most difficult,

but most important, job. He must constantly strive to provide training that will
challenge his soldiers physically and mentally so they can derive a real sense of
accomplishment and satisfaction. This sense of satisfaction helps overcome problems

associated with low morale, poor discipline, and other nontraining matters.

Training is The Key to Professionalism

The core of professionalism is expertise. Expertise is acquired through a sold
personal efforts and the training he receives. However, personal efforts and training
can build a soldier's expertise only when he is working toward, or is being directed
toward, standards of performance that he can understand. The true professional
trainer insures his soldiers can meet established standards of performance.

Good Training Builds From the Basics

.A well.trained unit is made up of individuals and subunits (teams, crews and
squads) fully drilled in the fundamentals. Consequently, regardless of the level of
training being conducted, the trainer should never forget thdt accomplishment of his
unit's missions depends on how well his soldiers execute the fundamentals.
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CHAPTER 1

Purpose and Scope

This manual explains how to prepare and conduct training. It
applies to any unit regardless of strength, mission, organization
or equipment. Before proceeding, it is important to understand
the relationship between the trainer (for whom this manual has
beer written) and the training manager.

TRAINING MANAGERS are responsible for the
planning, organization, conduct, P.nd evaluation of
training. Tmining managers include thr commanders
who devulc,:) a training program or who provide
training guidance to other commanders. Under
present Army policies (AR 350-1), battalion com-
manders dnd separate company commanders are the
principal training managers. However, company
commanders and the operations/training officers of
commands developing training programs are also
training managers. The manager's purpose is to
employ limited resources (human, physical, financial,
and time) in a manner that permits efficient and
effective development of individuals and units so they
can successfully accomplish their peacetime and
wartime missions. Training Circular 21-5-1, "Training
Management: An Overview," (April 1973), and TC
21-5-2, "Performance-Oriented Training," (June
1974), have been written for those who manage
training. Eventually, the doctrine expressed in these
TCs will become part of the new FM 21-5, "The
Management of Military Training."

TRAINERS are those whose duties include the
requirement to prepare, conduct, and evaluate
training (e.g., an infantry platoon sergeant who
prepares, conducts, and evaluates mortar training for
his fellow NCOs in the company).

Although the process that both the trainer and the
training manager use to meet their responsibilities
appear quite similar, it differs significantly in
practice. Whereas the training manager establishes or
selects the training objectives which are critical to the
accomplis ment of his mission, the trainer is

responsible for accomplishing one or more of these
objectives. Therefore, the trainer's scope is narrower,
more concentrated, and more exacting.
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Tiaining is hard work. The trainer cannot afford
substitutes or r,hort cuts during preparation. As you
read, study, and apply the principles and techniques
contained in this manual to specific training
situations I your unit, look for the answers to three
questions:

1. WHERE AM I GOINGwhat must my soldiers
do as a result of their training? (The desired results

of training.)

2. WHERE AM I NOWwhat can my soldiers do
now compared to what I want them to be able to
do as a result of training? (Current level of training
versus desired level of training.)

3. HOW CAN I BEST GET FROM WHERE I AM
TO WHERE I SHOULD BEMat techniques,
training methods and organization offer the most
effective and efficient use of available resources?
(How to conduct training.)

Chapter 2 discusses the purpose of training.
Training should prepare personnel for job perfor-
mance. 1his purpose must guide the trainer as he
prepares and evaluates training. Yet, perhaps because
it is so obvious, this idea of "training = preparation
for performa,Ice" is often forgotten, ignored, or lost.
Such an approach requires the trainer to think in
terms of "what must my soldiers do as a result of
training?" It also facditateseven forcesclear and
precise thinking about training as preparation for job
performance.

Chapter 3 describes a 3-step, backward planning
process to prepare, oonduct, and evaluate training of
individuals to perform their duty assignment. The
process begins by describing the desired results of
training and continues with the preparation and
conduct of training. since a trainer's job does not end
with the completion of training, chapter 3 also
describes the post-training evaluation necessary to
impr we the preparation and conduct of future
tra

7
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Chapter 4 is an introduction to collective naming
which prepares soldiers to perform those team or unit
tasks essential to the accomplishment of a unit's TOE
or operational missions. Whereas chapters 2 and 3
discuss training fundamentals that apply to individual
training, chapter 4 explains the fundamentals for two
types of collective training: equipment-oriented
collective training and tactical collective training.

Chapter 5 offers examples which show company
level trainers how the fundamentals of collective
training (chapter 4) are used to prepare and conduct
equipment-oriented collective training (e.g., training
for 13i1k crews, artillery gun sections and batteries,
engineer bridge companies, mortar pla:oons, etc.).
Although the examples in chapter 5 pertain to

infantry and armor equipment-oriented collective
training, the process for preparing and conducting the
training applies equally well to any combat, combat
support, or combat service support teim or unit
which conducts equipment.oriented collective train-
ing.

Chapter 6 deals with the second type of collective
trainingtactical collec'ive training. Unlike the
equipment-oriented training discussed in chapter 5,
tactical collective training does not focus on a piece
of equipment, but rather on trainino tactical teams
and units whose missions require them to seize terrain
and kill or capture enemy soldiers.

To further assist the trainer, the six appendixes
include information which amplifies and enhances the
training process. The appendixes are:

Training Publications Appendix A

Practical Exercises in Writing
Training Objectives Appendix B

Training Techniques, Aids and Devices Appendix C

Evaluating (Inspecting) Training

Tactical Exercises

Training Trainers To Train

Sample Lesson Plans

Index and Glossary of
Training T9rms

. Appendix 0

Appendix E

Appendix F

Appendix G

Appendix H

Next: performance oriented training



CHAPTER 2

Performance-Oriented
Training

This chapter explains what performance-oriented training is,
shows why it is such an effective approach to training, and
emphasizes establishing a properly prepared training objective as
the key to the approach. This approach must be understood
before it can be surcess'-ully applied.

4
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THE PURPOSE OF TRAINING

purpose of training is to prepare soldiers,
teams, and units for job performance. This purpose
should guide the traer as he prepares, conducts, and
evaluates training. Yet, perhaps because this purpose
is so obvious, it is frequently forgotten, and "eye
wash" takes over. Our lecture techniques, lesson
plans, and skitsimportant as they rnay he are

secondary to what the soldier it to do during and at
the end of training. How, then, are you to avoid
getting bogged down in the "eye wash" and instead
fix your sight on the objectives of your training?

The crucial, first step is to con dnually remember
the purpose of training: Preparation for perfor-
mance. question, "Does this training really
prepare the soldiers to do their jobs?" should become
your guide as you prepare training.

The performance-oriented approach to training, as
outlined throughout this chapter, facilitateseven
foi-cesclear and precise thinking about training as
preparation for job performance. This clarity and
precision results from the structure and content of
training objectives.

THE OBJECTIVE IS THE KEY

It is but a slight exaggeration to state that the
performance-oriented approach begins and ends with
the training objective. For a given skill, a properly
structured and complete training objective is both the
training and the test. Such an objective can also
contribute to the evaluation of the training needed
and the training conducted for that skill. This
performance approach can be roughly described in an
equation:

Training Objective = Training = Test = Evaluation

8



Keep this equation in mind as ,2.1 continue to read
chaptei 2: its meaning will become clearer in the

following paragraphs.

A properly constructed training objective consists
of three elements: (1) Task to be performed,
(2) Conditions of performance, (3) A training
standard of acceptable performance.

Stated differently, a complete training objective
answers three questions:

1. What skill do sou want the soldiers being
trained to acquire (TASK to he performed)?

2. Under what CONDITIONS do you wish
these soldiers to demonstrate the skill to be
acqui red?

3. How well do you expect these soldiers to
perform (TRAINING STANDARDS)?

.111MIIIMMI

For example, cl commander is concerned with the
ability o h loncommissioned officers (NC0s) to
navigate cross-country using a map and compass. It
has long been common practice to write an objective
such as the following:

To insure that the NCOs arc pro-
ficient in the use of map and compass
for cross-country navigation.

By contrast, a performance-oriented training
objective would read as follows:

TASK: Each NCO must be able to navigate
cross country,

CONDITION: on foot, in daylight for 5,000
meters over hilly, wooded terrain, given
a lensetic compass and 1:50,000 map
which shows both the start point and
the objective,

TRAINING STANDARD: to arrive within 250
meters of the objective in 3 hours or
less (4 hours or less in extremely
adverse weather) from the time the
map and compass are provided at the
start point.'

CHAPTER 2

As stated earlier, a training objective can serve
triple duty--for the conduct, testing, and evaluation
of training. The map and compass example illustr ates
this point.

How should the map and compass training of the
NCOs be conducted? For the most part, it should be
in the form of practical exercises which progress in
difficulty to the level of the conditions and training
standards set forth in the ob-ttive.

How should these NCOs be t&ft.e? They should be
required to navigate a mai., and compass course under
the conditions and to the standards set forth in the
objective.

How should the training needed be determined
and the training conducted be evaluated? A
pretraining test is one method of determining the
amount of training needed. Using the map and
compass training objective as a test will indic te those
soldiers who already possess the desired level of
proficiency. These soldiers can then assist in the
conduct of the map and compass training or can be
shifted to some other training or activity. The results
of the pretraining test (using the training objective)
will also provide a basis for establishing the level of
complexity at which the map and compass training
can profitably be taught. It will also assist you in
determining the amount of time which will probably
be needed to bring the NCOs up to the desired level
of proficiency.

Finally, with the training structured in the form of
practical exercises building up to full performance of
the training objective, a continuous evaluation of the
conduct of training is possible. lf, at the end of
scheduled training, n significant number of the NCOs
do not meet the to...ning standards of the objective,
the map and compass training can hardly be judged
successful. The trainer must then examine the
correctness of the training objective, or determine
how the training must continue to insure mastery. He
should also determine what adjustments or modifica.
tions must be made to the training objective.

'Appendix li. Case I. uses thi; e -.Ample to describe TASK, CONDITIONS and TRAINING STANDARDS. For a complete discussion

on t hi; training objective, turn to page M.
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--CHAPTER 2

LEARNING AND MOTIVATIDN

TraiMng should increase a soldier's knowledge arid
skill. If the training is to meet that purpose, certain
conditions must be present. The soldier must:

1. Realize he needs training.

2. Understand what he is expected to learn.

3. Have an opportunity to practice what he has
learned.

4. Get reinforcement that he is learning.

5. Progress through training presented in a logical
sequence.

6. Be willing to learn.

If the first five conditions are present, an
environment conducive to learning by motivated
soldiers is created. The characteristics and advantages
of performance-oriented training help to establish
those conditions.

CHARACTERISTICS DF
PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED TRAINING

Precise

Training Objectives

6

Performance-oriented training is characterized by
training objectives which state precisely what the
soldier must be able to do upon completion of
training. A properly structured training objective
contains three elements:
1. TASK to be accomplished.

2. CONDITIONS under which the task is to
be accomplished.

3. TRAINING STANDARDS of acceptable
performance.

With the precise expression of task, conditions, and
standards, the soldier understands that if he can
already perform the task to acceptable standards,
fine; if not, he knows what he must learn to achieve
the standard. Thug 'r. first two conditions of
learning are esta:'H 1 ti-ough the use of training
objectives. In alc on, !.-e training maaager and
trainer readil, jnderstand le purpose of training by
the explic n Jre of trai ng objectives.

Job/Duty Red
Training Objec !-

Since trail . preparation for job/duty perfor-
mance, the training objectives must relate to the
job/duty requirements of the soldiers being trained.
For example, the objectives for first aid training of
infantrymen km:mid not be identical with the

1 0

objectives established for medical personnel. Training
objectives for medical personnel would probably
require more difficult conditions and more sophisti-
cated training stand, rds.

Personnel Undergoing Training
are Active in a Job/Duty Environment

In performance-oriented tra:,ling, lectures and
conferences are held to a minimum. The great bulk of
training time is devoted to what could be referred to
as controlled practice of a task. Such practice is

designed to insure that soldiers being trained become
capable of performing the tasks required by their
jobs. Because the bulk of training time is devoted to
soldier practice, the third condition of learning is
better met. Further, because the training objectives
relate to specific job of a soldier he will be better able
to understand that he needs training.

Evaluation of Training
is a Continuous Process

As a result of emphasis on "learning by doing" the
trainer receives continuous feedback on the progress
of those being trained and consequently on the
efficiency of the trairing. This reduces the need to
wait for the end of training test results. The very end
of a training session is a poor time to discover that
little or no learning has taken place. Just as

important, by virtue of the active role, soldiers bein5
trained receive a steady flow of indicator: on how
well they are progressing. Just like yc., nt ad not
wriit until training is over to discovar huw well they
can do something. Because each objective has a
training standard, the soldier can receive immediate
feedback and reinforcement that he has accomplished
his objective, thus satisfying the fourth objective for
learning and motivation. If the ultimate training
objective is reached by a progression from simple to
difficult tasks, the fifth condition is met.

ADVANTAGES OF
PERFORMANCE-DRIENTED TRAINING

Training Objectives
are Clear and Explicit

By having precise training objectives, the trainers
and the soldiers being trained share an understand-
able, common focus for their efforts. This reduces to
a minimum the varied, occasionally conflicting
interpretations which arise when terms such as

"proficiency," "familiarity," and "working know-



ledge" are i.rsed to desclibe the desired results of
trami ng.

Training Resources
are Employed Efficiently

Because training objectives are written in precise,
measurable terms, the trainers and those they train
understand exactly what their training is designed to
do. Thus, training resources (human, physical, and
time) necessary to accomplish each traininj objective
can be more accurately estimated and planned for.
This factJr becomes inci ,asingly important as you
prepare training, request training aids ard devices,
write lesson outlines and conduct rehearsals.

Training is SoldieAriented.
Rather than
Trainer-Oriented

In performance-oriented training, soldiers perform
job/duty related tasks under the conditions specified
until they demonstrate the level of proficiency
established by the training standards. Those personnel
who quickly master a particular training objective can
be shifted to help slower learners (a form of peer
instruction) or continue their own skill development
in other areas. The training focus is toward soldier
performance rather than a trainer's ability to present
instruction.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED AND

CONVENTIONAL TRAINING

Conventional training relies on the lecture as its
chief method of instruction. Performance training
uses short demonstrations and "learning by doing" as
its main means of instruction.

Conventional training places the instructor in the
central active role. Performance training makes the
soldier active and centers training around himgiving
him the time and support he needs to learn.

Conventional training selects content in relation to
what the instructor can present or cover in a certain
amount of thne. Performance training digests content
into a set of high priority skills that are important for
soldiers to learn in the time allotted for training.

Conventional training uses "grades" to rate what
the soldier has learned. Performance training sets

standards all soldiers must meet. When soldiers do not
meet the standards, they practice until they can.

CHAPTER 2

SUMMARY

The purpose of training is preparation for
performance. Thus, training must relate to each
soldier's job. Performance-oriented training requires
precise training objectives, permits efficient use of
resources, orients on the soldier, and creates an
environment for faster learning. The key is a

definitive training objective that specifies the task to
be performed, the conditions under which it will be
perfoimed, and the standards for acceptable perfor-
mance. Remember, training objectives serve as the
basis for preparing, conducting, and evaluating
training.

TILIMIER
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Next: how to prepare and conduct training
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CHAPTER 3

8

How to Prepare and Conduct
Individual Training

This chapter discusses a 3-step, backward planning ptocess a
trainer can use to insure he properly prepares and conducts
individual training in the most effective and efficient manner.
This 3-step process is based on the performance-oriented
training concepts discussed in chapter 2 and stresses the need
for soldiers to meet established training standards. Befote
proceeding with a detailed discussion of each step, a brief

AC H overview cf the entire process should be helpful.

LEV&L

OVERVIEW OF THE THREE STEP
BACKWARD PLANNING PROCESS

STEP 1:

Desaibe the Desired Results of Training

The trainer obtains the commander's guidance
which describes precisely what the soldier must be
able to do at the completion of tra,.r..j (the
commander's training objective). This Quidance
should include the standards of performalce the
soldiers must meet. If the commander's gu!dance is
incomplete, the trainer must develop this informatit.3
himself.

STEP 2:

Prepare to Conduct Training

The trainer develops those intermediate training
objectives which his soldiers must perform if they are
to accomplish the commander's training o'Djective.
The..e intermediate objectives are then organized in a

logical, progressive sequence. Finally, all administra-
tive requirements (lesson plans, rehearsals, etc.) are
completed.

STEP 3:

uonduct Training to Standards

The trainer supervises, continuously mcn;tors, ad
evaluates the conduct of training to insure kis
.oldiers' performance meets the trainhig sl.andards
established by the commande,.

1 2



The overview should give you the big picture of
the process. Now let's proceed with a detailed
discussion of each step.

STEP 1: DESCRIBE THE
DESIRED RESULTS OF TRAINING

Start With the

Guidance Received

What is the starting for preparing training?
Normally, your job trairwr begins with the
commander's guidance, which is given to you in One
of two ways:

1. You receive one (or more) specific
training objective(s) and other guidance from
your con mender to conduct formal training.

2. You receive a vaguely stated missiontype
order to conduct formal training in a particular
subject.

Let's take the first situation, the case in which
your commander ijives you sjwcific training guidance,

CHAPTER 3

Specific training guidance should consist
of the following elements:

THE COMMANDER'S TRAINING OBJEC-
TIVE(s).

To WHOM the training will be given.

The DATE(S) AND TIME the training is to
be conducted.

WHERE the training will take place.

The REASONS WHY THE COMMANDER
DECIDED THAT TRAINING WAS
NEEDED.

In addition to this specific guidance, the

commander may offer other information pertaining
to the training resources you may rwed, but which f !
beyond you! atithotity to Obtain directly, For

example, if troop support, If ifillenlj MINA, 14611 I If!'1,

and/or special MilllpfTWIlt 111Mt LW 01001111,d by

coordinating with other 1.1111h, you! commandei
should make the necessiey Itfl til coonlination.

'the following is an example of complete and
speci I commander's guidance:

The Commander's Training Guidance
TRAINING OBJECTIVE:
TASK: Each squad leader will request and ndlust 4,2 inch mortar fire,

CONDITIONS: as d ground observer, given n / .60,000 map, a Willem: cm-ipass,
binoculars, a radio, and ii designated, observable point target (begets may vat y
range froni 1,000 to 4,000 MIltnr$), using the grid coordinates/direction method
nnd the bracketing method of adjustment,

WINING STANDARD: The Initial request for fire must be made within 3
minutes after the target has been designated, Adjustments must be made within
16 seconds after the round impacts, Observer must achieve ffect on target
within 4 adjustments after he obtains a positive range sensing, (Note. Nominally o
4.2 inch mor tor round must land within 2f, meters of it beget to Achieve el lett
on forget.)

WIIO: Best estimate of number of soldiers to be trained 13 squad leaders.

1300.1700 hours, 26 September ( hmtu w.uiI 11,011 110w).

WIITHE: Training Area K.
rge. I pop'

1 3



--CHAPTER 3

RE ASONS FOR I RAINING During the platoon test, most of the squad
leaders were unable to correctly call for and adiust indirect fire. Those who were
able to correctly call for and adiust indirect fire were too slow,

Additional Resources Obtained
or Coordinated for by the Commander:

flilIpment Fifteen 1:50,000 maps of Training Area K
!;))

dio,pwr,au I. Two 2-1/2 ton trucks I liom !;/1 ,,cctiorl

A..wsr,nol rainpv, SGT Baker, SGT Evans and SGT Holden from the forward
observer section of the 4,2 inch mortar platoon. 4.2 out, platoon leader 11 I

',with) will be the safety officer.

Imftin.fInti% Pick up maps from battalion S2; wordimite with LT
Smith, 4,2 inch mortar itlatoon leader, for tnortar support requirements; tell the
battalion S4 when and where you want the transportation; check with range
control prior to Looducting lIvft iri, ol 4.2 ,lich mortars; have the company
training NCO stuff board from Ole training ids center; and see the
company commo rv:() r radio requirements,

,V,V, NO ill 411 %PI NW I ()1111111111111.1

liy
1111111q wthil Ito Want', Ili lie

!honing hi
lir lid% minimum
(who, when, where) and to,ide die
I )101111101111f1 hit 01041111111g

111%11111 Ilf11111%1111111111, 1.1111/111111.111 .if III hp1)11,1

Iiiii /111111111.1111.1110 Whit I, ,It I uitiiiIIy vow
.11111iiiiity duo, ily

Anitlyin (uidanco

illo ip,itiiiiIti rihiy lJiv will lilt
1,11.1t, I/1 V.IIII/1. 111/11141111 it Willi Ii..,1)41( f

()him 01/11,1 UW1111111111 Ifloi/i11,81 111101111A

11141 tyV110, whI1191), I HI 1.,.111101t, yi)11 ttioy
trivivvy1111.11111.111.1.

I want wilt frit InItIou tioutIltw bit
(II oflppd 1101,01

I/it I LI.,1 :I firstlitIml 1111 thy dIfottumn vI
." ',op(itmliot I I.( 'no litlw
.1o0111111) V,II 11,1011

11,01ve voyitf, tom Iii I i, 1 ( 11'

10.10iii

Ail 011,, you Sh011id analy/a this guidance and
111011 atk 4i,iiiti which will
hetiv Iii,tli t,f will ii lot lit tit, wlial hidi ,.s,iII isuI thet

1 0
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soldiers to be able to do at dm completion of
training 1111",1. 1111IM11% '111011Iii 1111:111111! liii 1(/111/VV

11111

1. WHAT SPECIFIC TRAINING OBJECTIVE
1/0 YOU WANT ACCOMPLISHEI
thommil Illoochve IiiiiIi iiiII hn taiA that
Ihtt ttlhholl Itim1 hit &It to
tmulthinis linoltim which Out %Odium minI
1111111/111 hut IWO!, 111111 116 ftammu slatidald
Mich lunIfn Ihn pm !dummy ihn
ititi%t attain.

7. TO WHOM WII I. THE TRAINING Ili
IHVIN? (wo., 13 soilaillibillost.)

3. WHIN WILL THE TRAINING TAKE
PI ACE'? Itt u., I 311(1 1 /00 hoots, 7!i Soolionlou,
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4. WHERE WII.1 TH1 TRAINING TAKI
PI ACE'? lo qj , Ild11111111 AmHl K

IL WHY IMF COMMANDER DI C1111 D 10
COW/ I/C I THE TRAINING? Whal wetto ho
tummo 110 hi% litititlull7



If after asking the commander these questions,
you still lain< complete and specific guidance (or you
wish to conduct informal refresher training for your
soldiers), you must develop the specific training
objectives and other information yourself. If you find
yourself in this situation, don't panic! There are a
number of publications which provide or describe
how to develop performance-oriented training objec-
tives. Among these publications are TC 21-5-1,
Training Management: An Overview, April 1973; TC
21-5-2, Performance-Oriented Training, June 1974;
and when completed, FM 21-5, The Management of
Military Training, Several publications now under
dcvelopment will contain the complete objectives,
Among these are Soldier's Manuals, a series of

MOS related pamphlets designed to provide each
soldier with the specific performance; required by his
MOS skill level. Also the Training Extension Course
I rrci, a wries of multi-media self-paced instructional
materials, is designed to teach a soldier specific tasks

STEP 2: PREPARE TO
CONDUCT TRAINING

Ibis step discusses in
detail what der trainer
must do arid consider as

piepares In conduct
training. liii follnwing
outline is purvided
an overview of what
will be coveied in this
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of his MOS, Iii addition, appendix B of this manual,
together with the concepts presented in Step 2 of this
chapter, will assist you in learning how to develop
training objectives from scratch.

Remember, if you must develop training objec-
tives, first determine precisely wh3t the soldier must
be able to do at the completion of training before
you continue your preparation. Then show your
commander what you plan to do. Your commander
will then be able to evaluate each training objective
and make any changes he feels is necessary. Further,
he will acquire a better idea of what resources you
will need.

Once the commander has approved the training
objective and its performance standards, you can
continue with the backward planning process,

confident you understand precisely what your
commander expects the soldiers to be able to do at
completion of trHning.

PREPARE TO CONDUCT TRAINING

Establish Intermediate Training Objectives by:

Developing tasks required to accomplish the
commander's training objective.

Establishing the conditions under which each
task must be accomplished.

Establishing a training standard of performance
for each task.

Onterimnn nd Omani/n training liequirml by:

Determining which intermediate training objec-

tives the soldiers cannot successfully perform
without further training.

Organizing the intermediate training objectives
into a progressive sequence (simple to complex)
consistent with the available resources.

Estimating the training resources, trainer
techniques, aids and devices needed to ac .
complish each objective.

Completing administrative requirements (e.g.,
obtaining equipment, writing the lesson plan,
rehearsing training, etc.).

Establish qui littoriturdiatit
Trainino Objactives (ITO)

What tc a,, Intormmliatn I raining Ohloctivn? I ike

the commandin's training nIgectivii, all intermediate
training objective contains three elements:

1. A task statement describing the action to
be performed.

2. A conditions statement describing under
what conditions the task will be performed.

3. A training standards statement describing
how well the task must be performed under
ths given conditions,

Ihe intermediate training objective is determined
and used by you, the trainer, to prepare and comluct
the training which enables your soldiers to perform
the commander's objective. In 15";0111;1!,
objectives become your means to insure a soldier is
capable of meetiy, inaabliOwd ,,tandardr, nt pe, l(n
mance.

III Why Must Yon Es tah/ish I,, turtliciliato Trathirng

Objnctivn0 Although you have a training objective
describing what the commander expects the soldier to
be able to do at the completion ol training, you hove
roil yinl ill!Iffrffill11111 how yon are going to train the
'aildiers to accomplish the objective. Nor have you

irmuliuur ouluirt inay Ii i. weir svill miii 11.1ye ii ".1,1111111

11114 ilii,f11.11, 111V.

Ii-

iiu'', 111,,o' d.,,, Iiiii',1,1111ildvIc uuil Ilie WM4111,11'1 (r ,111(111r1 11,i11111W
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d termined what the soldiers must do, step by step,
L., reach that objective. Intermediate objectives are
often needed to answer the how and the what of
training.

Ile How to Establish Intermediate Objectives. The
need for intermediate objectives will depend on the
complexity of the commander's objective. If his
objective is simple, then how you train the soldiers is
relatively easy to determine. But, if the commander's
objective is complex, then what the soldiers must do,
and how you will train them to do it, becomes far
more dif ficult.

The need to develop intermediate objectives
becomes obvious as you examine the commander's
objective and ask yourself thr following question:
"What must the soldiers do to successfully perform

e commander's objective?" By answering this
.luestion you can "talk" your;elf through how to
perform the objective, to include identifying the ta-,ks
necessary to accomplish the comr.ianuer's objective.
The number and complexity of these tasks will give
you a sound basis for determining if intermediate
objectives are required. Remember, you are not
concerned, for the moment, v ; . how to teach the
subject matter inherent in this )bjectivc you are only
determining all the separate tasks a told i must do to
perform the commander's objective.

If you know how to perform the objecme or if
the objective is very simple, then talking yourself
through it should not be too difficult. But, if there is
any doubt how to perform the commander's
objective, then you need to obtain the training
literature appropriate to the objective. Admittedly,
obtaining this literature is sometimes a problem. The
manuals, circulars, and pamphlets available are so
numerous that it is often difficult to find exactly
what you need. Appendix A of this manual can help
you find the appropriate training literature. From
your knowledge, experience, and the appropriate
references, you can determine the tasks required to
accomplish the commander's objective, and thereby
determine if intermediate objectives aro required.

To illustrate the above, consider this commander's
simple training objective:

[TASK.' Each soldier will don his protective mask,

CONDITIONS.' given the alarm, "Gas."

TRAINING STANDARD: Earl soldier must ob-
tain a proper fit within 9 seconds after the alarm
has been given.

1 6

Your own experience will quickly confirm that
this objective is relatively simple and does not require
establishing any intermediate objectives.

Unfortunately, most commander's objectives are a
great deal more complex. Recall the commander's
training objective discussed in Step 1. That objective
was stated:

TASK: Each -quad leader will request and adjust
4.2 inch mortar fire,

CONDITIONS: as a ground observer, given a

1:50,000 map, a lensatir compass, binoculars, a
radio, and a designated, observable point target
(targets may vary in range from 1,000 to 4,000
meters), using the grid coordinates/direction
method and the bracketing method oi adjustment.

TRAINING STANDARD: The initial request for
fire must be made within 3 minutes after the target
has Irvin designated. Adjustments must be made
within 15 seconds after the round impacts.
Observer must achieve effect on target within 4
adjustments after he obtains a positive range
sensing. (Note: Normally a 4.2 inch mortar round
must land within 25 meters of a target to achieve
effi :t on tarja.)

Based on your own experience, expertise, or study
of FM 23-91, "Mortar Gunnery," (December 1971)
(specifically, chapter 3, p. 3-2, chapter 5, pp. 5.1

through (7-4, and chapter 6, pp 6-1 through 6-11),
you will Jiscover that to accomplish this objective, a
soldier must be able to apply skills and knowledge
from several subject areas. These subject areas

include: Map reading, land navigation, communica-
tions and indirect fire procedures. In other words, to
request and adjust 4.2 inch mortar fire properly, a
soldier must be able to perform several tasks. You
would, therefore, need to establish intermediate
training objectives for this commander's objective.

Develop the List of Tasks Required
to Accomplish the Commander's Objectives

When your analysis of the commander's objectives
indicates that intermediate objectives are needed, you
must first identify the specific tasks required to
accomplish the commander's objective, As previously
mentioned, you can do this by using your own
experience, expertise and/or by consulting the
appropriar, references. TC 21-5.4, Catalog of TEC
Lessons, is d good start point. Then as an example,
for the request and adjustment of mortar fire



objective, you could study FM 23-91. Based on your
study of this reference, you should identify the
following tasks:

TASK 1: Each squad leader will determine the
magnetic azimuth (direction) from his
location (observer) to a target.*

TASK 2: Each squad leader will estimate a target's
grid coordinate loi,.tion.*

TASK 3: Each squad P r will rnke an initial
fire requ ,. t r(jr fire)-- --

TASK 4. Each squat, irluer will aLlc 4.''. inch
mortar firi

'Far the purpose of this example, the target's
location wigs deterrnimd by enlploying grid
coordinates/direction niethod and omitted the
shift from II known point and polar coordinates
methods. This is in keeping with the conditions of
the commander's training objective.

In developing your task list, yol inust identify
only those tasks essential to the soldier's accomplish-
ment of the commander's training objective. Exper
tise in judging how detailed you should make the task
list will improve with experience. Toe task list also
relies on how well you know the subject, i.e., it
should neither break down tasks excessively nor
retain tasks which are too complex.

Establish the Conditions
Under Which Each Task Must be Performed

The conditions element of a training objective is
necessary to communicate clearly how soldiers must
perform a task while on the job. Conditions specify
the personnel, equipment, and procedures used, and
the environment in which soldiers must work while
performing a specific task. To better understand this,
consider the following task: Each soldier will splint a
broken leg. There are many different types of splints
which could be used (e.g., plastiG, inflatable, or

traction splints). However, on the battlefield (or
anywhere other than a medical facility), access to any
of these splints is ur Ilkely. In most cases the soldier
would have to we fcld expedients (e.g., sticks, rifles,
belts, and rifle slings). Therefore, the conditions for
our task (splint a broken leg) should not only specify
using field expedients, but should ako specify which
expOient splints are to be used, The conditions in
your objective, then, should be as close as possible to
those the soldiers undergoing the training are likely to
find when required to perform the task on the job.

17
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As a trainer, the conditions you develop should be
consistent with those specified in the commander's
objective. For example, the first task you developed
for locating a target by the grid coordinates/direction
method was: Each squad leader will determine the
magnetic azimuth (direction) from his location to a
target. The commander specified in his condition
statement that each individual be provided a lensatic
compass; therefore, this equipment should be

provided to each squad leader when he performs your
first intermediate objective. Finally, the commander's
conditions specify that observable, point targets,
varying in range from 1,000 to 4,000 meters, will be
designated. This should also become part of your
conditions for the first task (i.e., the squad leader
should be required to determine the magnetic
azimuth to a target located 1,000 to 4,000 meters
from his position).

Establish a Training Standard
for Each Task

The last element of the training objective which
you must develop is the training standard. These are
needed to insure that the soldiers undergoing training
will be able to perform the commander's objectives
(i.e., the suldiers must be able to meet or exceed thr
training standard established by the commander in h
objective if training is to be termed successful).

Training standards are normally expressed in terms
of measurement (e.g., time, distance, accuracy) or in
terms of specific procedures which must be followed.
The following examples illustrate these types of
training standards:

MEASUREMENT

Mortar rounds must impact within 25 meters of
the target.

The riflemen must hit 47 targets with 50
rounds fired within 15 minutes.

PROCEDURES

The gunner must prepare the M72A2 LAW for
firing following the sequence specified in

ASubjScd 23-74, "66mm HEAT Rocket,
M72A2," appendix B, pp. 1819, (September
1973). The sequence must be followed without
error or omission.

13
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INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE 4

TASK: Each squad leader will adjust 4.2 inch
mortar fire,

CONDITIONS: as a ground observer, given a
radio, binoculars, a designated target (target may
vary from 1,000 to 4,000 meters),

and a spotting
of a round which has just landed which requires
adjustment,

employing the bracketing method of
adjustment.

TRAINING STANDARD: Subsequent correction
mast be mode within 15 seconds after the initial
round lands (spotting). Observer mast place effect
on target (e.g., round must land within 26 meters
of target) in not more than 4 adjustments after
observer has olytairced a positive range sensing.

FROM THE
COMMANDER'S

OBJECTIVE

FROM YOUR
EXPERIENCE OR

FROM THE MANUAL

FROM THE
COMMANDER'S

OBJECTIVE

Determine and Organize
Training Required

With the commander's training objective in hand,
and the appropriate intermediate objectives estab-
lished, your job is to translate them into orderly,
progressive training. This is accomplished by (1)
determining how much training is required, and (2)
organizing the training required. This will enable the
soldiers undergoing ti aining to progress from easier to
more difficult tasks in a manner which uses the
available resources efficiently.

1 6

DETERMINE HOW MUCH TRAINING IS REQUIRED

The intermediate objectives you have established
specify what the soldiers must he able to do to
successfully perform the commander's objective. Now
you should determine how well the soldiers can
perform the intermediate objectives prior to be-
ginning training. This determination will allow you to
(1) select for training only those objectives which the
soldiers cannot perform without further training, and
(2) make a determination of how mncli training will
lxi required to insure the soldiers can meet the
standards of your intermediate training objectives
(e.g., the soldiers may require only ii brief
"refresher/brush-up" or they may require extensive
practice to Ixtcome proficient), To determine how

1:1(11111.; I.

well the soldiers can perform each intermediate
training objective (i.e., their current proficiency) you
can obtain and evaluate past performance results or
you can conduct diagnostic testing. Let's examine the
first method, obtaining and evaluating past perfor-
manc.e results.

You can obtain information about the past
performance of the soldiers to be trained by
examining the following sources of information:

The commander's evaluation of the current
level of proficiency of the soldiers to be trained
with respect to his training objoctivo (i.e., the
commander's reasons for assigning you the
training objective).

Discussions With unit leaders and other trainers.

Provious, rolatod training.

eIndividual test results: Military Occupational
Specialty (MOS) or Skill Qualification Test
(SOT), Expert Infantry Badge (EIB), Export
Medical Badge (EMB), and Military Stakes.

Unit test results: Army Training and Evalua-
tion Program (ARTEP)" or Army Training
Tests (ATT), Operational Readiness Training

'Noir Aft Tit rf A1,0;1,11111. Al f and Army f rommq f'r Ity,(A l')fm 11)1: twin,. 111.,115,41,0. rim f and tfo.tififf
1,1 f)I .1 thilfoli.fi If tali ro.w ..qhf,t(1 of,111.1wp.
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Tests (ORTT), crew tests (mortar crew, TOW
crew, etc.).

Personnel records.

"' Weapons qualification records.

Unit Training Records and Training After
Action Reports.

By consulting one or more of these souices of
information, you may be able to decide whether you:
soldiers can already perform one or more of the
intermediate traimng ohjectives or whether they need
additional training.

When the information obtained from these sources
apimars uilretiabte (i.e., it is outdated, incomplete or
inap)ropriate for corlsideration), you may use a

second approach -diagnostic testing. A diagnostic test
is designed to determine how well soldiers can

perform a specified objective (task, conditions, and
training standard) prior to the start of training. (TEC
lessons, for example, contain a pretest which
indicates a soldier's proficiwicy in each task.) This
will assist a trainer in determining how much, if any,
training is required to insure that soldiers can perform
an intermediate objective and meet its training
standard.

Intermediate training objectives may be used as a
diagnostic test by randomly selecting a few of the
soldiers you me to train zind having them jou himi
each inteimediate tiaining objective. The results will
give you a wod indication whethei Ow soldiers can
Ineet the established training standard or how close
they am to meeting the tiaining standard of each
objective. Random selection means that you don't
require all the soldiers to perform each Objective;
only few of the soldiers are picked, in a minim!'
similar to drawing names out of a hat. This will insure
a valid crir,s section of the soldiers to be trained are
eviduatod rather than evaluating only the mmt
proficient or least proficient. (Appwidix B, Case 2,
discusses diagnostic testing and random selection of
soldiers in gieat (l etail.)

If most of the soldiers randomly selected can
successfully perform WI intermediate training objec
five, no further (or vety little) formal training is
required for the objective.

Conversely, if most of tlw soldiers fail to meet the
training standard establiThed for a particular objec.
five, you will have determined a gap between current
proficWncy and desired proficiency. -111k

teprwanits the Dinning requited,

o illustrate how to apply these two metii
ods past perfornonce results and diagnostic tost

1 9
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ing the following exmnples use two intermediate
training objectives developed for indirect file
training:

EXAMPLE 1: Obtaining and Evaluating Past
Performance Results

ITO 1

TASK: Each squad leader will determine the
magnetic azimuth (direction) from his location to a
target,

CONOITIONS: as a ground observer, given a

designated, observable point target (range may vary
from 1,000 to 4,000 meters), and a lensatic
compass.

TRAINING STANOARO: The correct magnetic
azimuth (+ 3 deglues) must be reported within 30
seconds after the target has been designated.

Past Performance Results: Company training rec
ords indicate that land navigation training was
conducted three weeks ago. One objective required
all squad leaden to determine the magnetic
azimuth from their location to a television tower
and report the azimuth within +3 degrees of the
correct azimuth. All squad leaders met this training
standard.

Conclusion: The land navigation training was very
recently conducted with similar objectives. Because
the squad leaders met the established training
standard, no further training for ITO 1 is required
at this time. (However, this does not preclude a
refresher course if time permits.)

17
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EXAMPLE 2: C. ing Diagnostic Testing
(Pretraining Test)

ITO 3

TASK: Each squad leader will make an initial fire
request (call for fire),

CO NOI ONS: as a ground observer, given a

1:50,000 map, lensatic compass, radio, and a
designated, observable point target (target may
vary in range from 1,000 to 4,000 meters),
employing the grid coordinates/direction method.

TRAlIVING STAIVOARO:

1. Request for fire must be made within 3
minutes after the target has been designated.

2. Request must include all six elements of the
fire request.

3. Radio procedures must adhere to the
procedures specified in FM 23-91, "Mortar
Gunnery," (Oecember 1971), pp. 5-1 through
5-4 ("The Call for Fire").

4. Target location must be reported to the
following accuracy: Actual 8-digit location of
point target, +15 percent of the ground
distance from the observer to the target.

5. Observed target's magnetic azimuth (direc-
tion) must be reported within +3 degrees of the
actual magnetic azimuth.

Procedures: You randomly select four of the 13
squad leaders who are scheduled to receive the
request and adjustment of mortar fire training and
require them to perform the above objective.

Results: Only one of the four squad leaders could
meet the established training standards for the
objective. The other three NCOs demonstrated
wry low proficiency.

Conclusion: The training standard was deemed to
be realistic (neither too relaxed nor too stringent);
theref ore, further training for thk objective is
required.

Hi; (IR t
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By using past performance results or diagnostic
testing, you could similarly determine if the squad
leaders required further training for intermediate
training objectives two and four. Once this
determination was made, you would next organize
the training required.

ORGANIZE TRAINING REQUIRED

A trainer organizes training by:

1111 Determining the order in which the objectives are
taught.

Estimating the resources required and selecting the
training techniques appropriate to the training for
each objective.

Completing administrative requirements (obtaining
equipment, preparing lesson plan, rehearsing training,
etc.).

Let's examine how you can accomplish each of the
above.

ElOetermine Order in Which

the Intermediate Objectives

are Taught

Once you have determined how much training is
required, you are ready to arrange the intermediate
training objectives into the order in which training
will be conducted (i.e., a sequence which will result in
an orderly, progressive training session).

Two overriding considerations must be taken into
account as you determine how to organize training.
The first consideration is expressed in the ques-
tion: "Is one or more of the intermediate obiectives
a prerequisite to beginning training In the others?" If
the answer is yes, that objective must be taught first.
For example, intermediate training objective 2 (locate
the target) must be completed before a squad leader
can perform intermediate training objective 3 (initial
request for fire). This is because the location of the
target is one of the six elements of a request for fire.
Therefore, you should complete training in inter-
mediate training objective 2 prior to beginning
training in intermediate training objective 3.

Occasionally, your arrangement of intermediate
objectives will bdve no impact on the conduct of
training. For example, if intermediate training
objective 1 (determine observer.target azimuth) had
required training, it would make little difference
whether training was conducted for objective 1

before training Imgan for objective 2 (locate target).



The second consideration is based on resource
limi tat ons: Do your resources dictate how you nuist
organize the intermediate training objectives? For
example, both intermediate training objective 3 (the
request for fire) and intermediate training objective 4
(the adjustment of fire) require the use of radios.
Although the order of training for these intermediate
training objectives is not critical, the number of
radios available may dictate that training be

completed for interme.e training objective 4

before intermediate train.ng objective 3 for some
individuals. Men this situation occurs, you can often
divide the soldiers undergoing training into smaller
groups based on the available resources. Each group
would receive training in a different objective. When
training for each objective is completed, the groups
would rotate stations. For example, one group can
receive training for intermediate training objective 2
while a second group, under one of your assistant
trainers, can receive training for intermediate training
objective 4. (Note: ITO 2 is not a prerequisite to
performing ITO 4.) When training is completed, the
groups rotate stations. The number of maps and
lensatic compasses required to conduct training using
this approach will he onehalf of the amount required
to train all the squad leaders to perform each
intermediate training objective at the same time.

You can see, then, that as you complete the mxt
step in organi/ing your training (estimating the

resources required), you roust keep the matter of
available resources in mind because they may require
you to modify the order in which the objective-, are
taught.

Before discussing the selection and allocation of
resources, you should understand the perfor-
roanceonented approach to training lends itself to a
training session (i.e., a (:lass or block of instruction)
consisting of three phases.

PHASE I: The trairwr states the purpose of the

training and explains or demonstrates how the

objectives will bi! 1)erf ()dried. Essentially, the trainer
is transmitting information to the soldiers, Because
thk part of the training session is what the trainer
does (not what the soldiers undergoing training roust
do), it should be as brief as possible. It should provide
only essential information, thereby conserving time
which can he better devoted to insuring that soldiers
are able to perform the objectives and moat tlw
established standards.

PHASE II: The soldiers practice th( bjectivw, to
acquire the degree of proficiency required by the
training standard. 1)11ring this phase the soldier is
ig:quiring skills through per formance, Onco thw,e
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skills are acquired, the soldiers may need to continue
practicing them in order to develop the necessary
degree of proficiency. The trainer must provide
sufficient time and other resources (training aids,
devices, equipment, assistant trainers, etc,) to insure
the solthers attain an acceptable level of proficiency
prior to moving into Phase III.

PHASE I I I: The soldiers are tested by performing the
objective. The results show whether the sokliers can
or cannot meet the established training standard.

Select Best Available Aids/Devices and Techniques for a
Training Session: Allocate the Time Required for Each

Phase of a Training Session

To select the best possible aids, devices, and
techniques for each phase of a training session, thc
trainer must know what is available. Appendix C,
"Training Techniques, Aids and Devices," has been
written for this purpose. This appendix indicates
what techniques, aids, and devices are available and
how to obtain and use them.

From the training objectives, you know what
needs to be practiced until the desired level of
proficiency is reached, and finally, tested. You need
only to select from the available techniques, aids, and
devices those which best serve to accomplish this
training,

Allocating the time for each phase is not easily
explained in specific terms. This is because of the
factors the trainer must consider while allocating the
time. Although these factors can be categodied and
listed, they remain variable, that is, they change with
every training situation, These factors are:

The current proficiency of the soldiers to be
trained.

The complexity of the commander's training
objective or your intermediate training objec-
tives.

The number of soldiers to be trained versus the
aids, devices, and techniques available.

Additionally, you should koop in mind the human
elemont (motivation, intelligence, physical coordina .
tion, morale, etc.) when you are allocating the
dvailable training time,
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The following chart (figure 4) portrays the three
phases of a training session and their corresponding
factors for consideration in allocating and selecting
the resources required for training, Remember, these
factors must be considered with respect to your
training session.

Allocating the Amount of Time
and Selecting the Resources Required for a Training Session

PHASES OF A PERFORMANCE-
ORIENTED TRAINING SESSION FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION

PHASE I.

The trainer states the training
objective and explains or demon
strates (if necessary) how the
objectives will be performed.

PHASE II.

The soldiers practice the
objectives to acquire the degree of
proficiency required by the
training standards.

PHASE III.

The soldiers are tested by
performing the objective to
established training standards.

The Objective Equals the Test.

1. Current proficiency of soldiersinfluences the time needed for
explanation and demonstration.

2. Number and complexity of objectivesinfluences the time needed
for explanation and demonstration.

3. Number of soldiers to be trained versus resources availablere-
sources you are given or which you obtain include training aids,
devices, equipment, facilities, number of assistant trainers.

1. Current proficiency of soldiers with respect to the objectivein-
fluences the time he will need to learn the skill. Other factors,
difficult to determine, which influence how quickly the soldiers
learn are motivation, intelligence, physical coordination, morale, etc.

2. Number and complexity of objectivesinfluence the time necessary
to acquire proficiency. How quickly soldiers acquire proficiency also
depends on their current proficiency.

3. Number of soldiers to be trained versus resources availablehow
many soldiers can practke simultaneously depends on the ratio of
available resources to the number of soldieis to be trained (e.g., one
aid or device per man to practice with versus one aid or device per
ten men). Resources include training aids, devices, facilities,
equipment, and the number of assistant trainers.

1. Current proficiency of sokliers.

2. Complexity of objective.

3. Number of soldiers to be trained versus resources available.

NG (IRE 1
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Estimate Resources
Required & Select
Appropriate Techniques

The resources in Phase I can be estimated and
allocated relatively accurately because you are

controlling most of the factors which influence the
decision. Specifically, your intermediate objectives
enable you to reduce a complex task to a logical
series of smaller, simpler tasks. You are using the aids
and devices and facilities. By rehearsing, you can
determine the time you need to explain the
objectives. You can even allow time for students'
questions. And with diagnostic testing, you also have
determined the current level of proficiency of the
soldiers.

Determining the resources (to include time) in
Phase II is the most difficult of the three phases. This
is becavse the soldiers are performing (practicing).
Becaus,.i you have little control over these factors, the
amount of time the soldiers need to learn and
pnctiue (Phase II) cannot be determined until after

hove determined the time for Phase III.

The resources required for Phase III are relatively
fixed because after sufficient practice, the soldiers
should be able to perform the objective to the
established training standards. Because the objective
states what the soldier will use in performing the task,
and usually the amount of time he must do it in, you
can datermine the resources accurately.

Based on this discussion you now have a relatively
accurate method for estimating the amount of time
for Phase I and III. To better estimate the amount of
time for Phase II, do the following:

Start with the total amount of time provided by
the commander for the training session. P..btract the
estimated time required for your explanation (Phase
I) and the testing (Phase III). You must also consider
the administrative time required to conduct the
training. Don't forget the time necessary to move
troops between stations, rest or break periods, time
delays peculiar to your training, and any other
additional events that will keep your troops from
training. The amount of time remaining will be the
time available for Phase II (soldiers' practice).

CHAPTER 3

1. Reduce the time expended in Phase I.

One way to save time is to use homework
assignments. These assignments should provide
soldiers with the purpose of training (i.e.,
training objectives and reasons for the training),
and explanation, if necessary, (i.e., procedures
they are to follow during Phase II and III), and
the knowledge they will use during Phase II and
III (i.e., characteristics of a weaponmaximum
effective range, minimum range, types of
ammunition, etc.). Cautionhomework assign-
ments may work well for training leaders, but
may not be appropriate for troops.

2. Acquire more aids, devices or equipment
which will reduce the time for practice.

3. Return to your commander with your
estimate and request more time and/or other
training resources.

The overriding consideration is the realization that
the soldiers should not be tested on the commander's
objective until they have been properly trained to do
all the intermediate objectives inherent in the
commander's objective.

Once the resources have been estimated and
allocated, you should take the following information
to the commander who assigned you the training
objective:

The intermediate training objectives you
have developed to accomplish the com-
mander's training objectives.

The intermediate training objectives that
need training and the justification for
deletion of specific intermediate training
objectives.

The estimated training resources you
need to accomplish the training, to
include any shortages.

The order in which the training will be
conducted.

The training methods and techniques you
plan to use.

If this amount of time is, in your judgment, too Armed with this information, the commander can
decide if your preparation has been adequate, if thereshort, then you must consider the following:

2 3
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are problems he should solve, and if he can
significantly improve the training by offering more
resources (provided they are within his capabilities as
a training manager).

INComplete Administrative
Requirements

Once your commander has approved your
arr.,-..h, you next develop a lesson plan.

The performa,ce-nii-ni,n training approach in-
dicates that the m ihehil lesson plan should
contain the followiTio h.inents:

The commander's training objective (or
final training objective)

The intermediate training objectives, if
any

When, where, to whom, and by whom the
training is given

Time-phased sequence of how training is
to be conducted

Safety restrictions and measures

Other administrative information re-
quired by local SOPs

These elements should provide you, your com-
mander, and other interested persons with the type of
information required to evaluate the training. An
example of a lesson plan is at appendix G.

There are still two things which you must do
before you actually conduct your trainingcheck the
administrative support requirements and conduct
your rehearsal.

With respect to administrative support require-
ments, a good rule of thumb is, "don't take anything
for granted--check on everything." The number of
administrative requirements varies with each training
period. Most of the administrative support require-
ments should already have been taken care of by the
commander, but don't feel restircted by his allocation
of resources. If you need a chalkboard, then request
it or make one yourself. This is not the time to be
limited in your thinking and preparation.

The following checklist may be helpful in insuring
that you do not overlook anything.
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EJ Check ranges or training facilities (arranged by
commander)

EJ Obtain or make training aids

EJ Notify your assistant trainen

O Pass out word on uniform arid equipment

O Reproduce handouts, if appt opriate

EJ Coordinate for special items such as water
trailers, aid vehicles, etc. (arranged by com-
mander)

EJ Coordinate troop support for demonstrations
or skits (arranged by commander)

When possible you should conduct a rehearsal
prior to actually conducting your training. A
rehearsal provides a final check of your training
preparati ons.

You nay have already done a lot of work to
properly plan and prepare your training, but the
following areas can turn into real problems if you fail
to rehearse:

All skits or demonstrations.

All practice periods which are controlled by your
assistant trainers. You cannot afford to give this item
just a quick onceover a few minutes prior to the start
of your training. Your assistant trainers have to be real
"experts." If they are not, you must train them before
you begin training for the soldiers. Therefore, require
your assistant trainers to rehearse. During rehearsal
you can make necessary adjustments and corrections.

eAll performance tests.

All films or other audiovisual aids that are

integrated into your training.

Just prior to the conduct of your training, but
with sufficient time to take corrective action,
personally check:

EJ Arrangement of the classroom or training area.

EJ Arrival of special equipment such as lister bags,
vehicles, etc.

0 Cold or hot weather restrictions specified in
local training SOP.

Arrival of assistant trainers and support troops
if required.

EJ Working order of projection and sound system
(if needed).



STEP 3: CDNDUCT TRAINING

TO STANDARDS

Step 3 consists of conducting, monitoring, and

evaluating the training to insure the soldiers can

perform the commander's objective.

The benefits of the hard work you have done in

Steps 1 and 2 can be realized if you remember to:

Be an

Effective Leader

If you want the soldiers to enthusiastically "get

with" their training, you must approach the conduct

of training in a professional manner. You expertise

in the subject, your bearing, appearance, manner, and

the desire to help soldiers learn are extremely

important to creating the kind of training environ

ment that will cause soldiers to want to learn.

Insure 'that Established

Staiubds Are Mei

Training is the key to professionalism. You and

your commander have taken great care to establish

realistic, attainable training standards that the soldiers

are expected to meet. You must be contMually

involved in the training, supervision and critiquing to

insure the soldiers meet these standards. To assist

you, use the faster learners to help the slower

learners.

Make Sure the Soldiers

Can Execute the Fundamentals

II the soldiers undergoing training cannot perform

each intermediate objective and meet the established

standards, it does little good to "press on" with the

training. Only by insuring the soldiers are well drilled

in the fundamentals can you insure they will be able

to perform the commander's objective.

To illustrate how the actual conduct of training

would look for the request and adjustment of 4.2

inch mortar fire that has been discussed in Steps 1

and 2, the following scenario lfigure 51 is offered for

your study and consideration. Note the special

emphasis the trainer places on insuring established

standards are met. In addition, compare the time the

trainer would spend explaining the purpose of

training and demonstrating how to perform each

objective 115 minutes) versus the time devoted to

having the soldiers practice each objective and testing

them on their proficiency 1225 minutes).

CHAPTER 3

REQUESTING AND ADJUSTING 4.2" MORTAR FIRE

SEQUENCE ACTIVITY TIME TRAINING STANDARDS

Slate the commander's training objective

and then state the intermediate training

objectives while demonstrating how to request

and adjust 4.2 inch mortar lire. Point out each

step and intermediate training objective in the

process as j:)11 LOW to it.

15 min
(2) Make adjustment within IS sec(nid

impacts,

(3) Achieve effect on target within 4 adjustments.

Demonstrator will meet the following standards:

(II Make initial fire request within 3 inimmin after the
target ;las been designated.

he round

Insure that students can determine target

location. If not, practice this until they can.

Squad leaders m ist mee 3 following standards:

(1) Report the correct magnetic azimuth (13 degrees)

within 30 seconds after the target has been designated.

15 min (2) Report an 8.digit grid coordinate location of the
target within 1 minute after the target has been
designated and to the following accuracy: Actual 8.digit

location of target 115 percent of the ground distance

from the observer to the target (e.g., if target is 1,000
meters from the observer, the location must be reported

within ISO meters of the actual location).

Explain the elements uf the call for lire.

Then break class into three groups (maintain

imit integrity if possible). Have each group

nosier fire requests on chalkboards with the

groups competing against each other by calling

Mr lire on a radio to a simulated PDC.°

77 min

Explain how to spot rounds and calculate

corrections. Then break class into three groups.

Ilave each group spot rounds, make range

changes and correct deviations using a puff

board,* Have the groups practice requesting

and adjusting 4.2 inch mortar fire on a puff

hoard until each NCO can meet the prescribed

standards of the commander's training objec-

tive.

(1) Request fire within 3 minutes after the target las
been designated.

121 Include all six elements of the fire request.

(3) Adhere to radio procedures specified in FM 23.91,
"Mortar Gunnery," (December 1971), pages 5.1

through 54 (1he Call for Fire").

(41 Report target location to the following accuracy;
Actual 8.digit location of point target, 115 percent of
ground distance from the observer to the target.

(S) Report observed target's magnetic azimuth (direc

don) within 3 degrees of the actual magnetic azimuth.

01 Make subsequent corrections within 5 seconds

after the initial rotund lands (sporting).

52 min (2) Place effect on target (e.g., round must land within

25 meters of target) in not more than 4 adjustments
after observer has obtained a positive range sensing.

Test NCO's proficiency using live mortar

lire. Once this has been accomplished, release

the class or keep working on speed and

precision,

(1) Make initial lire request Within 3 ndnutes after the

70 min target has been designated.

(2) Make adjustments within IS seconds after the
round impacts.

(3) Achieve effect on target within 4 adjustments.

Total movement time between concurrent stations. 11 min

?AO min or 4 hours

Ilavt i;)UpS compete with each other once they have grasped the procedure. FIGURE S.
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Conduct
Post-Training Evaluation

24

"How am I doing?" Both the trainer and the
soldiers being trained need to know the answer to this
question. Using the performance-oriented approach
to training, this evaluation is fairly simple for the
soldiers. Because the soldiers know what they must
do, the soldiers have an established benchmark from
which they can evaluate their performance through-
out the training session.

Trainers must also supervise and evaluate training.
Supervising training helps determine soldier perfor
mance of the intermediate training objectives. This is
essential to insure that the soldiers can properly
execute the fundamentals and meet the established
standards before they perform the comrnander's
objective.

Evaluation is more comprehensive and concerns
two important aspects of the training process: train-
ing effectiveness and training efficiency.

Training effectiveness is concerned with how well
the soldiers perform the commander's objective.
Training efficiency is concerned with how well the
trainer uses the available training resources.

If the soldiers can meet the training standard of
the commander's ol jective, the effectiveness of
training can be judged a success. If the soldiers fail to
meet the established standard, the trainer must try to
pinpoint the reasons.

To assist in evaluating the effectivent
efficiency, see appendix D. The appendix contai- ;
many of the questions you should ask yourself to
determine the efficiency and effectiveness of your
training.

By answering those questions you can provide the
commander with the information he needs to modify
or continue the training program. Just as importantly,
you win gain useful information of the "lessons
learned" variety. With respect to lessons learned, it is
recommended that you give the unit training NCO a
copy of the commander's objectives, his other
guidance, and the lesson plan (which includes the
intermediate objectives you developed and the
time-phased sequence of the training). Finally, you
should provide the training NCO with the results of
your training. A penciled, readable copy is sufficient;
no need to make elaborate, "pretty" file copies. The
important point is to save the objectives and other
information you have so carefully prepared. Witt
minor modification, this information can save a great
deal of time and effort when you or other trainers are
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called upon to prepare and conduct similar training in
the future.

In summary, trainers should evaluate training in
terms of its effectiveness and efficiency. The
evaluation process is not designed to assess blame. Its
purpose is to continually improve training in the most
constructive fashion possible. Therefore, each evalua-
tion must be a candid and "eyes open" process which
assists the commander and his trainers to discharge
their critical training manager and trainer responsibil-
ities.

Preparing Individual Training
Using Soldier's Manuals

Now that you have id chapter 3, you may be
asking yourself "If the Army wants performance-ori-
ecited training, why can't the service schools give us
the kind of training literature that will make the
preparation of training easier?" In fact, the service
schools are hard at work to do just that. They are
developing and field testing a new series of
publications called Soldier's Manuals. Each Soldier's
Manual specifies the critical performances essential to
success in combat for a given MOS, duty position,
and skill level. These performances are written in
terms of a series of training and evaluation outlines.
Each outline contains a training objective that
speoes the task to be performed, thP conditions of
performance, and the standard of acceptable
performance. You win, of course, recognize that this
infcrm.tion largely completes Step 1, "Describe the
desired results of training" for you.

To aid in the completion of Step 2, "Prepare to
conduct training," each training and evaluation
outline also includes helpful "how to" information
and lists key references to simplify additional study.
An example of one training and evaluation outline
from the 11B Soldier's Manual is on pgs. 25-26. By
consulting the Soldier's Manual for each MOS in your
unit, the preparation and conduct of individual
training will be greatly simplified. At this point, a
word of caution is in order. The development of each
Solidier's Manual takes time. Each manual must be
written and field tested to insure it is valid and meets
your needs. With the large number of MOS in the
Army, it will take several years before all the Soldier's
Manuals are completed. However, many of the
performances listed in the initial group of Soldier's
Manuals will apply equally to other career fields and
duty positions. Among the first group of manuals
being produced are those for the 11B, 11C, 11D,



11E, 13B, 13E, 16R, and 16P MOS. Look them over
as they become available. It may save you a lot of
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time and effort, and help make your training more
efficient and effective.

TRAINING AND EVALUATION OUTLINE

EVALUATION:

TASK: Construct individual defensive position.

CONDITIONS:

In daylight, given: (1) load bearing equipment
w/bayonet, scabbard, entrenching tool, poncho and
M16A1 rifle, (2) the specific location and sector of
fire of the position to be constructed (NOTE: posi-
tion should afford natural cover such as mounds of
earth, stumps, trees, rocks, etc., and observation and
fields of fire), (3) logs to construct overhead cover
and (4) four hours to complete construction
(NOTE: time may be adjusted when soil and weather
conditions make construction of positions particular-
ly difficult).

STAND,iiDS:

Within time specified, completed position must
meet or exceed the following specifications:

(1) Coo.r Affords protection from direct frontal
small arms fire (e.g., a natural or man-made frontal
parapet (earth) 1 helmet high and at least 1 M16A1
length deep or its equivalent) and from effects of
indirect fire (shrapnel) (normally requires at lest 12
inches of dirt/log overhead protection).

(2) Concealment - Position cannot be easily
detected from front (e.g., blends with surroundings
well enough that approaching soldier approximately
35 meters tc front (hand grenade range) who does
not know position's location cannot detect it).

(3) Fields of Fire - Limiting stakes are emplaced
and c .:rrectly define sector of fire. Occupant in firing
position has observation in sectrr and fields of fire
which have been cleared suffic t.:y, but which have
not destroyed natural camou' that position can
be detected as speciried in par..

(4) Size/Shape - Position is aimpit deep and at
least shoulder with (of occupant); provides a cave-like
compartment with overhead cover big enough for
occupant to get under.

(5) Optional - Position includes: (1) grenade
sump, (2) sloping floor with shallow trench to
facilitate drainage, (3) elbow holes to stabilize firing
position and to lower silhouette when firing, (4)
range card (5) night firing stakes:

TRAINING:

1. Recommended Construction Procedure. See
figure. Construction of an individual defensive
position should generally follow this sequence:

(a) Obtain position location and sector of fire
from your squad leader. Put in sector of fire stakes.

(b) Partially clear fields of fire within your sector
and dig a hasty hole for minimum protection. Be
careful not to destroy natural camouflage around
your position. Save grass clumps, etc., for camouflage
later.

(c) Next dig in. Make hole armpit deep. If you
have a natural frontal parapet carry away and
camouflage dirt from hole, if not, make frontal
parapet with the hole dirt as shown in figure .

(d) Complete clearing fields of fire. Clear only
what is absolutely necessary. Get in firing position
and check observation of fields of fire. Save any cut
foliage, dirt, grass clumps, etc., for camouflage of
pwition.

(e) Camouflage position using available materials
(e.g., grass clumps, foliage, etc.). Make your position
blend into surroundings. Check camouflage by
moving 35 meters tO front and observe position. If
you can spot your position easily, you need more
work on camouflage.

(f) Construct overhead cover. Use logs, planks,
etc., which will support at least 12 inches of dirt. Dig
cavelike area big enough to get under (see figure).

(g) Improve position. Dig grenade sump at 45
degree angle and at least 2 feet deep. Slope floor of
foxhole and dig shallow trench to allow for drainage.
Dig elbow holes to stabilize firing position and to
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lower your firing silhouette. Put in n;ght firing stakes
and make a range card. Improve camouflage.
Construct alternate and secondary positions as

directed by your squad leader. Replace dead foliage
as needed to maintain camouflage. Remember, you
can always improve your position.

REFERENCE:

TC 7-50, "Fighting Positions for Infantry Sol-
diers."

BERM PARAPET ONE M16 WIDE
ONE HELMET AT TOP

OR
ONE BAVO

=

LEFT LIMIT
STAKE

..414,14
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CHAPTER 4

Introduction to Collective
Training

In chapters 2 and 3, you read how to prepare and conduct
performance-oriented INDIVIDUAL training. The 3-step,
backward planning process (describe desired results, prepare
training, and conduct training to standards) is also applicable to
collective training. Collective training refers to training teams
(fire teams, crews, and sections) and units (squads, platoons,
and companies). This chapter defines collective training and
discusses fundamentals which will help you understand the
concepts and examples shown in the following chapters.

Collective training prepares soldiers to perform
those team or unit tasks essential to the accomplish-
ment of a unit's TOE or operational mission. In many
respects collective training for soldiers is like training
a football team. In fact, many successful military
trainers have recognized and made reference to the
similarities between preparing a football team for a
game, and training teams and units for combat.

Like a military team or unit, a football team is
comprised of individuals who possess certain abilities
The coach (the training manager) and his assistants
(the trainers) seek to develop those abilities through a
combination of individual and collective training
They do this by understanding and stressing certain
training fundamentals. Chapters 2 and 3 discussed
training fundamentals that apply to individual
training. The following paragraphs explain the
fundamentals of collective training.
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CHAPTER 4

FUNDAMENTALS OF COLLECTIVE TRAINING

Develop Precise Training Objectives and
Insure that Established Standards are Met

In collective training, as with individual traininci.
the training objective is the key to conducting
efficient and effective training. Collective training
objectives specify:

1. the TEAM OR UNIT task to be
performed.

2. the CONDITIONS under which the task
will be performed.

3. the TEAM OR UNIT TRAINING STAN-
DARD that must be met.
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Only by having precise training objectives can the
trainers and the team or unit clearly understand what
they are expected to accomplish. (If you do not
understand what is meant by precise training
objectives, reread chaptea 2 and 3 and appendix B.)

To further illustrate this point, consider how a
successful coach trains a football team. Prior to the
preseason practice period, the coach and his assistants

carefully prepare the offensive and defensive plays
which they feel will insure the team's ability to
accomplish its mission (win football games). In effect,
these plays are collective training tasks. For example,
consider the passing play diagrammed in figure 6.
This diagram describes how the offensive lineman will
provide pass protection for the ruarterback (i.e., it
specifies the tasks to be performed cy the lineman)
and shows the patterns that the ends and backs will
run to get the left set back (LSB) open so the pass
can be completed (i.e., tasks to be performed by the
ends and backs). Further, the play specifies the type
of defense that the play will be run against
(conditions).

To complete the training objective for the pass
play, the conditions and training standard must be
established. Specifically, the conditions are: the rules
of football (e.g., size of the field, number of players,
infractions, etc.), the down, yardage required for a
first down, the offensive team's field position, and

1st DOWN MUST PLAY
Proset, strong left, flanker (FB) runs a "post
pattern," split end (SE) runs a "down and out"
and left set back (LSB) runs a "sideline." Primary
receiver is the LSB.

X X
X X

X X X X

NLS11

FIGURE 6.

`1 1



the alinement of the defensive team. The team
training standard is a completed pass which gains
enough yardage for the first down. This standard
specifies what the entire team must achieve.

The coaches are ako concerned with how various
elements of the offense perform. Did the line provide
pass protection' Did the left set back catch the ball?
Did the quarterback throw a good pass? The coaches
would establish a training standard for these
elements. To explain this point further, consider how
the coaches develop a training standard for the
offensive line in executing the pass play.

The coaches know through experience the
quarterback needs about 3 seconds to set up and
throw the ball. After that, the defensive line can be
expected to break through the protection and tackle
him. Therefore, the offensive line coach knows,
before practice, that the offensive line must be able
to provide pass protection to the quarterback for 3
seconds. The coach also knows that the success of
this task depends on each lineman being able to
perform properly certain critical individual tasks.

Insure Soldiers Can Perform
Critical Individual and Subunit Tasks

The collective training objective is usually attained
through successful performance of individual tasks.
Trainers must insure that individuals can perform the
tasks required to accomplish the commander's
1:raining objective. These critical tasks can be

categorized as those performed by the leader, those
performed by other members of the unit, and those
performed by subunits.

CRITICAL TASKS PERFORMED BY LEADERS
Regardless of how well prepared the football team

may be for the game, the quarterback must call the
Plays which will capitalize on his team's strengths and
the opponent's weaknesses and result in his team
putting points on the board. As a decision maker, the
quarterback's play-calling . ale is critical. Specifically,
should he fail to read the defense properly, the play
he calls may result in no gain, an incomplete pass, or
worse, an interception. The coaches (the trainers)
recognize this and pay particular atte..tion to
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preparing the quarterbacks for the game. Study
sessions with game films, studying playbooks, and
-eading various defenses are favorite techniques used
by coaches to prepare quarterbacks.

Military leaders also must make critical tactical
decisions which can significantly affect how their
teams or units perform. For example, a commander,
with the mission to defend, selects terrain on which
his men prepare defensive positions. If the leader's
decision is wrong (e.g., fails to orient on likely enemy
avenues of approach or fails to locate his unit's
weapons where they can engage targets effectively),
the proficiency with which the individual members of
the unit dig in, camouflage their positions, and engage
targets may be of little consequence to the outcome
of the battle. Conversely, if the leader selects the
optimum defensive positions, the individual soldiers
will have a better chance of accomplishing their
mission.

Again, team performance is significantly affected
by the decisions and actions of its leaders. Training is
more productive if leaders develop the necessary
technical and tactical expertise before they train with
their team or unit. Otherwise, the troops become
little more than "training aids" for their leaders.

CRITICAL TASKS PERFORMED
BY TEAM AND UNIT MEMBERS

Trainers must also insure that soldiers can perform
the critical individual tasks inherent to the collective
training objective. For example, in training the
offensive line of a football team, the line coach
insures that each lineman can execute properly
one-on-one and two-on-one blocks before he trains
the line to function as a team.

In military training, a trainer conducting 81mm
mortar crew training insures each crew member can
perform his critical duties (e.g., each gunner must be
able to level the mortar) before the complete crew
works on its speed and precision in setting up and
firing the mortar.

CRITICAL TASKS PERFORMED BY SUBUNITS

The trainer concerned with tactical collective
training must also insure his subunits can perform
critical collective tasks. For example, if you are
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preparing platoon-level tactical training you must
insure that the rifle squads can perform critical
collective tasks (i.e., if the platoon is conducting a
daylight attack of a fortified position, the rifle squads
must be capable of moving from the LD using the
appropriate formations). This fundamental can also
be applied to smaller units (e.g., fire teams practicing
movement techniques before the entire squad attacks,
or 4.2 inch mortar gun crews conducting crew drill
while the FDC and FOs are training elsewhere.

Use Multi-Echelon
Collective Training

To insure each training session uses the available
time and other resources efficiently, football coaches
use a multi-echelon training approach. This approach
is designed to train simultaneously different elements
of the football team before the entire team "puts it
all together" in scrimmage or in a game.

Consider again the example of the pass play. After
the coach is satisfied each player can perform critical
individual tasks (e.g., linemen block, center snaps
ball, quarterback throws ball, ends and backs run
patterns and receive), he has the offensive line
develop precision and teamwork by working against a
defensive line. Concurrently, the quarterback may be
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watching films of opponents' games. In this way, the
quarterback learns which defensive sets the opponent
usually takes, depending on down, yardage, and field
position. This multi-echelon approach to training
leaders and team members separately but simulta-
neously, usually precedes the entire unit being drilled
as a team.

There are a variety of ways in which military
collective training can and should employ the
multi-echelon approach. For example, leaders and
staff officers can begin training in tactical operations
by using one or more tactical exercises (e.g.,
command post exercises, terrain exercises, or terrain
model exercises). In this manner the leaders can learn
and practice their tactical skills without wasting their
soldiers' time. Meanwhile, the soldiers can be learning
how to perform their jobs under the direction of
qualified officer and noncommissioned officer train-
ers or by using Training Extension Course (TEC)
lessons.

The important point is to train leaders to perform
their jobs without wasting the troops' time or other
training resources. Once the leaders and soldiers
individually are proficient, they train together
effectively as a unit in field training exercises (FTX)
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TYPES OF COLLECTIVE TRAINING

There are two types of collective training:
equipment-oriented collective training and tactical
collective training.

Equipment-Oriented
Collective Training

Equipment-oriented collective training is designed
to prepare teams and units to employ crew-served
equipment (e.g., a tank, artillery piece, tactical
bridge, mortar, TOW weapons system, etc.). Equip-
ment-oriented collective training objectives (i.e., the
tasks, conditions and training standard,3) are develop-
ed in terms of how the equipment should be operated
by the crew. This means the conditions and training
standards are based primarily on the efficient
operation of the equipment rather than the terrain or
the enemy situation. For example, a mortar crew sets
up and fires a mortar using essentially the same
procedures regardless of the enemy situation or
terrain. Similarly, the procedures used by an engineer
company to construct a bridge do not change
substantially from site to site. Chapter 5 explains how
a tiainer prepares and conducts equipment-oriented
collective training.

Tactical Collective
Training

Unlike equipment-oriented collective training,
tactical collective training is very much dependent on
the enemy situation, the terrain, and other external
factors (weather, visibility, etc.). This means these
training objectives cannot be stated in isolation from
tactical situations. While statements of tactical tasks
are relatively straightforward and constant (attack a
fortified position, conduct a recon patrol, etc.), the
conditions under which these tasks must be

performed and the precise standards of acceptable
performance must be developed in the context of a
specified enemy situation for a particular piece of
terrain. Therefore, in tactical training, the trainer
must be given, or he must develop, an appropriate
enemy situation for the terrain on which the exercise
is to be conducted. Then he can develop precise and
complete tactical collective training objectives.
Chapter 6 discusses this concept in detail and explains
how a trainer prepares and conducts tactical
collective training.
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Army Training and
Evaluation Program (ARTEP)

Recall that Soldier's Manuals (discussed in chapter
3) are designed to assist the commanders and trainers
to prepare and conduct individual training using the
performance-oriented concepts emphasized in this
manual. In similar fashion, service schools are

developing ARTEPs to assist training managers and
trainers in the preparation, conduct, and evaluation
of collective training. Each ARTEP is comprised of a
series of training and evaluation outlines. Each

outline specifies for a particular element of a

battalion/task force, or separate company, the
following information:

a. The unit (i.e., crew, squad, platoon, com-
pany/team or battalion/task force) for which the
outline is applicable.

b. The mission to be performed.

c. The general conditions (situation) under which
the mission will be performed.

d. The primary training and evaluation standards
upon which the unit will be evaluated as either
satisfactory or unsatisfactory (GO/NO-GO).

e. The collective training objectives applicable in
the performance of the mission; guidance for
estimating support requirements necessary to conduct
formal evaluations, and tips to trainers and

evaluators.

This is the kind of information training managers
and trainers win find useful in the preparation and
conduct of collective training.

Chapter 5 includes a discussion of how ARTEP
applies to equipment-oriented collective training.
Chapter 6 includes a discussion of tactical collective
training using ARTEP. Also included in Chapter 6 is a
discussion of engagement simulation training tech-
niques and equipment being incorporated into
ARTEP and designed to realistically simulate, in
tactical training, the lethality and casualty producing
effects of modern weapons.

Next: equipment-oriented collective training
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Equipment-Oriented Collective
Training
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3

This chapter builds on the material contained in chapters 2, 3,
and 4 to explain how company-level trainers can prepare and
conduct equipment-oriented collective training (e.g., training
for tank crews, artillery gun sections and batteries, engineer
bridge companies, mortar platoons, etc.). If you have not read
and understood chapters 2, 3, and 4, you should do so before
reading this chapter. If you have already read and understood
them, the following review of their contents should be
sufficient.

A
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In chapter 2, the performance-oriented approach
to training was explained. It discussed why this
approach was more effective and efficient than the
traditional lecture, conference, demonstration train-
ing methods. Performance-oriented training stresses
soldiers' performance and meeting established stan-
dards rather than emphasizing what trainers do. You
will recall the basis of performance-oriented training
is the training objective which states precisely what
the soldiers must do (task), the conditions under
which the task must be performed and the training
standard that the soldiers must meet.

Chapter 3 explained how a trainer can use a 3-step,
backward planning process to prepare and conduct
performance-oriented individual training. The three
steps are:

STEP 1. Describe the desired results of
training

STEP 2. Prepare to conduct training

STEP 3. Conduct training to standards

Chapter 4 explained the three fundamentals of
training teams and units (i.e., collective training). You
will recall that the fundamentals of collective training
are:

Develop precise training objeclves and
insure established standards are met

Insure soldiers can perform critical in-
dividual and subunit tasks

Employ multi-echelon collective training



This chapter explains how a trainer can apply
these fundamentals by using the 3-step, backward
planning process to prepare and conduct equip-
ment-oriented collective training. To help you
understand the material, the chapter contains two
examples: training 3 tank crew and training a 4.2 inch
mortar platoon.

Although these two examples pertain to armor and
infantry equipment-oriented collective training, the process
for preparing and conducting the training applies equally well
to any combat, combat support, or combat service support
team or unit which conducts equipment-oriented collective
training. Llere are some examples:

Trainina Forward Sjna1 Center Platoon to set up
a radio relay terminal, AN/M46-69.

Training a medical company's Clearing Platoon to
erect medium and large general purpose (GP) tents.

Training the gun squads of a Vulcan battery.

Training the Air Quip Platoon of the Quarter-
master Air Equipment Support Company to rig
vehicles for air drop.

Training the .VIR crew of a Recovery Section to
recover disabled track vehicles.

Training the 155mm (SP) Howitzer Section of a
field artillery battery.

Training the Heavy Raft Sections of the bridge
company of an engineer battalion.

These examples indicate that more than just armor
and infantry trainers are concerned with equip-
ment-oriented collective training. The following
discusses how trainers can apply the 3-step, backward
planning process to prepare and conduct tank crew
and 4.2 inch mortar platoon training. Let's begin with
the tank crew training.

NOTE: If you're not familiar with what tank
crews do and how they do it, don't worry.
Concentrate on understanding how the 3-step
process is used to prepare and conduct
equipment-oriented collecrive training and see
how the fundamentals are stressed.

CHAPTER 5

TRAINING A TANK CREW

STEP 1: Describe the
Desired Results of Training

In Step 1, you are concerned with describing
precisely the task a team or unit must perform, the
conditions under which the task is performed, and
the training standard that must be met at the
completion of the training. In short, you must
establish a complete and precise collective training
objective. You will recall that this is one of the
fundamentals of individual and collective training. To
see how this is done, put yourself in the role of an
armor platoon leader. The company commander
wants you to prepare and conduct tank crew training.
In his discussion and answers to your questions, the
commander provides you with the following training
guidance:
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"LT O'NEAL, In three weeks I want you to train our tank crews to
engage stationary armor targets. This will be followed by a training test
conducted by battalion. Battalion has allocated us twenty rounds of
HEAT ammunition per tank and sufficient subcaliber ammunition to
conduct practice firing. We can use Range 10, the subcaliber range, and
the battalion driving course anytime during the week of training. The
actual test will be in one month beginning on Monday. LT Murphy will
be the OIC for the testing phase.

"FM 17-12 states crews must fire the
first round within 15 seconds or less
after a target is identified. I think that
our crews should hit at least 5 of the 7
targets with either first or second rounds
(or both). Second rounds must be fired
within 10 seconds after the first round
impacts. Only two rounds will be fired at
each target.

"Because of our current strength, plan to train just the 15 crews
of the three platoons. In addition to the ranges, the company
classroom, motor pool areas, and maneuver area Alfa are

available if you need them. Coordinate with the S3 for the use of
TEC lessons to support this training and as concurrent training
on the ranges. LT Evans, LT Jacks, SFC Oswald and SFC Lever
will be your assistant trainers. Coordinate with the S4 for
subcaliber ammo. You will recall that the range has 7 armor
targets, so be sure to save at least 14 rounds per tank for the live
fire. During the week of training I will schedule 8 hours of
maintenance and 2 hours of physical training.

"As you know, our company has experienced a large personnel
turnover. The replacements have not had much opportunity to
undergo crew training. Most of the officers and NCOs feel we are
not up to speed in employing the main gun. VVe have spent a
great deal of time on boresighting and zeroing during the past
two weeks. Everyone has passed the preliminary gunner's
examination so they're all up to speed in the basics. Crew
performance on the subcaliber tables was also satisfactory.
Therefore, don't spend any more time in those areas.
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"If you need any more guidance or
resources, let me know. I would hke to
see the intermediate training objectives
and your plan for conducting the

training in one week. I will make out the
weekly training schedule at that time."



ANALYZE GUIDANCE. With the commander's
guidance, you analyze the guidance to insure you
have a complete and precise training objective. Look
at the commander's guidance again. Does it specify
the task, conditions, and training standard each tank
crew must meet at the completion of their training?
How about the other elements of the commander's
guidance (i.e., who, when, where, reasons for training
and resources provided or coordinated for)? Using
your notes, you could rewrite the commander's
guidance in the format shown in figure 8.

CHAPTER 5

By examining the guidance, you should find that it
is sufficiently piecise and complete for you to move
to the next step: Prepare to condo

3 8

FIGURE 8.
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STEP 2: Prepare to
Conduct Training

36

ESTABLISH INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJEC-
TIVES. In this step, you are concerned with two of
the fundamentals of collective training: Develop
precise training objectives and insure soldiers can
perform critical individual tasks. In developing precise
objectives, it is your job to identify the individual and
collective tasks which describe what the personnel to
be trained must do to meet the commander's training
objective. Further, once these tasks are identified you
must establish the conditions and training standards
which complete the intermediate objectives. Remem-
ber, successful collective training will depend largely
on how well the members of the team or unit can
perform critical individual tasks (i.e., those individual
tasks that must be performed to accomplish the
commander's objective). Intermediate objectives can
be established by using your own experience and the
appropriate training literature (e.g., FMs, TCs,
ARTEP 17-35, etc.). For example, by using FM
17-12, "Tank Gunnery," TC 17-12-2, "Training Tank
and Sheridan Crews to Shoot," TC 17-12-5, "Tank
Gunnery Training," and appropriate TEC lessons, you
can identify the tasks shown in Ifigure 9.. These are
the critical tasks tank crew members must perfoim.

Look at the list of tasks again. Aren't all of the
tasks individual tasks? The answer is obviously yes.
Then where dces collective training come in? The
answer is in terms of the sequence, speed, and
precision with which these tasks must be performed.
If the crew is to meet the commander's objective, it
must operate as a team. A collective training task is
an aggregate of individual tasks. This is the essence of
what equipment-oriented collective training is all

about.

With the critical tasks identified, the next question
to be answered is, under what conditions must the
task be performed and to what training standard? By
developing this information, you can establish
complete and precise intermediate training objectives.

However, before you launch into this step tc
prepare your training, you should STOP and think
about how you can prepare the training in the most
efficient manner. Remember the assistant trainers the
commander gave you? Take full advantage of their
talent and experience in helping you to prepare the
training. For example, you could break out the
identified tasks amo.ig the assistant trainers and
require them to develop appropriate conditions and
training standards. Be sure to give them the
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commander's training objective, and the other
information the commander h provided you in his

Critical Tasks Performed by Tank Crew Personnel

TANK COMMANDER must be able to:

identify targets
give correct fire commands
lay the main gun

ra n ge on target

sense rounds

()adjust rounds using burst-on-target method

()supervise entira crew

GUNNER must be able to:

()identify target in gunner% periscope

index ammunition in computer
make final lay
()sense rounds

()adjust rounds (burst-on-target procedure)

DRiVER must be able to:

drive the tank

eselect a firing position and stop smoothly

LOADER must be able to:

identify main gun ammunition by type
eload the main gun

FIGURE 9.

training guidance. If they are not familiar with
performance-oriented training, have them read this
field manual and then talk over the material with
them. By teaching your assistant trainers how to
train, you will be fulfilling part of your job as a
leader.

With the toregoing in mind, let's see how
appropriate intermediate training objectives are

developed for equipment-oriented collective training.

By using the references, the commander's
objective, your expertise, and your assistant trainers,
you can establish the conditions and training
standards for each task you have identified. For
example, by using TC 17-12-2, and specifically figure
10 which shows the sequence in which each task is
performed to engage an armor target, you should be
able to develop intermediate training objectives
similar to those shown in figure 11.



POSITIONS

CREW ACTIONS TO MEET OPENING TIME FOR MAIN GUN ENGAGEMENTS

POSITION ACTIONS
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TANK

COMMANDER

UNITION

ER AND ..........

G SWITCH

0 Gunner makes final precise lay after main gun is loaded, ()Gunner announces "ON THE WAY", pauses one second, and then fires,Tank Commander identifies target and commands Driver slop,

FIGURE !O.

TANK COMMANDER

TASK, Tank Commander (TI I will command "Driver, Stop"; issue initial fire

command and rough lay the MIMI gun,

CONDITIONS: during daylight, provided silhouette armor targets, in a fully

operadonal 8160A1 main battle tank (Miff).

TRAINING STANDARD.' Give at least 4 of the 6 elements of the fire commend

without error (Note: direction and range may be omitted) and lay main gun enabling

the gunner to identify din target within 3 seconds after TC identifies the target.

TASK: Tank commonder will range un target,

CONDITIONS, during daylight, given a fully operational tinge finder and o series of

known distance silhouette armor targets varying in range from 800 to 1500 meters,

The TC will have received the response, "Identified," from the gunner.

TRAINING STANDARD: Must obtain die correct range Iplus or minus 10 meters)

within 5 seconds after laying the gun,

3

I ASK: The tank commander will adjust rounds,

CONDITIONS.' using the hurst.undarget method during daylight in a fully

operational 6160A1 mein bottle tank (MDT), having fired the main gun at armor

silhouette targets varying In range from 800 to 1500 meters,

TRAINING STANDARD,' To insure e second round hit 00% of the time, within 3

seconds after the round hes impacted,

INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

GUNNER

TASK: Gunner will identify target,

CONDITIONS: given an initial fire command, during daylight in a fully

operetional M60111 main battle tank using the gunner's periscope. The target

is in the field of view of the gunner's periscope.

TRAINING STANDARD.' Identify the target through periscope and state

"Identified" within 3 seconds af ter melding initial lire command.

Kfigl

TASK; Gunner will index ammunition into the computer,

CONDITIONS: given an initial fire command, during daylight, in a fully

operational M6001 main battle tank and with the target identified by the

gunner,

TRAINING STANDARD: Typo ammunition contained in firs command must

he indexed within 3 seconds after fire command has bes,, given.

4

TASK.' Gunner will make final precise lay on target,

CONDITIONS: using the gunner's periscope in a fully operational 81160A1

main battle tank dudng daylight, having received a fire command.

TRAINING STANDARD.' Obtain sight picture with reticle laved on target's

center of vdnerability within 5 leconda after announcing"Identified."

Gunner also performs intermediate objective 3.

LOADER

TASK; Loader will load main gun, clear path

of wail end announce "Up,"

CONDITIONS; during daylight in a fully

operational 6160A1 mein battle tank, having

received a complete fire command.

TRAINING STANDARD; Complete the task

with 6 seconds.

DRIVER

TASK: Driver will stop the tank,

CONDITIONS.' ssidle moving at 18,20 kmph in an

M6001 MBT, dudng daylight, and given the

command to "Stop."

TRAINING STANDARD.' Within 3 seconds often

"Stop" command has been liven, stop the tank

smoothly in hull defilade (when available), with

front of tank facing the target.

NOTE: There are several tasks that have been omitted from this

training, such as the use of the gunner's telescope and other means of

sensing, The training was further limited by not considering moving

targets or night firing, This is because this training is not requilvd to

xcomplish the commander's objective, He would establish additional

objectives which require night and moving target firing, For a more

complete kussion of tank gunnery training, including crew standards,

see TC 1745,
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Fold this

page out to

view figure 10,

"CREW ACTIONS TO

MEET OPEMNG TIME FOR

MAIN GUN

ENGAGEMENTS"

and figure 11.

"INTERMEDIATE

TRAINING OBJECTIVES"

DETERMINE AND ORGANIZE

TRAINING REQUIRED

Determine How Much Training is Required. With

the intermediat; objectives now established, you and

your assistant trainers must now determine which

objectives the appropriate crew personnel can already

perform successfully and those for which the crew

personnel will require further training, By making this

determination, you will be able to insure that solders

can perform critical individual and subunit tasks, a

funddmental of collective training.

To determine training required, you and your

assistants can use either of the rnethods described in

chapter 3. You will recall these were (1) obtaining

and evaluating past performance, and (2) conducting

diagnostic testing, (Review chapter 3, pages 8.26, if

you are net familiar with these methods.)

INOTE: For the tank crew training example, consider

that you and your assktants have used one or both

methods and have determined that ell of the

hitermediate objectives will require training, Crew

proficiency with respect to ell objectives is very

You and your assistant trainers are now ready to

organize the training required.

Organize Training Re *ed. A trainer organizes

training required by:

Determining the order in did the diadem ara

taught

SEstimating the resources required and seledng the

trainer techniques appropriate to conducting

training for each objective

I dentifying individual pedods of training and

migning assistant trainers

I Completing administrative requirements (et oh.

taining equipment, prepadng lesson plan, re .

harming training, etc.),

Let's examine how trainers can aucomplish each

Me above using tank crew training as an examp

CHAPTER 5
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DETERMINE THE ORDER

IN WHICH THE OBJECTIVES ARE TAUGHT

To do this you and your assistants must answer

the following question: Is one (or more) inter

mediate objective(s) a prerequisite to beginning

training in others? If the answer is yes, that objective

must be taught first, For the tank crew, the order in

4ich the objectives will be taught is shown in figure

12. HITE', 0My the tasks of the objectWes are

shown in the figure,)

There is a second consideration you and your

assistants should make in determining the order in

which the objectives are taught, This consideration

concerns the amount of training resources available to

conduct the training. In short, the available resources

may force you to train in an objective which logically

should come later if the proper order was maintained,

To apply this consideration, you and your assistant

trainers must estimate the training resources required

to conduct the trainilig,

ESTIMATE TRAINING RESOURCES REQUIRED

The most difficult resource to estimate is time.

This is particularly true in collective training where

trainers are concerned with insuring the soldier can

pmform critical individual tasks in addition to

performing coHective tasks. Remember, the time

estimate is based on your judgment of how long it

will take to accomplish each training objective (i.e.,

intermediate and commander's training objectives).

Specifically, you must estimate how long it will take

to conduct each training session,

To illustrate how past experience can be useful,

consider figure 13 to see how you can estimate the

time requirements for the critical individual tasks

previouslv identified.

11111MM1MIIIMPINIIII111111111.11117..

TEACHIN ORDER FOR

OBJECTIVES

CRITICAL INDIVIDUAL TASKS

STANK COMMANDER

1. Identify target

Lay main gun

3. Issue fire command

4. Range on target

5. Sense rounds

6. Adjust rounds

7. Supervise crew

I DRIVER

1. Select firing position and stop smoothly

2. Sense rounds

IGUNNER

1, Operate direct fire control system

a. Identify target in gunner's periscope

b. Index ammo in computer

2. Sense round

3. Adjust round

I LOADER

1, Identify main gun ammo

2. Load main gun

COLLECTIVE TASK

Tank crew will engage a stationary target

WIN 12,



TIME ESTIMATE
FOR TRAINING TANK

TO PF.RFORM CRITICAL

TASKS

CREW MEMBERS
INDIVIDUAL TASKS

INDIV

I

TIME

Issue fire commands and
rough lay main gun,
Intermediate Training
Objective 1 (ITO 1) Tank Commander 2 hrs

Range on target Tank Commander 2 hrs

Operate direct fire control
system (ITOs 4, 5 and 6)

Gunner 4 hrs

Identify and load ammo (ITO
8)

Loader 4 hrs

Select position and stop
smoothly (ITO 9)

Driver 4 hrs

Sense and adjust round (ITOs
3, 7)

TC/gunner
Driver

4 hrs

NG UR /.,' / 3

In addition to the individual training required, you
must estimate the time it will take to explain,
practice, and test the intermediaw and commander's
collective training objectives. For the tank crew you
have only one collective objective, the commander's.
This objective requires the crew to put it all together
and engage a stationary armor target with the speed
and precision necessary to meet the commander's
training standard.

(NOTE: For the purpose of this example, you
estimate it will take approximately 24 training hours.
This includes craw drill: (1)in a stationary tank, (2) in
a tank moving over a course (non firing), (3) in a
stationary tank firing subcaliber ammo, and (4) in a
tank moving over a course firing main gun ammo at
stationary armor targets).

CHAPTER 5

Once you and your assistants have made your time
estimate, you must estimate the other resources you
will need. To assist you in making this estimate, it is
helpful to sketch out a tentative schedule of how the
training will be conducted. Once this is completed,
you will be better able to estimate the other resources
required to conduct each training session.

One important point to remember in developing
your schedule is to stress the third fundamental of
collective training: Employ Multi-Echelon Collective
Training. To illustrate this principle, consider the
tank crew training. Most of the critical individual
tasks are performed by only one person. Only two are
performed by two of the crew members. Therefore,
to use your training time more efficiently, you should
conduct most of the required individual training
sirr. 'taneously. For example, the tank commanders,
unc one of the assistant trainers, can learn to issue
fire commands, while at another training location the
drivers, under another assistant trainer, are learning to
select firing positions and stop smoothly. A schedule
of how the tank crew training might be conducted is
shown in figure 14 (on next page). Remember,
multi-echelon training is used to train soldiers and
leaders to perform their respective jobs before you
put them together to perform a collective objective as
a team or unit. By using this concept you won't waste
the soldiers' or leaders' time. More important, by first
training the leaders and team or unit members to do
their jobs, you can significantly increase the team or
unit capability to succec.sfully perform the com-
mander's training obiectivo.

4 4

With the schedule developed and training tech-
niques identified, the remaining resources required to
conduct the training can he estimated. A rough
estimate of these resources is shown in figure 15
(page 41) for the tank crew training.
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El TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR TANK CREW, TRAINING
SCHEDULE FOR AM SCHEDULE FOR PM

>1

a
2
0
S

TANK COMMANDER GUNNER

Issue fire commands (ITO 1) Operate direct fire control
Range on target (ITO 2)(com- system (ITO 4, 5, & 6)
pany classroom) (Station 1, conduct-of-fire

trainer, motor pool)

LOADER DRIVER
Identify ammo)

ITO 8
Select position and stop

Load ammo smoothly (ITO 9)
(Station 2, motor pool) (Battalion driving course)

. ::-...,,i- intenahoe,.,.. .

. ...,
.

ffl

2ii

ENTIRE CREW

Sense and adjust rounds (ITO 3) (COF trainer, class-
roomloader and driver included for additional skill
development)

.
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ENTIRE CREW*

Crew drill (nonfiring). Crew practices engaging stationary
armor targets in field environment. Crew requested to identify
stationary target while moving. Emphasis on correct
performance of tasks, to include proper sequence of
performance learned Monday and Tuesday. (Field Area A)

, . , .T.
. .t r

.

..,

:.,, MaIAteMflCi

PICIè Training

cm
ccz
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ENTIRE CREW*

Crew drill (nonfiring;. Crew practices engaging stationary
armor targets in field environment, Crew requested to identify
stationary target while moving. Emphasis on developing speed
and precision in identifying, acquiring and engaging stationary
armor targets. (Fidnge 10)
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ENTIRE CREW*

Practice commander's training objec;tive. Emphasis on speed
and precision and accuracy of fires, Targets identified from
moving tank . (Range 10 dry and live)
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'Indicates all critical tasks AR' Iwing practiced by crew to develop speed, precision and teamwork.

NOTE: Refer to figure 11 for ITO numbers. Crew members initially work to develop proficiency in
performing critical individual tasks; crew then works with conduct-of-fire trainer. This is followed by
crew drill in motor pool, target acquisition, range and subcaliber firing. Training is culminated by
practice and pretest live fire exercise on Range 10 to prepare crews for the actual test of the
comniander's objective on Monday.

FIGURE 14.
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Additional; RoiOut*Reiliired :,
to Coithict TOnk Cia*Thiloiag .

MONDAY: Four principal trainers, two classrooms;
driving area; dummy ammunition; maps, chalkboard. If
TF 17-3459, "Coincidence Rangefinder M17C," is to be
used a 16mm projector will be needed.

TUESDAY: Two principal trainers; classroom; conduct
of fire trainers.

WEDNESDAY: Three principal trainers and two assis-
tant trainers; 15 tanks; armor silhouette targets; dummy
ammunition; all types live ammunition; training area A;
medics; VTR with crew; mechanics; stopwatches.

THURSDAY-FRIDAY: Range officers; safety officers;
assistant trainers, ammunition. trucks; and don't forget
the noon meal on Thursday and Friday.

NOTE: Check TC 21-5-4 Catalog of TEC
FIGURE /5. Lessons for TEC lessons to support training.
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Based on the schedule (figure 14) yri iour
assistant trainers have developed, and the rough
estimate of the additional resources yu will need
(figure 15), you and your assistants should now
identify the specific resources you will need fur each
period of training. This is also a good time to nail
down who will be responsible for completing the
pieparation and actually conducting each training
session. To illustrate how you can complete your
resource estimate, consider figure 16. This chart
identifies the time, activity, location, trainers, and
resources required to conduct Wednesday's tank crew
training. It also identifies support resources and
designates the person responsible to obtain the
support. In preparing your training, you and your
assistants should sketch out (in pencil) a chart for
each day or training session similar to figure 16. This
will assist you in obtaining required resources, and
more important, it will help your commander review
your preparation efforts. In addition, your com-
mander will be able to make out the unit's weekly
training schedule in a manner that will minimize last
minute changes.

Training for Wednesday

TIME
. ,

. ACTIVITY :,
. ._ ,i0CATIOk. 4 ; ,,. EEPURCE8'

.

08004 14 5

higiire 16.

Crew Drillall i t. NS

(nonfiring crew practice of I
commander's objerive.
Includes performance of ITOs
1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 9)

Field Area A

LT Stewart
(Principal Trainer)

LT Evans
(Assistant Trainer)

SFC Oswald
(Assistant Trainer)

5 tanks; 10 armor silhouette
targets; 1 chalkboard; 1

sandtable; 2 stopwatches;
commo track (CP); lesson plan
and CP signs

Concurrent Training

1. Identify and load
ammo-loaders and drivers*
(ITO 81

Field Area A SFC Laver

-

5 tanks; 10 rounds dummy
ammo; 5 each type of live
ammo; 1 stopwatch; lesson

plan

2. Range r !WI 11 f laiii I.CS

and punnets (rin 7) Field Area A LT Jacks

5 tanks; 10 pair binoculars; 10
maps; 10 armor silhouette
targets; chalkboard;
stopwatch; lesson plan

Training Support

'Add:tiunal cross.liiininv

Field Area A

,:rgl ..kill

LT Evans
(responsible to obta;n)

ler drivers

.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

1 water trailer and 3 lister
bags; 1 turret mechanic; 1

track vehicle mechanic; 1

radio mechanic w/vehicles and
equipment; 1 front line
ambulance; one VTR w/crow

4 6

4 1
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With the intermediate objectives established and

the training required determined (including esti-
mating resources), you and your assistants are now
ready to complete the organization of your training.
You have alreacy developed the plan which specifies
when and where each training session will be
conducted. You and your assistants can now organize
each of the training sessions.

In chapter 3, the three phases of performance-ori-
ented training was discussed. A summary of these
phases is shown in figure 17.

Three Phases of Performance-Oriented Training

PHASE I: The trainer states the purpose of the training and
explains and demonstrates, if necessary, how the objective will
be performed.

PHASE II: The individuals, teams, or units practice the
objective until they acquire the desired proficiency.

PHASE III: The individuals, terms, or units are tested to
determine if they can perform an objective and meet the
established training standard.

Figure 1 7.

42

To see how the three phases apply to equip-
mentoriented collective training, consider the train-
ing the tank crews will undergo on Friday. You will
recall that on Friday the tank crews will practice and
undergo a live fire pretest of the commander's
training objective. The training session is the
culmination of the crew training and it should result
in the crew's ability to meet the commander's
training standard (and therefore, insure that the crews
will pass the actual test run by battalion on the
following Monday).

With respect to organizing this tank crew training
session, you should keep in mind the following:

In Phase I, a demonstration is not needed
because the crows haw been practicing the
commander's objective for two days. Only one
tank at a time will be on the &a fire course.
The crews waiting to make their run should
continue practicing crew drill, getting a safety
briefing, and performing necessary mainte-
nance.

With these thoughts in mind, you could organize
the tank craw training as shown in figures 18 and 19.
Note: The details are shown for Friday only; you
would organize the other training sessions in similar
fashion.

4 7

FIRING POSITIONS:
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Phase

1

Organization of

Engaging Activity

State the commander's
training objective. Explain
how the range is laid out and
the concurrent training that
will take place.

Tank Crew Training for

Tim.

10 min

Friday

Training Standar&

N/A

11

Have crews move to
concurrent stations to:

(See training standards for
1TOs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8)

a. Practice (dry fire) the
commander's training
objective.

Vanes with firing order
(0 to 200 min)

b. Receive a safety and
misfire procedures briefing,

25 m in

c. Pert orm necessary
maintenance.

As needed

d. Await orders to move to
start point.

15 min

III

Test crews' ability to perform
the commander's objective
(most proficient crew fires
first with least proficient crew
firing last). Critique each

crew's performance.

1111.7.4011.10/ SWIM

15 min per crew

Hit 5 out of 7 targets with 14
rounds of HEAT ammunition.
1st round must be fired within
15 seconds after target is

identified. Second round must
be fired within 10 seconds
after 1st round has impacted.

TO*1101.14.01.111 '.
FIG UR E I 9. ..............,

Your assistant trainers should organize the training
sessions for which they are responsible. When they
have completed their organization, review their work.
Once you and your assistants have completed
organizing the training, take your training plan (i.e.,
the intermediate objectives, training schedule, re-

source requirements, and organization of the training)
to your commander for his review. Be sure to discuss
any resource problems you cannot solve. Once the
commander approves your plan, you are ready to
complete your preparation.

COMPLETE ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS
Chapter 3 explains, in detail, the administrative

requirements you and 'four assistants will complete
prior to the actual conduct of tho training. To
reiterate what was said in chaptor 3, "don't take
anything for granted." The next thing is to check on
everything earlythe condition of the ranges,

availability of training aids, capability of the mess
sergeant to provide meals on the range in two weeks,

4 8
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etc. Don't quit now. One or two days prior to the
actual training, check again. You will be amazed at
how much has been forgotten or changed. For
example, mother unit may have used the range and
left it in disrepair. This is the ,:srt of thing that can
happen. Check and double cbe,:c

V: CP 3: Conduct Training
to Standards

The day finally arrives when i:11 the planning and
hard work you have been doirg is p,it to the ost. The
ipurpose is to insure the tank crews 1.3P r)erform
the critical individual skills Wid Ii lartorrn a5 a

team. That is the way the

During the first day and u
the intarmediato trainin at. r.,.e, and

explained to them, and told how to acctp, iih
demonstrated if necessary. The majority ol 1.!!'10

is ..ident having them perform the task until
meet the standard FinDy, test them.
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A specific example of this is for the training
conducted Tuesday morning on sensing using the
burst-on-target method. The trainer would state and
explain the objective and the standard the crew must
attain, that is, to sense the round in 3 seconds or less.
Following this, the men will practice, using the
conduct-of-fire trainer, until the individuals think
they can meet the standard. Then test the individuals
to insure they can accomplish the task in the time
required. Use the fast learners to assist the slower
individuals.

On Wednesday and Thursday, the skills of the
individuals are practiced as a team on the tank, using
the ranges and training areas to gain speed and
accuracy for the accomplishment of the commander's
training objective.

Mather you are deaiing with individual or collective
training, the responsibility to retrain those who fail their test
belongs to the commander (training manager) unless you can
conduct remedial training within the resources originally
provided. If you have properly prepared the training, allowed
sufficient time for practice, and supervised the practice by
making on the spot corrections, most objectives should be
performed satisfactorily. If a !mall percentage of individuals
or crews fail, those who passed could be used to help train
those who failed. However, rescheduhng and programing for
remedial training is the responsibility of the training manager.
Your job is to prepare and conduct the best possible training
with the resources provided and then report the results to
your commander.
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Because you are conducting performanceoriented
training based on precise training obje,..!tives, you
should be able to identify exactly which tasks were
done incorrectly, too slowly, or out of sequence
during the test. In reporting the test results to your
commander, you should identify those who passed,
those who failed, and which objectives were
performed unsatisfactorily. With this data, your
training manager can focus his retraining efforts
directly on the objectives which were failed.

CONDUCT POST-TRAINING EVALUATION

In chapter 3 ihe posttraining evaluation was
discussed and those fundamentals also apply to
equipmentoriented collective training. How effective
and efficient was the training? To assist in evaluating
the training, ask yourself the following questions.

A

['Did the crews attain the training standard?

0Did the intermediate training objectives contain
task, conditions, and training standard?

014bre the intermediate training objectives
consistent with the commander's objective?

01/16r.? intermediate training objectives selected
that the individuals or crews could already
perform?

0Did the instructors state the purpose of the
training and explain or demonstrate without
wasting resources?

0 More there sufficient training resources?

014tre the training standards realistic?

When the evaluation is complete, write a short
paper concerning the evaluation and lessons learned
and give it to the training NCO. Include any
supporting material and lesson outlines that would
assist another trainer in conducting similar training.

TRAINING A MORTAR PLATOON

To further illustrate the process of designing
equipment-oriented collective training, let's look at
an outline of the 3-step, backward planning process
and the fundamentals of collective training applied to
the training of a 4.2 inch mortar platoon.

STEP 1: Describe the
Desired Results of Training

FUNDAMENTALS

Develop precise training objectives

Receive commander's guidance

TASK: The 4.2 inch mortar platoon will
conduct a registration,

CONDITIONS: during the hours of daylight,
givEll a complete platoon on a firing range.

TRAINING STANDARDS: Registration must
be completed 15 minutes after position is

occupied (round must hit within 50 meters of
RP). Use no more than 4 rounds.



Analyze the commander's guidance

III VI/hat is the task?

IIIIMat are the conditions?

IIIMat is the training standard?

Who will be trained?

When?

Where?

Why?

1111 Mat training resources are available?

STEP 2: Prepare to
Conduct Training

FUNDAMENTALS

Develop precise intermediate training objectives

CHAPTER 5

Insure soldiers can perform critical individual
and subunit tasks

Employ multi-echelon training

Determine individual and collective tasks

Platoon Headquarters: select position; de-

signate principal direction of fire; supervise.

Fire Direction Center: prepare firing charts;
receive call for fire; compute data; send fire
command to mortar crews.

Mortar Section: lay mortars; prepare ammo,
settle base plates; place firing data on sights;
base mortar fires.

Forward Observer: select and occupy positi
select RP; send call for fire; sense and adjust
round. (See figure 20 for the interrelationship
of these tasks.)

Principal Tasks Performed uy 4.2 inch Mortar Platoon Personnel tc Register Base Mortar

Platoon Headquarters Fire Direction Center Mortar Section Forward Observer Team

I.
l'T '
4:
'

wJ'.

Platoon Leader/Platoon
Sgt selects firing position;
designates principal
direction of file.

.

Off load/set up equipment Off load/lay mortan

Selects and occupies
observer team position' Supervises operation

P,

Selects registration point

#!1 '' . lag' w3),ofef;e4mt-ir.
. .

Computer chief issues

chart data

Prepare ammo

Prepare section sergeant's
report

..

'

Receives section sergeant's
report

Crews fire two rounds to
settle base plate

....; ;tre,i,-.. :,, i, ..,,
.1 s'.' ,,,:,/4

?
i.,i

' t, :, 4.,4, ,ff kli. Sends call for fire

Receives call for fire

,

-f
1..,

v P' .,,,'
, !, , .. ", '

C..,

Computes data for
registration; sends firing
data to mortar crews

VA Q , I 1413,

11'
'.,

"WAS72.7t ',.
ii'itPktti, M P. '

4

,

r ,

Y'r
,t7.1.

iFi V
4

1,

,"
A") 1,

f
, i. '41 t,f, )3

All gunners place firing
data on sights. Base mo rtar
crew prepares ammo, fires
one round

". f6t 7fr ,,,
,,

/ 0 ittO
VT
41,1

A
Senses and adjusts round

; .

10

FOC, base mortar crew, and FO team repeat (5) through (10) until base mortar splits a 50 meter bracket. Base

martar is now registered. When base mortar is registered, chief computer, FO teams and mortar section may

adjust sheaf to improve accuracy.

FIGURP,' .2t)
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Add the conditions and training standard

Conditions: during daylight; with a puff board;
with a pneumatic firing device; with the
platoon and all equipment operational.

Standards: speed, accuracy, distance, per-
centage of accomplishment without error.

eDetermine and organize training needed

Organize intermediate training objectives
time

ranges

ammunition

training aids

trainers

NOTE: The development of intermediate training
objectives and determining and organizing the training
required by the principal trainer and his assistants
would oe completed in the same manner as discussed
in the tank crew training example.

ST7P 3: Conduct Training
to Standards.

46

FUNDAMENTALS

lep Insure soldiers can perform critical individual
and subunit tasks

*iiisure training standards are met

Employing the 3-step, backward planning process
insures that your forward observers, gun crews, and
computers will learn the individual skills and then be
capable of working together to accomplish the
registration, under the conditions your commander
specified, and meet the training standard. Your unit
will be ready to accomplish its mission

5 1

Using ARTEP to Prepare mnd Conduct

Equipment-Oriented Collective Training

By specifying the collective performances for each
element of a unit, the ARTEP provides the basis for
developing the unit's training program, and for
preparing and conducting collective training. Units
operating crew-served equipment will find the
applirable ARTEP to be a rich source of equip-
ment-oriented collective training objectives and other
useful training information.

For example, consider the mortar platoon training
previously di3cussed. On pages 47-50 is one training
and evaluation outline, an extract from ARTEP 7-45,
for the mechanized infantry battalion and combined
arms task force. This outline specifies the minimum
capabilities required of a combat-ready 4.2 inch
mortar platoon/section. These capabilities are ex-
pressed in terms of the mission, primary train-
ing/evaluation standards and the associated collective
training objectives. Attainment of these objectives
would require the preparation and conduct of
equipment-oriented collective training. Because the
objectives are stated in performance terms, the first
step of the backward planning process, "Describe the
desired results of training" has been largely
completed.

Further, that part of the training and evaluation
outline that specifies "suggested support require-
ments" provides trainers with other information they
will find useful in preparing and conducting training.
This includes information pertaining to training
resources, key references, and tips to trainers and
evaluators concerning the conduct of training and
formal evaluations. Obviously, the training and
evaluation outline for the mortar platoon does not do
all of a mortar platoon trainer's work. For example,
some intermediate training objectives must be

developed. Nonetheless, ARTEP provides a giant step
forward in providing the kind of information you can
really use. If an ARTEP has been completed for your
unit, consult and use it frequentlyparticularly those
training and evaluation outlines that ispply to the
soldiers you are responsible to lead or train.
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TRAINING AND EVALUATION OUTLINE
UNIT: HEAVY MORTAR PLATOON

MISSION: PROVIOE INOIRECT FIRE SUPPORT

The following general conditions and primary training/evaluation standards apply:

a. General Conditions. The Bn/TF (simulated) being supported by the mortar platoon is preparing to conduct a
tactical mounted move to an area defensive position. The mortar platoon leader has previously reconnoitered the
new area and has selected primary and alternate firing positions. He has called his platoon forward to meet him at
the primary position. The mission begins with the platoon on the move during daylight. A change in the tactical
situation will require the platoon to make a blacknut occupation of a second position.

b. Primary Training/Evaluation Standards. To receive a satisfactory rating, the platcon must:

(1) Meet the standards specified for the registration mission.

(2) Meet the standards specified in the two occupations of positions.

(3) Enters fire for effect (F FE) within the time and with the effects specified for 8 of the 11 fire missions.

TASK CONDITIONS TRAINING/EVALUATION STANDARDS
RATING

S U

Occupy primary Doing daylight: The position has Platoon is prepared to fire within 7 minutes after arrival at

position, been previously reconnoitered by
the platoon leader.

the designated position. (Time starts when the first carrier
halts in the position and stops when all squads ere ready to
fire.) Platoon improves the position; i.e., camouflage, all
around defense, individual protection, etc.

Fire registration and FO is directed to register. using Platoon adjusts and records firing data within 12 minutes.
adjust a parallel the base mortar and adjust the Last adjusting round impacts within 50 meters of the desired

sheaf. remaining 3 mortars parallel to registration point. Subsequently, parallel sheaf adjustments

the base mortar. FOC provided
current metro message.

are completed within 12 minutes.

Prevent enemy ob- An area approximately 300 Platoon establishes an effective screen within 12 minutes

servation. meters wide is assigned as an open after the target is identified by the FO and maintains the
area which the combat outpost screen for one minute.

(COP) force must cross en route
to the COP position. The FO
effects advance coordination with
the FDC and plans a screening
mission to conceal the movement
of the COP. The FOC must obtain
clearance to fire from the highest
commander affected. One minute
of obscuration is requiree for the
COP to cross the open area.

Engage an area. An area target representing a Within 3 minutes of target identification by the FO, the first
squad sized enemy reconnaissance

patrol is identified.
adjusting round is fired.

Platoon initiates FFE within 12 minutes after the target is
identified.

FFE volley is effective on the target area.

5 2
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TASK CONDITIONS TRAINING/EVALUATION STANDARDS
RATING

S LI

Shift fires to an area Immediately after the above FFE Platoon initiates FFE within 6 minutes after target
target. (Adjustment rounds impact, a target represent- identification. FFE is effective on the target area.
mission 2.) ing a halted enemy scout team

mounted in open vehicles is

identifiea within 400 meters of
the target previously engaged.

Con duct recon- Based on a changing tactical A detailed, thorough reconnaissance is performed of the
naissance of new situation the platoon leader is proposed position area and the route to the position.
position area, directed tu reconnoiter a new

position area for night occupa-
tion.

Compute an d apply Given a current MET message, FT Compute firing corrections to the nearest one mil deflection
MET corrections. 4.2-H-2, DA Form 3675, DA and 10 meters range. Apply the corrections tc current firing

Form 2601-1, and the previous data.

MET data from the initial registra-
tion.

Engage an area A target representing a survey a. Adjusting rounds are fired within 3 minutes of target
target. (Adjustment team is located within trnsfer identification.
mission 3.) limits of the registration point by b. FFE is entered within 12 minutes of target identification.

the FO using polar plot method.
c. FFE volley is effective on the target area.

Conduct displace- During darkness: Based on the First section displaces via blackout road march to new
ment. changing tactical situation, the position. Designated position is occupied and section is layed

mortar platoon is directed to
displace by echelon to the new
firing position.

and ready to fire within 7 minutes.

Provide battlefield Forward observer calls for and Platoon adjusts and records firing within 12 minutes. Last
illumination, adjusts illumination over sus-

pected movement,
aajusting round illuminates the target area and burns out
above ground. Continuous illumination is maintained for 2
minutes.

Fire illumination Same target as previous illumine- Section fires first illumination round within Z ilinutes.
w/coordinated HE tion mission. Enemy observed Coordinated HE is fired beneath illumination. Unit goes into
below it. under illumination. FFE within 5 minutes.

Conduct displace-

ment.
Second section displaces when
first section is in position, layed
and ready to fire

Second section displaces via blackout road march,

Fire emergency mis. A target representing a mobile Adjustments ale completed and final adjusting round impacts
sion. command post temporarily halted within 50 meters of assigned target. (Round(s) impacting

is identified by radar (simulated). within the simulated friendly unit location result in an
Adjustment and FFE is controlled
by radar (simulated by flash

personnel or by an FO observing
by illumination).

unsatisfactury rating for this task.)
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Provide battlefield
illumination.

Fire final protective
fire.

Perform common
task(s) as

mined hA

ump,

,Lfor

FO requests illumination be

shifted from last illumination
mission to suspected movement.

The evaluator, acting as the

company commander (simulated),
orders the FPF to be fired.

Platoon adjust illumination over new target within 5

minutes.

Within 2 minutes of the command, the first rounds are fired.
FPF is effective on the target area.

See Appendix E.34(C).

SUGGESTED SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS (EVALUATION)
HEAVY MORTAR PLATOON: Provide Indirect Fire Support

1. Administration: Pre-fire ordnance checks should method requires the follOwing additional require-

be accomplished prio to the evaluation. ments:

2. Minimum Evaluator(s): 1 CPT (overall and FDC),
4 SSG's (1 with each of 3 FO's and 1 with armor
positions).

3. Aggressor: Simulateo

4. Support Troops: 2-man target detail with trans-
portation.

5. Vehicle/Communication: 1 vehicle with radio for
chief evaluator. 1 AN/PRC-77 radio per FO evaluator.

a. Personnel: 1 LT/NCO with 8 EM (1
LT/NCO and 2 EM for operation of flash base
central, and 3 flash OP's with 2 Er) each).

b. Equipment: 3 battery commander's
telescopes or aiming circles; 1 flash plotting
table or 2 fire direction plotting tables with
4.2" mortar plotting equipment; communica-
tion system linking flash OP's, flash base central
and mortar platoon FDC evaluator.

6. Maneuver Area:

a. Portion of route of movement is in direct
view of impact area.

a. Table I. Accuracy of Observer's initial Data
(Distance observer's initial data plots from target).

Observer - Tgt Dist DT Dist in

b. 3 OP's, platoon firing positions, and 3 3000m or less excess of 3000m Rating

flash OP's. 0400m 0-700m Sat

7. Firing Area: Mortar or artillery impact area. over 400m over 700m Unsat

8. Training Aids, Devices and Special Equipment:

a. 2 each stop watches for evaluators.

b. 20 E-type targets.
c. 3 vehicle hulls to repre

vehicles.

9. Ammunition: (All are complete rounds.)

a. Ctg, HE, 4.2" -- 120.

b. Ctg, smk, 4.2" -- 30.

c. Ctg, ill, 4.2" 35.

10. Key References: FM 23-91; FM 23-92; AR
385-63; TM 9-1300-203; TC 21-5-4, Catalog of
Training Extension Course Lessons for TEC lessons
appropriate.

11. Tips for Evaluators/Trainers: If sufficient sup-
port personnel are available, the flash method may be
used to determine accuracy of mortar fire. The flash

n* .-lemy scout
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b. Table 2. Speed of Adjustment* (Minutes).

0-12 Sat

over 12 Unsat

*Speed of Adjustment:

a. Time begins when observer identifies target and
stops when all guns are ready to fire for effect.

b. Time is determined by subtracting safety time
and total time of flight for all volleys in adjustment
from overall time.

c. Table 3. Reaction time for Final Protective Fire.
Time after mission received at FDC (minutes).

0-2 Sat

over 2 Unsat
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STANDARD OF GRADING TECHNICAL DATA

d. "fable 4. TOT Firing Completed (Seconds).

0-5 Sat

over 5 Unsat

First round did not hit:

TOT + 5 seconds Unsat

e. Table 3. Clfects I: Accuracy of fire for effect
will oe graded on individual rounds landing inside the
target rectal-11e as defined below:

Width (Perpendic-
ular to the line of
fire)

Plato..'n front or 120
meters (whichever is
less) 1- 8 probable de-
flection errors +

number of meters sub-
tended by an angle of 3
mils at the mortar
Liget range.2

Depth 30 meters + 8 probable
range errors.

10n "adjust fire" missions it is possible for an
observer to follow proper observed-fire procedures
and still go into fire for effect up to 30 meters from
the target. This is provided for as follows:

a. When the plotted center of impact plots less
than 50 meters radial distance from the location of
the target. the center of the rectangle is placed over
the center of impact, keeping the rectangle oriented
in the same relationship to the mortar target line.

b. When the center of impact falls more than 50
meters from the target, the center of the rectangle is
placed on the center of impact line 50 meters from
the surveyed location of the larget, keeping the
rectangle oriented in tfv.. arne relationship to the
mortar target line.
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2This value compensates for the allowable error in
laying the tubes and reading chart deflection.

1. Table 6. Rating for Rounds Inside Prescribed
Rectangle.

Number of Weapons Firing

Rating 4 3 2 1

Sat 3 2 1 1

Unsat

I
Under 3 Under 2 Under 1 Under 1

g. Table 7. Speed of Occupation of Positions*
(Minutes).

Ground Mount SP . Rating

I 0-8 1-7

over 8 over 7

Sat I
Unsat

10IIMIN

*Time starts wh,n the first vehicle halts in position
and stops when adjusting squad is ready to fire its
first round.

SUMMARY
It is not easy to prepare efficient and effective

equipment-oriented collective training. You must use
the training publications available and spend many
planning hours to insure your soldiers and units
receive realistic, mission-oriented training. The
examples that have been used are intended to be
illustrative and were not designed to solve all training
problems or address an the skills a tank crew or
mortar platoon must be capable of performing to be
COMBAT READY. They were designed to provide
you, the trainers, with the knowledge and fundamen-
tals required to prepare, conduct, and evaluate
equipment-oriented collective training.

Next: tactical collective training
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Tactical Collective
Training

This chapter explains how trainers can prepare and conduct
tactical collective training. Much of the material in this chapter
is based on, and builds from, the Material contained in chapters
2, 3, 4. If you have not read those chapters, you should do so
before continuing. If vou have read them, figure 21 will help
refresh your memory.

THE NATURE OF TACTICAL COLLECTIVE TRAINING

Preparing and conducting effective tE: :ol lec-
tive training is the most challenging an c. ciesting
training job a trainer faces. This is because of the
nature of tactical collective training.

Consider for a moment a howitzer and its crew.
The howitzer provides a tangible expression of the
crew's purpose, its organization, and its very
existence. It is around the howitzer that the crew
devotes its energies in training and in combat.
Further, what the crew must do (tasks), the
conditions under which they must perform these
tasks, and the training standards they must meet are
relatively easy to determine. Moreover, these tasks,
conditions, and standards remain essentially fixed
regardless of the enemy situation or terrain. In

contrast, the members of a rifle squad, being a
maneuver unit, do not have a piece of equipment
which serves as the central focus for their energies.
Rather, the rifle squad's organization and purpose is
oriented on enemy and terrain. The tactics and the
techniques used to accomplish the squad's missions
are not fixed. As the enemy situation, terrain, and
other environmental factors change, the squad must
adapt to these changes. It must reach into its bag of
tricks (the tactics and techniques it uses) and find the
right combination whi:.h will permit it to accomplish
its mission without sustaining excessive casualties.
This does not mean trainers cannot use the 3-step,
backward planning process (see figure 21 and chapter
3) to prepare and conduct tactical collective training;
nor does it mean the fundamentals of collective
training (see figure 21 and chapter 4) do not apply.
Rather, the influence of the enemy and terrain on
collective tactical operations means trainers must
consider additional factors when they prepare and
conduct tactical collective training.

Highlights of Chapters 2, 3, & 4
411=.

Chapter 2, "PerformanceOriented Training." The chapter
stresses the need to establish training objectives which describe
clearly the task to be performed, the conditiou3 of performance,
and the training standard to be met. It emphasizes soldier
performance rather than what trainers do.

Chapter 3, "How to Prepare and Conduct Training." This
chapter explains how trainers can use the 3-step, backward
planning process to prepare and conduct performance-oriented
individual training. The three steps are:

STEP 1. Describe the Desired Results of Training

STEP 2. Prepare to Conduct Training

STEP 3. Conduct Training to Standards

Chapter 4, "Introduction to Collective Training." This chapter
explains the three fundamentals of training teams and units
(collective training). Thefundamentals are:

Develop precise wining objectives and insure established
standards are met

0I n su re soldiers can perform critical individual and subunit
tasks

Employ multi-echelon collective training

5 6

FIGURE 21.
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Objective Versus
Subjective Evaluation

For equipment-oriented training, the ability of
trainers to establish complete and precise training
objectives with task, conditions, and training standard
is relatively easy. This is because the task and
conditions revolve around operating the equipment,
and therefore can be easily identified and established.
Further, the training standard can be expressed in
terms of measurement: Time, distance, accuracy, or
in terms of procedures to be followed. For tactical
collective training, however, precise conditions and
training standards are far more difficult to develop.
Trainers know the ultimate standard maneuver units
must meet in conducting tactical operations is simply
a yes answer to the following question: Did the team
or unit accomplish its mission without sustaining
excessive casualties and loss of equipment? Obvious-
ly, the answer is not one which lends itself to
estdolishing completely objective evaluation criteria
which can be universally applied. No process, no
matter how systematic, can replace experienced
trainers who can evaluate a team or unit's ability to
perform a tactical collective task. However, as the
discussion of how to prepare and conduct tactical
collective training will demonstrate, it is possible to
develop tactical collective training objectives which
can provide trainers with the means to be far more
objective in evaluating collective performance than
many trainers would think possible.

Tactics Versus
Techniques

In tactical collective training, trainers are con-
cerned with two elements. The tactics selected and
the techniques employed to accomplish a particular
mission. The tactics specify what the team or unit
does. Consequently, the selection of the tactics used
is the responsibility of the leaders and it is reflected
in the orders they prepare and issue. For example, in
football, the quarterback's selection of a play involves
tactics.
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Techniques specify how the team or unit
accomplishes a tactical task. The team or unit
members are primarily concerned with the techniques
they employ. For example, the result of the
quarterback's play selection depends on how well the
team members execute techniques.

Therefore, in tactical collective training, the
trainer must train the team or unit members to
execute the fundamentals. He does this by stressing
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techniques. However, the process does not stop there.
The trainer must also insure his team or unit leaders
can perform their jobs, i.e., he trains them to use the
tactics (select the plays) appropriate for a given
situation.

Results Versus
Process

In tactical collective training, a team or unit can
accomplish its mission without sustaining casualties
or loss of equipment. While the results may be
acceptable in training, the trainers must also be
concerned with how the team or unit accomplished
its mission. For example, in football it's possible for a
quarterback to complete a pass for a touchdown (i.e.,
a successful result). However, the pass might have
been completed, not because of proper execution by
the offensive team, but because the defensive back
coverinu the receiver fell down, allowing what would
have been a sure interception to turn into a

completed pass for a touchdown. Similarly, in iactical
collective training, trainers must insure they stress
how to perform tactical tasks properly. This means
they must stress techniques.

Essential Role
of Assistant Trainers

The need for competent assistant trainers is

particularly great in preparing and conducting tactical
collective training. This is because of two factors: (1)
The complexity of tactical collective training and (2)
The training techniques used to conduct and evaluate
tactical collective training. As has been indicated,
tactical collective training is the most difficult type of
training to prepare properly. Trainers should use their
assistant trainers to the maximum extent possible to
assist in preparing tactical training. This includes the
development of intermediate training objectives and
determining and organizing the training required.

Assistant trainers also play an extremely important
role in the conduct of tactical collective training. This
is because tactical training is more difficult to control
and evaluate than individual or equipment-oriented
collective training. For example, if a rifle squad is
undergoing training in the conduct of a daylight
attack, trainers should be lo,:.ated with both the
attacking and defending forci..3. For larger units, the
control and evaluation problem becomes even more



acute. Consequently, the assistant trainers must know
the tactics and techniques involved, as well as how to
conduct tactical collective training.

This chapter explains how a trainer can stress the
fundamentals of collective training by using the
3-step, backward planning process to prepare and
conduct tactical collective training. Specifically,
figure 22 shows each of the three steps and the
fundamentals that are stressed for each step.

Applying till Fundamentals of Collective Training

STEP 1: Describe the Deired Rauh: of Training

That Is Sttessed:

Develop Precise Training Objectives and Insure

Established Standards are Met

STEP 2: Prepare to Conduct Treining

Fundamentals That Are Stressed:

SI Develop Precise Intermediate Training Objectives and
Insure Established Standards Are Met

Insure Soldiers Can Perform Critical Individual and
Subunit Tasks

111 Employ Multi-Echelon Collective Training

STEP 3: Conduct Training to Standards

Fundamentals That Are Stressed:

Develop Precise Training Objectives and Insure

Established Standards Are Met

Insure Soldiers Can Perform Critical Individual and
Subunit Tasks

Employ Multi-Echelon Collective Training

FIGURE 22.

To help you onderstand how the fundamentals of
collective training are stressed within the 3-step

proc,-,s, an example of how to prepare and conduct
Iaissance patrol training for a rifle squad will be
this example will show each of the three .teps

and the fundamentals inherent in each step. Howe .er,
you should concentrate first on how the 3-step
process is used to prepare arid conduct tactic&

re
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collective training. Then concentrate to see how and
where the fundamentals are stressed. Once the
process is understood, you will be able to prepare and
conduct better tactical collective training for other
team or unit missions (e.g., defense, attack or
retrograde operations).

EXAMPLE:
RECONNAISSANCE PATROL (RAINING

STEP 1: Describe the
Desired Results of Training

In Step 1, you are concerned with describing
precisely the tactical task a team or unit must
perform, the conditions under which the task is

performed, and the training standard that must be
met at the completion of the training. In short, you
must establish a complete and precise collective
training objective. You win recall that developing
precise objectives is one of the training fundamentals.
Unlike developing objectives for most individual and
equipment-oriented collective training, developing
complete and precise tactical collective training
objectives presents a unique challenge to training
managers and trainers. This is because of the nature
of tactical training.

Specifically, the number of tactic& tasks for most
maneuver units are relatively fixed (e.g., squads,
platoons, companies attack, defend; squads conduct
reconnaissance patrols, etc.). However, the conditions
under which tactical tasks are performed and the
training standard that must be met will change
depending on the terrain, enemy situation, and to
some extent other considerations; climate, visibility,
deployment of friendly forces, etc. These factors
acquire particular significance with respect to the
type lnd degree of exactness of the training guidance
a commander provides to trainers responsible for
preparing and conducting tactical collective training.

You will recall from chapter 3 that the
commander should provide guidance which includes
the training objective the soldiers must accomplish at
the completion of their training. For tactical
collective training, the commander's objective will
often not be as complete and ptecise as those for
individual or equipment-oriented training. While it
will specify the tactical task the team or unit must
perform, the conditions and training standard will be
stated in general terms. It becomes the trainer's job to
refine and complete the objectives by selecting the
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terrain on which the task will be performed and
establishing the enemy situation (and other pertinent
information), thereby refining the commander's
objective. In short, only by establishing a specific
tactical situation can a complete, precise, tactical
collective training objective be developed.

Tactical collective training is not designed to fill
up the training day. The objectives the commander
establishes, and the intermediate objectives the
trainers develop to accomplish the commander's

objective, must be based oo the capabilities the team
or unit requires to perform successfully in combat.
Commanders and trainers must keep this thought in
mind as they prepare and conduct tactical collective
trai ni ng.

To illustrate the type of training guidance a

company commander might give for the conduct of
squad reconnaissance patrol training, consider the
following commander's guidance:

COMMANDER'S TRAINING GUIDANCE

TRAINING OBJECTIVE:

TASK: Each rifle squad must be able to conduct a
reconnaissance patrol,

CONDITIONS: dismounted, at night, given a

reconnaissance patrol order which provides the
information ar,d guidance needed and the equip-
ment to be carried by the squad members.

TR.4INING STANDARDS:

a. Time: (1) Squad must leave within 5 minutes
of the departure time specified in the
patrol order.

(2) Squad must complete the recon-
naissance patrol within the time
specified in the patrol order.

b. Information: In a patrol debriefing, at least
one-half of the squad personnel must report all the
reconnaissance requirements stated in the patrol
order. These reports must be accurate to the
tolerance specified by the trainer.

c. Detection: Squad must complete its mission
without sustaining excessive casualties (as judged
by the evaluator).

WH 0: Nine squads

WHEN: 27 Sep to 30 Sep (total 26 Ms) and 3 Oct
to 6 Oct (6 weeks from now)

WHERE: Company area (27-30 Sep) and Training
Area B (3-6 Oct)

FIGURE 23.

REASON FUR TRAINING: We have had little or
no reconnaissance patrolling for a year. Further,
we have had a heavy turnover of personnel.
Consequently, I doubt our squads' ability to
conduct successful reconnaissance patrols.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES OBTAINED
OR COORDINATED FOR
BY THE COMMANDER:

Equipment: Twenty 1:50,000 maps of Training
Area B (furnislAd by battalion S2).

Transportation: The unit will be in Training Area
B on Oct 3, 4, 5 and 6. Transporta-
tion requirements will be determined
by the trainer.

Additional Support: The scout platoon under LT
Bean will act as the aggnssors because
all companies of the battalion are
conducting small unit training during
the week of 3-6 Oct.

Assistant Trainers: All rifle platc3n leaders and
rifle platoon sergeants are available to
be assistant trainers.

Coordinating Instructions: Pick up maps from Bn
S2, coordinate with LT Bean for
aggressor requirements. Logistics will
be according to the company SOP.
Coordinate with Headquarters
Company for first aid and ambulance
support. I want to see your plan for
the training. This will permit me to
evaluate your preparation prior to my
making out the training schedule.
Coordinate with LT Doanhe will
conduct defense training concurrently
in Area B.

'147.41.4.VenntilliPPAW:i."7,.tt*°'
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DETERMINING THE TRAINING STANDARD

BPfore ooing any further you should be aware of
how the company commander determined the
training standard. The first thing he did was identify
the essential elements of the task by focusing on the
purpose of the reconnaissance patrol. For a

reconnaissance patrol, this purpose is to obtain,
within a specified period of time, certain required
information. Ideally, this would be accomplished
without the patrol's detection by the enemy.
Therefore, the essential elements or aspects to
consider in developing a training standard for this
type of patrol are time, information, and detection.

The company commander would then determine a
workable means for evaluating pi oficiency for each of
these three elements.

a
TIME A reconnaissance pazrol is expected to depart
when scheduled and return within a specified period.
Thus, a portion of the training standard should
establish time standards. In our example, the
company commander established the following:

1. Squad must leave within fire minutes of
the departure time specified in the patrol
order.

2. Squad must complete the reconnaissance
patrol within the time specified in the patrol
order.

INFORMATION The content of a squad's report is
crucial. Because of the possibility of friendly
casualties, the number of squad members who can
render a satisfactory report is also important. An
ideal performance would be one in which all squad
members provide a complete and accurate report
upon completion of the patrol. However, the
company commander felt a more realistic standard
should be developed.

The exact number of squad personnel who must
render a satisfactory report, at least one-half of the
squad in this case, is a matter for subjective
judgement. Measurable criteria should also be

establisheu for evaluating the completeness and
accuracy of their reports. Criteria for completeness
would be a function of the reconnaissance require-
ment stated in the patrol order (e.g., size, activities,
equipment, and locations of the enemy). These
specifics must be developed as you develop the
scenario. Tolerances for the accuracy of this
information would be established as you refine the

CHAPTER 6

problem scenario with such things as location of the
enemy forces must be reported within 100 meters of
their exact location; size of the enemy forces must be
reported within 10 of the actual number, etc. Thus,
the company commander gave you a broad training
standard for the squad reconnaissance patrol
debriefing. It was stated in the following manner:

"In a patrol debriefing, at least one-half
of the squad personnel must report all the
requirements stated in the patrol order.
These reports must be accurate to the
tolerances specified in the problem
scenario."

DETECTION The ideal reconnaissance patrol is one
which completes its mission undetected. However,
the company commander, in designing a realistic
standard, determined criteria which answered the
question: If detected, would the squad have
completed As mission in the time permitted and
without sustaining excessive cnualties? Some of the
cons;derations that could be used in developing these
criteria are:

1. Where did the detection occur (en route,
at, or returning from the objective)?

2. Why the detection occur (as a result
of failu o the patrollack of security,
poor noise discipline, etc.)?

3. What were the actions of the patrol after
they were detected?

4. Did the patrol sustain excessive casualties
as a result of being detei:ted?

Based on the criteria developed to answer these
questions, a weighted checklist would be developed
for use in evaluating the squads (e.g., if detection
occurs en route to the objective, the squad is

deducted 10 out of 100 points). Thus, the company
commander stated the training standard for detection
in the following way:

"Squad must complete its mission with-
out sustaining excessive casualties. This will
be accomplished by achieving at least the
minimum acceptable score established for
the problem scenario's patrol checklist."

6 0
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With the training standards for time, information,
and detection established, the commander's objective
for the squad reconnaissance patrol task is complete.

You should be aware of this process for two
reasons. First, it gives you a better understanding of
how the company commander's training objective
was formed. Second, this process will also assist you
in developing training standards for intermediate
training objectives.

ANALYZE GUIDANCE AND
DEVELOP THE TACTICAL SITUATION

Look at the commander's training objective (figure
23). You can see that the conditions and training
standard are not precise. For example, one of the
elements of the training standard concerns informa-
tion the patrol must obtain in conducting a

reconnaissance. The specific information (to include
tolerances for accuracy) is not specified in the
commander's objective. This does not mean the
commander's objective is not useful. In fact, the
commander has specified how he wants the
reconnaissance patrols to be evaluated (i.e., in terms
of time, information, and detection).

However, it is your job to develop the situation
which includes the terrain on which the task will be
performed, and the enemy and friendly situations
which will permit you to refine the objective. By
doing this you will be better able to develop
intermediate training objectives and establish training
standards which will permit you to evaluate
objectively a squad's performance during its conduct
of a reconnaissance patrol.

You know Training Area B (figure 24) has been
designated by the commander as the location where
the training will take place. By making a map and/or
ground reconnaissance of this area, you can construct
a tactical situation appropriate for the patrol training.

To develop an appropriate tactical situation, you
should examine the commander's training objective
and analyze the general conditions and training
standards he has specified. Based on your analysis
you can then develop an appropriate tactical
situation. Let's see how this would be done for the
reconnaissance patrol training.

Your commander's objective indicates there are
three items in the training standards which must be
tied to a tactical situation. These three items are time,
information, and detection.

The first item concerns time. This includes the
time the patrol must depart (e.g., within 5 minutes of
the time specified in the patrol order) and return
(e.g., patrol must complete its mission within the
time specified in the patrol order). The second item
concerns information about the enemy force and its
activities which at least one-half of the squad's
personnel must report. Acquiring this information
and returning with it to friendly lines is the very
purpose of the reconnaissance patrol. The third item
is the squad's detection by the aggressor due to the
squad's inadequate security or careless rnovement
during the patrol's conduct.

With these points in mind, you should see the need
for developing an enemy situation whirii allows for
the patrol's acquiring information and avoiding
detection within a specified period of time.
Accordingly, you can construct a very simple tactical
situation suitable for refining the commander's
objective, yet within the resource capabilities
provided (i.e., Training Area B and the scout
platoon's ability to act as aggressors).

As you study Training Area B (figure 24) you will
see that there are several possible tactical situations
which could be developed to refine the commander's
objective. For illustrative purposes, we shall use the
situation depicted in figure 25.

NOTE: Conducting a reconnaissance of the
training area enables the trainer to develop an
appropriate tactical situation based on the type of
terrain available. This, in turn, will enable the
trainer to refine the commander's training
objective. Consequently, the need to conduct a
map and/or a ground reconnaissance depends on
whether or not the trainer is familiar with the
terrain. Specifically, if the trainer knows the
?aining area (e.g., the available cover and
concealment, distances, trafficability, etc.) he can
refine the commander's objective without having

to conduct a map or ground reconnaissance.
Conversely, if the trainer is unfamiliar with the
training area, he must make a map and/or ground
reconnaissance t,f the training area to refine the
commander's objective and assist in preparing the
training. If the training area has not been
designated, then the trainer should continue with
his preparation, but he mint recognize that he may
have to modify the training objectives and
organization of the training once the trainer can
get on the ground.
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With this tactical situation you can now refine the
commander's training objective. The following
example shows how you can translate the corm

mander's vague objective into statements which
further clarify conditions and establish standa7ds
which are measurable and observable.

Example of Refinement of Your Commander's Objective

The task remains unchangt,d.
TASK: Each rifle squad must 3!)le to emnduct a
reconnaissance patrol.

The conditions element becomes clearer and more
specific based on the tactical situation you have
developed.

CONDITIONS: Dismounted, at night, given a

reconnaissance patrol order which provides:

The location of the bridge site to be

rec onnoitered.

b. Elements of information about the bridge:

(1) Is the bridge intact?

(2) The size of the enemy force guarding
the bridge.

(3) The activities of the force on the bridge.

(4) The type and location of enemy
weapons, equipment, and fortifications.

c. Intelligence indicating active enemy, dis-
mounted patrolling on the south side of the
bridge and along the East-West road.

Based on the tactical situation you can refine the
training standards insofar as information and
detection.

TRAINING STANDARDS:

a. Time:

(1) Squad must leave within 5 minutes of
the departure time specified in the patrol
order.

/./G /1' 26.
IIMENME.MMEMMni

This completes the refinement of the ".ommander's
training objective. Having developed a precise training
objective and having stated it in measurable terms,
you have completed Step 1you have described the
desired results of training. You can now move on to
Step 2 in which you prepare to conduct training.

STEP 2: Prepare to
Conduct Training

In this step you win stress all of the fundamentals
of collective training. You must establish the
intermediate training, objectives that specify the
individual and collective tasks the squad must
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(2) Squad must complete the recon-
naissance patrol within the time specified in
the patrol order.

b. Information: During the patrol's debriefing,
at least one-half of the squad's personnel must
report the following items of information
concerning the bridge site:

(1) That the bridge is intact.

(2) That there is a crew-served automatic
weapon position on the south side of the
bridge.

(3) That there are at least 2 and not more
than 5 mcn in or around a vehicle parked on
the north side of the bridge.

NOTE: The above is the minimum essential
information the squad must report. Conceivably a
patrol could acquire and report the complete
enemy situation (i.e., 2 Men in the automadc
kwapons position, 3 men in a jeep with radio, the 4
man roving patrols, etc.).

c. Detection: Squad must complete its mission
without sustaining more than 2 casualties (as
adjudged by an evaluator) which result because
the squad failed to take adequate security
measures during the conduct of the patrol.
Casualties can be sustained if the patrol is
detected by any of the aggressor forces (e.g., if
detected by the aggressor 4 man patrol when
crossing the east-west road or detected by the 4
man roving patrol on the south side of the
bridge).

1

perform to accomplish the commander's objective,
including the conditions under which the tasks are
performed and the training standard that must be
met. Training fundamentals:

Develop Precise Training Objectives and Insure
Standards Are Met

Insure Soldiers Can Perform Critical Individual
and Subunit Tasks

Employ Multi-Echelon Collective Training

Let's see how this is done for the reconnaissance
patrol training.



ESTABLISH INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

You will recall from chapter '3 that the first steo in

preparing training is to establish intermediate training

objectives, You do this by first identifying the tasks

to be performed using your experience, expertise, and

by referring to the appropriate references. In this

instance these references FM 21.50, "Ranger Training

and Ranger Operations," FM 21-75, "Combat

Training of the Individual Soldier and Patrolling,"

and your unit's tactical (field) SOP, For tactical

collective training, it is extremely important that you

identify the critical individual tasks as well as the

collective tasks that must be performed.

Note that the list of tasks (figure 27) clearly

separate those performed by the leader, by the patrol

members, and by the collective effort of the patrol.

In developing the list of tasks, don't get bogged

down. Avoid beooming so engrossed in accounting for

every action that could occur that you lose sight of

the purpose of developing the list in the fifst place.

The point is to identify those critical tasks which

must be performed to accomplish the commander's

objective. In developing the tasks for tactical

collective training, you should identify three types:

1. Critioel Leader Tasks: The tasks the leader

must perform to accomplish the commander's

objective.

2. Critical Member Tasks: The tasks the team or

unit members must perform to accomplish the

commander's objective.

3. Collective Tasks; The tasks that must be

performed by two or more personnel to ac-

complish the commander's objective which require

a high degree of teamwork. This includes critical

tasks performed by subunits (e.g., critical tasks

performed by a rifle squad to accomplish a platoon

training objective).

Examples of these three types of tasks for the

reconnaissance patrol training are shown in figure 27,

As you can see from the list of critical individual

tasks in the figure, you may have to conduct

extensive individual training prior to "putting it all

together" by concentrating on developing each

squad's collective proficiency in reconnaissance

patrolling. This is an important point to rememberif

the leader and his subordinates cannot perform

critical individual tasks, your collective training

efforts will be inefficient or ineffective. In this

respect you should stress the third fundamental of

collective training: Employ Multi-Echelon Collectide

Training.
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Critical Individual and Collective Tasks
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PHASE II (en route)

1, Establish rally points

2. Call halts

3. Issue orders (e.g., crossing

danger areas, enemy control, etc.)
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*The recon and security teams must be trained to perform their critical subunit tasks. This is part of the training

required to enable the reconnaissance patrol to accomplish the commander's training objective.
FIGURE 27,

This means you should train the squad leaders to

perform the tasks of the patrol leader separately. For

example, the squad leader can be trained to prepare

and issue a warning order and a patrol order without

the presence of his subordinates. Concurrently, while

the squad leader is learning to perform his duties, the

squad members can be learning to perform their

critical individual tasks (e.g., individual camouflage,

night movement techniques, etc.).

Once the critical tasks have been identified, you

should get the assistant trainers involved in preparing

the training. If you have insufficient lead time or it is

apparent the training will be especially complex and

require a large number of intermediate training

objectives to be developed, now is the time to get

help. Break down the tasks in a logical manner

(simple to complex or individual and collective) and

have the assistant trainers develop the conditions and
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training standards for them. You must let them know
what the commander's objective is and what
resources are available. By getting the a:;sistant
trainers involved at this point, you will use th e time
available to best advantage.

Remember, in preparing the training, both the
trainer and his assistants should use the same 3-step
process. If they are not familiar with how to prepare
and conduct performance-oriented training, have
them read this manual. Assist them when they need
help and check their work early enough to correct
deficiencies.

To complete the intermediate training objectives
for the collective tasks, you and your assistants must
now establish the conditions under which the tasks
will be performed and tlie training standards met. To
develop the conditions of the intermediate objectives,
you and your assistants should examine the
conditions of the commander's objective. This
information together with a review of the appropriate
literature will assist in developing the conditions for
the collective tasks.

Similarly, the training standards can be developed
by examining the training standard of the com-
mander's objective and the appropriate references. To
illustrate how this is done, consider the collective task
for the reconnaissance patrol (figure 28).

Collective Tasks Performed by Recon Patrol

1. The patrol will pass through (depart and reenter)
friendly front lines.

2. The patrol will move in file formation.

3. The patrol will move through danger areas.

4. The patrol will secure halt area.

5. The security team will secure the recon team and
ORP.

6. The recon team will recon the objective.

7. The recon team will disseminate information to the

60

other patrol members.

FIGURE 28.

By examining the conditions and training standard
of the commander's objective and by using your
combined experience, expertise, and the appropriate
references, you and the assistant trainers should be
able to develop intermediate training objectives
similar to those shown in figure 29.
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With the intermediate training objectives es-

tablished, you are now ready to determine and
organize the training required.

DETERMINE AND ORGANIZE
TRAINING REQUIRED

Determine How Much Training is Required. You
will recall from chapter 3, determining how much
training is required depends on the current
proficiency of the soldiers with respect to their
ability to perform each intermediate training
objective. In short, if the soldiers can perform an
'ntermediate objective successfully, no further train-
ing is required. Conversely, if they cannot meet
established standards, training is required.

To determine how much tra...ing is required, one
or both of the methods described in chapter 3 can be
used: (1) Obtaining and evaluating past performance
results and (2) Employing pretraining diagnostics. For
example, determine if a squad can move in the patrol
file formation by requiring them to perform
intermediate training objective number 2. If they
meet the training standard, no training is required. If
time and other resources preclude you from
conducting a pretraining test, then subjectively
evaluate past performance results to determine how
much, if any, training is required. Once you have
determined the training required, you are ready to
organize the training.

Organize Training Required. To organize tactical
collective training you must pay particular attention
to the order in which critical individual tasks and
collective tasks which require training are taught. By
insuring that the soldiers (leaders and team or unit
members) can perform their critical individual tasks,
you can significantly improve the capability of the
soldiers to function as a team or unit. Remember,
you should employ multi-echelon training to bring
the leaders up to speed before they train with their
subordinates.

Mien the leaders and team or unit members have
mastered the critical individual tasks, they are ready
for collective training. If there are collective
int:mnediate training objectives, the order in which
these objectives are taught may be important. For
example, the team or unit may have to learn to
perform one collective objective before they can
perform another. In addition, the available training
resources may dictate that training in one objective
must take place before training can begin in another.
To do this, you must estimate the training resources.
required and select appropriate trainer techniques.
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Intermediate Collective Training Objectives For Reconnaissance Patrol Training

1. TASK: The patrol will pass through .(depart and
reenter) friendly front lines (FF1),

CONDITIONS: at night, given a patrol order which
specifies a departure point and line of
departure, the reentry point and a "not later

- -than"- time- to- reenter- the :FFL, and- the -

availability, of a guide to assist in conducting
the initial-passage.

TRAINING STANDARD:

3. TASK: The patrol will secure holt area,

CONDITIONS: at night; moving in formal
given a parol order and a reqUireinent:thi.
the petrol. .

TRAINING STANDARD: Halt usintililent,,E1
With7p-oinf
guarding patrol rear; ithie

Pavel
.eneMy:before,the!tiniMii-

. :

& TASK:. The "seCudtf eletheot. will 40'
. element and th's irk ra

CONOtTIONS: at night,
specifier an ORP apeinto

TRAI.NING-STANDARD: 1111-614114)4
in the OilP, (2) moves
positions ftnni
the recon element (foci._
in place prior to the,reCow:
their reconneisancel?),
roust comPlete

. prior to the; security

Departure: (1) DePart within 5 minutes of the time
specificd . in the Patrol order, (2) complete
passage of F FL without being detected by tin:
enemy, and (3) complete passage with all

11..11F.0

Reentri: (1) Coordinate reentry of FFL with
friendly forcei prior to approaChing: within
500 meters of the FFL, (2) complete' Passage .

of FFL with all patrol pereonnid-accounted
for and without being engaged, by friendly
forces, and (3) complete passage not later
than the time specified in the.patrol order. ..

2. TASK: The patrol will move in a file formation;

CONDITIONS:. at. night, in hilly, semiwooded terrain,
given a patrol order which specifies.the route
to be followed, an objective to- be reached,-
and a "not later than" time to reach the
objective. .

,

TRAINING STANDARD: Mow using the file forma
,

tion specified in the Ranger Handbook. (i.e.;
point man leads, followed by comPass man,
patrol leader,. RTO, . security. element ;recon .

:.eleMent easistanf patrol leader. :and rear.
aecurity). Patrol must arrive within dieiime
'specified". Patrol Must Maintain tides and light
discipline (e.g., tape dog tags antf rifle
"sock ". canteens, camouflage face and hands,
use red filter under poncho to' read map; 'do
not smoke, etc.!

5. TAM. The teconneissince.e
tiw, ,

pand-ordir-'*ohich;,.ipecifles

enemy occuyIngthe
reanilitheMitinittgibthi'

.TRAININGSTANDARD`1040*

V:'01. ,

sueltyteijudgsdby

Estimate Resources Required and Select Training
Techniques. The toughest resource to estimate, and
the one that is usually the most limited, is time. This
is particularly true for tactical collective training. The
best method is to use past experience and your
judgment of how long it will take to bring the team
or unit from their current proficiency to a level of
proficiency that will enable them to meet the training
standard of a particular objective.
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FOr example, for the reconnaissance patrol

training, excluding training in critical individual tasks,
your time estimate for the collective training might
look like that shown in figure 30.

Time Estimate for Collective
Reconnaissance Patrol Training

Co ilactiva Tasks Team or Unit Time

1. Pass through (depart and
reenter) F F L

patrol 1 hour

2. Move in file formaticii patrol 2 hours

3. Secure halt areas patrol 1 hour

4. Secure recon element and
objective rally point

security element 2 hours

5. Observe the objective recon element 2 hours

6. Disseminate information recon element 1 hour

7. Conduct practice recon patrol all 4 hours

TOTAI "13 hours

FIGURE

62

When selecting appropriate trainer techniques,

keep in mind the three phases of conducting
performance-oriented training. These are:

PHASE 1: Trainer states purpose of training;
explains and demonstrates, if neces-
sary, the objective to be performed.

PHASE 2: Soldiers practice objective to acquire
proficiency.

PHASE 3: Soldiers are tested on commander's
objective.

To select the training techniques, you should be
familiar with not only training aids (see chapter 3 and
appendix C), but also with the types of ctical
exercises. A brief discussion of ie exercises normally
used at company level will assist you in following the
recon patrol example. There are five types of tactical
exercises which are apj, ,or late foi this puli,ose.

6 8

They are the:

TERRAIN MODEL EXERCISE. This is a

tactical exercise in which a sandtable or some
other type of terrain model is substituted for
the actual terrain. It is an excellent exercise for
training leaders to plan and conduct a tactical
operation and for demonstrat:ng the concept of
the operation to the entire unit.

TERRVN EXERCISE. In this exercise, the
disposition and movement of simulated troops
are planned and discussed on a particular piece
of ground. It is an excellent exercise for
training squad and platoon leaders to analyze
the terrain during the planning and simulated
conduct of an operation.

COMMAND POST EXERCISE (CPX). This
exercise involves only leaders planning opera-
tions for simulated units. It can be conducted
in the field or as a map exercise at home
station. The CPX allows the leaders to plan
company-size operations and use troop leading
procedures without involving the entire unit.

TACTICAL DRILL EXERCISE. This exercise
is used to prepare a uni or team to execute
tactical techniques. It can be conducted on a
parade ground or ovr actual terrain. The key is
to begin slowly by executing the particular
action by-the-numbers. It allows the unit or
team to progress step by step until they attain
teamwork and can perform the task at normal
speed.

FIELD EXERCISES. During this exercise, the
entire unit conducts the tactical operation
specified in its training objective under
simulated combat conditions. The successful
execution of the tactical operation depends
greatly on actions taken during the preparation
of your tactical training.

Figure 31 shows the manner in which the five
types of tactical exercises defined above are related to
one another.
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A detailed discussion of these rixmcises, including
when and hovv to use each, found in iploirelix I ,

CHAPTER 6

To briefly illustrate when and how to use these
exercises, we will examine a portion of the patrol
training example and relate it to the techniques you
can use (See figure 32),

Training Tasks Who Receives Technique

1. Prepare orders;
select route,
supervision of patrol

Patrol leaders
Individual Training
(see chapter 3)

2. Select routes Patrol leaders Terrain Exercise

3. Conduct of recon
patrol

Patrol leaders Terrain Model Exercise

4. Security team Team Tactical Drill 1

5. Recon team Team Tactical Drill 2

6. Movement of recon
patrol

Patrol Tactical Drill 3

7. Execution of the
patrol

Patrol Field E xercise

FIGURE 32.

The patrol leaders will learn patrolling fundameri
tals and how to prepare patrol orders in item 1,

Following this they can practice these skills using a
terrain model exercise (item 3). Up to this point we
have concentrated on the patrol leader 1,y sharpeniiig
his skills, At the same tirrm, the soldiers would also be
receiving training in individual skills, thus applying
the nurIti,echolon training concept previously dis,
1:11S,M11,

Multi-echolon training need not ho limited to just
individual tasks, It !Flay also include collective tasks
While the squad leaders are being trairmd in issuing
patrol orders, the patrol members can be practicing
rimvument technimms (or t(,chniques fie crossing
roads) under the supeivisirni of Ow platoon leaches re
squad leaders who ;1111 already proficient in the
isstramm of patrol orders. Items 4 and 5 In figure :32
could be comlucted while leaders are working on
kerne; 2 and 3,

A11111 co11111111111111 the litical individual and
minuet loaning, it 1'. 11111e III pill 11111 ItNic11,, hulk
w1111 1111, figure 32, trim a tactical doll is
irsed first. Ibis exeicise is coridutted by the numbens
with repetition to insole everyone 1,1lows

6 9
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6 4.

exactly how to react when moving through friendly
lines, conducting a security halt, or reconnoitering
the objective. The key is go slow and critique every
step. If the task is not done correctly now, it will not
be executed properly either in the firrld exercise, or
ultimately, in combat.

With a rough determination of the training time
required for the collective tasks completed (figrire
30), the next step is to estimate the time requinal for
the held exercise.

The following facts will influence this determina-
tion,

1. Nine squads must execute the patrol.

2. There is only enough room in the training area
for three squads to perform the patrol on a given
night.

3. The platoons will also be receiving training in
the area defense during the week in which the
patrol training will be conducted.

4. The squads that conduct the night patrol should
receive compensatory time.

yin, %tumid comdiihon with I r DOilll 11) find 0111
111Ile p,tirIit, is Pe the defense training, 'Uhl!

two of you would jointly develop an as.tivity schedule
that might Ise& something like Hole :33,

A., the rnilicip.11 trainer, you need to whim to the
company santilliandes with this schialide and youi
interrnediam training ubjvclivf,. First, to iesolve the
question the schedule; sltr,(111(1, I() ivcoivi
tiilIl ,Ippllov,11 for your intermediate naming objec

With the company commander'', assistarldr, the
delipleted hauling Issivcast would look like figure :14
(I he total losecast was comj)letial by condoning
Injures :30, '37, ansl anr1 ,oldisisj tlie commander's
guidons:10 VVith the naming forecast ilevelojoal

toLlInuines Identified, this remaimosi naming
IWO/1111.1r, i Will111,111111, I iii, 110111111111V whist

11,1111111(4 bud Imes separate naming sessions assinsual

assistant names., a., Illl1M,t11(1 III 11111 111111ii.

./4 ()I 1A/1. I/011111.11 earlier, they may hays,
111 1111! 11111 111111111111(11iIIII

ll%/1", 41111 1/W10(1111 ll'(1111111 osay a muumuu'
aniseed id guidons If t1/ i.iitiiiiii 1M/11'1111 lIlt '4114,1111,

I/111111111/i 111',11111.111/11 t111111/111 W1111.111111 III 1.11111,1

1 11/11111 1.(111h1111 ...1111(' 1101111111111111 WO

1.1/1111101111111 II I iII I II) y1111 (i i 11/1.

Ii/fittit/PtI/dIft (PI/if/Cl/VI! IU IPI t(

/hit Itillifity) sewn/tilts aVolfill)10,
0/1(1 I/111 fll.pailv, In/ 11111(11H
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s
DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3

AM

One Platoon
preparing for
mon patrol

Defense
Training
(sandtable)
(tactical drill)

Two
Platoons
compensatory
time

One Platoon:
defensive
training
(tactical drill)

Rotate same
as Day 1

Same as Day 2

PM

(Ord

One Platoon
preparing
defensive
guidon

,

One Mignon?

One Platoon
conducting
.mcon petrel. . Saw as Day 1

.

ppA

MOO

Ono Platoon
onducting
defense

Ons Platoon?

,

,.
,

_

.

,

By plovuling this type of ()indrawn ywn
assistants, they will be able to {moire their training
',f".'dort fiptcificially, fluty will hit hIll ni
lakm yl)111 guidance, and ming the 3-stssp, backward
111,111111110 infomy,, pftlidI t mid coliduci thim
thainiito Ilw, particillatly important for lag:lead

dillective mulling because they IiiiI tvHIuIl
appropriate tactical 41h1,1111111', which wlI lll4hII 1/111111

If) refine yoie Intermediate twining objective,. in a
irldwier which jonmils them to evaluate properly the
team wat's pet toi mance,

131.1 dose ylas are respomible he what your
assistant bawds du, haves diem long Mon wosk
y.ii I valuation
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THURS
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Time
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Makeup and
Remedial

Training
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Physical
Training
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Rican patrol
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1. Security
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2. Dimon team
ctions

3. Disseminate
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(tactical
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(tactical
dr110
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DRECAST
3 I 4

MON' 1 UES*
5

WED*
6

THURS

LEADERS
Conduct area

.. defense

(sandtable)

SOLDIERS
Prepare

fighting
position
(tactical
drill)

151 PLT
Compensatory
time

20 PLT
Comp time &
review recan
techniques

3D PLT
Conduct of
defense (TOE
drill)

WPNS PLT
FO procedures

151 PLT
Review
Defensive
(tactical drill)

2D PLT
Comp Time

3D PLT
Comp time &
review of recon
tech

WPNS PLT
RSOP

151 PLT
Comp time

20 PLT
Maint

3D PLT
Comp time

WPNS PLT
Range firing

Critique

11IT PLT
Prep for mon
(stud

20 1LT
Priors
&hobs
Nikki II

30 PLT
MaIntonenoo

WPNS PLT
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1ST PLT
. &Wipe
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20 PLT
Prop for moan

011sol

30 PLT --
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poladea

WPNS PLT
mop ,'

1ST PLT
Prop defuse
petithon
.

20 PLT
trithjuo and
inantInor4o

^30N .
'Prop for
M PIMA

WM PLT
,flopio firing

Elemonts
dila aro
sorsostful
Morn to
Co aro for
too holldoy.""

Squads
making
'doling
tno prop for
noon potrol.

1ST PLT
', biding

petrol

20 PLT
' Condaot
Mono

.
' WINS PLT
IOW '

Anna

, 11T PLT, ,e

Stand dinvi,;/

lci PLT
cosmia .'
trol , ,

111*'Iri. '1,;;',
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, ..,
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COMPLETE ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

After providing the assiscant trainers your training
guidance, you should complete the administrative
requirements. This includes obtaining equipment,
making coordination and developing lesson plans as
discussed in chapter 3. Sample lesson plans are
included at appendix G. Remember, lesson plans
should be used as a guide only. If it does not fit your
local needs, develop your own format.

For complex tactical collective training like the
reconnaissance patrol training, there are many things
the trainer must do to complete the preparation of
training. You will recall that in Step 1, Describe the
Desired Results of Training, an appropriate tactical
situation was developed that permitted the trainer te
refine the commander's training objective. The trainer
must now further develop the tactical situation by
writing the administrative material that will be used

to support the tactical training. For example, in
:sting each squad's capability to conduct a successful

reconnaissance patrol, one of the items that must be
developed would be the patrol briefing given to the
squad leader. In addition, after evaluating the patrol
leader's capability to prepare and issue a warning
order and a patrol order, the trainer would provide a
complete patrol order which specifies how the patrol
would perform its mission. This would be done to
insure that the conduct of the patrols would be
controlled and evaluated in a uniform manner. An
example of a patrol briefing based on the tactical
situation developed in Step 1 k shown at figures 35
and 36.

With the administrative requirements completed
you are ready for the most imwalant part of the
training process: The actual cominct of the training.

PATROL BRIEFING FOR A RECONNAISSANCE PATROL

Trainer Issues Briefing to Patrol Leader (figure 36 depicts the tactical situation)

MIStil()N1: Yi)111 1111Yd1)11 I. 11) Coll(111C1 p()1111 ll'e()1111111SS:111Ce (11. the bridge site ( YI) (094387.1j lo
detennine:

a, I he ,,i/e (if the enemy Juice guarding the badge.

typo al enemy weapon,. nd equipment, i.e., automatic weapons, tither crew seivell weapons, radius,
II

I ',cation and typo ol

I.:NEN1Y FOltUES: hionly Irv, withdrawn la the north side ol the livei where !hey aie prepaiing defensive
posilnws ici Ole high giuund ovell(wking die rive!. V. suspect dial the enemy is fortifying Ihe bridge an.I is
conducting local patwls 1111' S1111' 1/1 111( 1)1111re and tilting the Last-West road,

FRII%Nl11.Y FOR( 'ES: (hit haltalian los liven attacking; ant company ((a B) the billtaliim ft1IVt. The
piepaiing ti 111:1k (Amt. the live! loinot tow nirlit.

Ilf;IIT I/A FA: It will he dmk ,11 ,1000 huiii, (H..NT); intion will tlst it 1200 Wits,
Yiiii will depait hiendly lines at chockpaint I nal later Ilion 'ttnn hauls, Yaii toast 11 enter friendly lines al
dierkpoint .1 rad Wei iliii 2.111() littis. You will caardinme wall the ('0, ('a A, far (hymnal! and leenny if

11111..,. Ile will iI pitivide yall itmitie la load yaii la and ham his linos ;Ind yam assenthly :ilea ii yaii
iotinost

y,, yo Hit lw i tv bet w ve chiv k pi 1,1 , 1/.11)(111 11 inich checkpoilII 'him?,

Ill voml.,. 4'11 Hot., cr cl'
IiIrdovri I iiv with ilii".111ply

1,110)II.,, 1 /11111 11)1p,CI 14110011111 1/111(H111,11', 1111(1 shuffle sct.pos,

I Ii 1'1 0001110 'AA .111;itiVe lip v;illy aild a solltatal tiara, oral apaii hut ellaw.
(iliii.iI iiI 111,11 lii ily I /kiwi!! Ow panal you, whim.
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STEP 3: Conduct
Training to Standards

Step 3 of the 3-step process is conducting training
in a manner which will insure that the individuals,
teams, or units being trained can meet established
standards. Again, the procedure for tactical collective
training is the same as for individual training. Your
intermediate training objectives have been established
(and refined by the assistant trainers) and include the
standards your training must achieve. Wien these
have been performed successfully, the team or unit is
ready to practice and be tested in performing the
commander's objective.

Remember, during the actual conduct of training
you should insure that leaders and team or unit
members cart perform their respective critical
individual and subunit tasks before they train
together to perform the commander's training
objectives.

This would include all of the training which is

CHAPTER 6

indicated in figures 33 and 34. As the principal
trainer, you will have to monitor this training very
closely, especially at the critiques and during remedial
training. A block of training such as this one, or more
complex training such as attack or defense, will
require close attention to coordination and super-
vision of the assistant trainers.

As a principal trainer, you are responsible for the
training conducted by your assistants. As a leader,
you must supervise their t aining ai J p-ov:d,
assistance where it is needed. In .his respect, you
should monitor the training and make adjustments in
the schedule as needed. For example, i you observe
incorrect procedures, techniques, or methods being
used by a unit as it maneuvers against a fortified
position, you should stop the training, explain what is
wrong, and require the unit to start over again. To
hammer this point home, consider the collowing
examples of training being con-lucted (next page).
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t!'f
Visualize a piece of rolling, semi-wooded

terrain on a sunny day. A rifle squad comes
out of the woods and crosses the Final
Coordination Line, moving on line. There is
a 10-meter interval between the men and the
squad leader is moving along behind the
squad, talking on the radio. The supporting
artillery is shifted from the objective.
Immediately the riflemen move forward,
rapidly firing aimed shots from the shoulder
every time their left foot hits the ground. As
they get within 30 meters of the objective,
the rate of movement and fire increase. The
riflemen are firing from the underarm
position while the automatic riflemen are
firing short bursts from the hip.

=1St

Isn't this a sight to warm the heart of ev, antry leader? A '. e of infantry moving
upright and courageously in the attack. WoulJ tois wo r in con.`i 17' NO!

It might have worked for Wellington or Naroleo',. i.ut i v,u,.', work for you. In fact,
if you are training in this fashicn, you and youi ar. Ur ID ,RONG!

In combat, two enemy riflemen, Jug in, and tirin:i ivel, shots would kill or
wound half of the squad before they even reached dd. ...ye. The remaining men

.Id be flat on the ground looking for some way rm. f I. air predicament.

Me view this time is of a bleacher site in
a local training area. It is a nice day and
about 90 men are sitting in the bleachers. A
young lieutenant is just beginnin class on
.inad defense.

With the lieutenant are two NCOs
wearing starchti fatigues and ,,Oiny bootc
Charts and other training aids are ready for
use.

Oaring the first hour, the lieutenant gets
the tubject well in hand, explaining tht
purp:! of thv a,. defense, seluritv
plern,:1,..s, final protPc re fires, and alternate
posi tiuns,

One or two men n but for the most
part everyone stays av aka The second hour
brains and the limiter ant is now explaining
how to dig toxh rlea, set out claymores and
wire and c811 for artillery fire, Several men

asleep now,. the remainder, although
their eyes are open, their minds are far away.
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. nh t..iately, these situations occur far too often
in 1,.., ',lig. They occur because commanders and
trai. ,.s have not done their "homework." They have
not I ,:sen the time to properly prepare the training.
Consequently, despite a lot of activity or talking,
little or no training takes place. In frIct, the soldiers
are learning to do it wrong or not at all.

This is a situation unit leaders must not tolerate.
1; must establish training objectives and insure
that established standards are met. The training must
stress techniques. When significant errors are spotted,

t, liner should stop the exercise and correct the
deli .cy before continuing. While, initially, the
trait-1..1g may appear to progress slowly, the soldiers
undergoing training will learn to do it right the first
time and subsequent training will not have to
continually cover "old ground."

This approach is best illustrated when one
considers a successful football team. After a game,
the deficiencies aro identified and in next week's
practice sessiful, the coaches and the team work hard



to correct deficiencies. They don't merely identify
problems, talk about them, and hope that in the
following week's game the deficiencies will be

somehow magically corrected. Likewise, in the
practice sessions, when the coach spots a deficieilL/
in executing a play he stops the session, explains to
the team or player how the play should be ex.'s,. ,ted
and then the team practices the play until thr..;
right. Similarly, good tactical collective train ,).7t?ke
time, hard work, and the dedication of the tu

do it right. They must require the soldiers undergoing
training to practice a task again, and again, and again
until they can perform it right. Without this attitude,
chances are your training will fail.

SETTING REALISTIC STANDARDS

Training standards play an important role in

training because they help insure that leaders,

soldiers, teams and units can perform successfully in
combat. Trainers must set realistic standards because
then soldiers know exactly what is expected of them.

You conduct effective tactical training by clearly
specifying the standards you expect your soldiers to
meet in performing a task. You must then have the
leaders, soldiers, team, or unit practice the task until
they can meet successfully the standards you have
established. Finally, you must hold the unitpartic-
ularly your subordinate leadersaccountable for
insuring that your standards are met--just as your
commander should hoki you accountable for meeting
his standards.

For example, if a platoon is undergoing training in
the area defense and the task is to dig foxholes, it is
the responsibility of the fire team leaders and squad
leaders to walk from position to position insuring the
holes are the proper size, have natural camouflage,
provide protection from direct small arms fire, etc. It
is essential that soldiers know the standards and are
required to meet them.

Soldiers perform tasks in the manner you want
only when they clearly understand the standards you
expect from them. The same thing goes for your
subordinate leaders in the unit. They will insure that
their men comply with your standards once they
clearly understand what your standards are and know
you will check to see they are met.

It's your responsibility as a leader to establkh
these standards during the preparation of your
training. It's also your responsibility as a leader to
insure these standards are tmderstood and complied
with during the conduct of your training, This is not
eilsy, but that's why you're paid to be a leader.

7 5
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In. order to train to standards, you must be
sufficiently self-disciplined to stay with each task
until it is mastered. This means that when the unit
makes a mistake, you should stop and have them do
it right. It's admittedly more fun to run over the
objective or tear down the road in your tanks, but
this is not how battles are won. They are won by
going over the planning of the operation with the
leaders until they can meet your standards, then
going over the next task until its standards have been
met, and so on. Only when each of the individual
tasks has been mastered, do you move on to tactical
exercises, and the field exercise. Once the unit can
demonstrate it can meet your standards during a field
exercise, you can continue to conduct as many field
exercises as time and resources allow in order to
permit the unit to improve its proficiency.

SUPERVISION AND CRITIQUES

Training to standards requires continuous super-
vision. For example, when a platoon leader has placed
his platoon in its defensive positions, he should start
walking across his platoon front. As he looks at each
position, he checks to see if it takes advantage of the
best natural cover, concealment, and fields of fire. As
he gets to one end of the platoon, he turns back and
checks each position again to see if the men are
following the prescribed priority of work.

On his next swing along the line, he might check
to see whether the natural camouflage has been
maintained. He shoutd also walk 200-300 meters out
in front of the position to determine what the enemy
would see as they approach.

In order for your training to be effective, it must
involve constant supervision and correction of
individual and unit performance. Everyone in the unit
must be continuously informed of how close their
performance is to the established standards. When
squad field training exercises are being conducted, the
company commander and all of the platoon leaders
should be in the field with their men, actively
supervising and correcting the training.

POST TRAINING EVALUATION

Bccause you have carefully prepared your training
and established measurable training standards you
will be able to evaluate tactical collective training
using the techniques discussed in chapter 3. In

addition, a handy checklist for evaluating your
training is contained in appendix D. Remember, you
should keep informal records of what the training
accomplished (or failed to accomplish, and why) so
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that the commander can make necessary adjustments
to the training program. Also, future trainers will

USING ARTEP TO PREPARE AND CONDU

As is the case with equipment-oriented collective
training, ARTEP provides a great deal of useful
information to commanders and trainers responsible
for the planning, conduct, and evaluation of tactical
collective training. Because ARTEP specifies the
collective performances required of all elements of a
unit, including the standards for performance that
must be met, it is the basis for collective training and
evaluation. Combat arms units will find the applicable
ARTEP an excellent source of tactical collective
training objectives and of other information that will
aid in the preparation and conduct of tactical
training,

To illustrate how ARTEP can be used, consider
the training and evaluation outline extract from
ARTEP 7-4 5 below. This training and
evaluation outline specifies one of the combat
capabilities required of a rifle squad to operate
successfully as a point squad of an advance party
conducting a movement-to-contact mission. The
performances expected of the squad are expressed in
terms of the mission, the primary training and
evaluation standards, and the asscciated collective
training objectives. These objectives require the

UNIT: RIFLE MAO

then have a record they can use to assist then, in
preparing the same or similar training.

CT TACTICAL COLLECTIVE TRAINING

preparation and conduct of tactical collective
training. Because they are stated in performance
terms, the first step of the backward planning process
"Describe the desired results of training" is largely
completed.

Further, information contained in the suggested
support requirements will aid in estimating the
training rescurces required to conduct training, and
will point the trainer to the key references. Finally,
the tips to trainers and evaluators provide additional
information on how the exercise might be conducted.

As was the case with equipment.oriented collective
training, the inforrnation contained in the training
and evaluation outhne does not do all the trainer's
work. Where needed, training objectives must be
refined, intermediate training objectives developed,
and lesson plans completed. Nonetheless, ARTEP
focuses commanders and trainers on the "desired
results of training" and provides information
commanders and trainers need and can use. I f an
ARTEP has been completed fo; your unit, consult
and use it frequently.

TRAINING AND EVALUATION OUTLINE

MISSION: MOVEMENT TO CONTACT (MEETING ENGAGEMENT)

The following gmeral conditions and primary training/evaluation standards apply:

a. General Conditions. For the past two days the enemy has been withdrawing and has succeeded in breaking
contact. Latest intelligence reports indicate that the enemy has left behind sniper teams to harass friendly forces
seeking to locate and fix the main enemy force. The squad being trained or evaluated is the point squad of the
advance party of a larger force conducting a movement to contact mission in daylight. The squad is told to
eliminate any enemy resistance that is within its capability. 81.mm mortar fire is available on request. Both
friendly and enemy forces should use Squad Combat Operations Exercise (Simulation) (SCOPES) equipment
when available, practice hand grenades, and 5.56 blank ammunition.

b. Primary Training/Evaluation Standards. To receive a satisfactory rating the squad must successfully meet
these standards: Eliminates, within a reasonable time, a small enemy force (2 to 3 men armed with AK 47
automatic rifles) without sustaining excessive casualties and prepares to continue mission promptly after the
enemy resistance has been eliminated,

NOTE 1: When SCOPES equipment is available, friendly and enemy casualties will be assessed in accordance
with procethires specified in TC 7-2 (test edition), "Squad Combat Operations Exercise (Simulation)." When
SCOPES equipment is not available, base friendly and enemy casualties on the evaluator's observations and
nalement.
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NOTE 2: It is emphasized that this is a movement to contact/meeting er,gagement and not just an a. :

problem.

.......

TASK CONDITIONS TRAINING/EVALUATION STANDARDS
RATING

S U

Use proper move- Dismounted in daylight, under Squad uses traveling when contact is not likely, traveling

ment technique. the following conditions: overwatch when contact is possible, and bounding overwatch
when contact is expected. The squad's execution of these

a. Squad leader is given an oral movement techniques optimizes the use ot terrain to

platoon leader's frag oeder which minimize its exposure and to maximize its ability tu qeliver

provi des: suppressive fires from the best available overwatch positiu.is.

(1) Enemy and friendly situa- NOTE: When using SCOPES equipment, achievement of this

tion and mission described in the standard is evaluated based on the casualties inflicted on the

general conditions, squad by ,lie enemy. If SCOPES equipment is not available,
determination is based on evaluator observation/judgment.

(2) Other necessary informa-
tion (e.g., route, command and
signal, etc).

b. Squad personnel carry normal
TOE weapons and equipment.

c. Inemy and friendly personnel
have SCOPES equipment, practice
hand grenades, and 5.56mm blank

ammuni tion.

(NOTE: Personnel should be

trained with SCOPES equipment
and techniques before conducting
this evaluation).

d. Squad leader should have map,
srtuad radio and lonsatic compass.

Locate and report Enemy engages the squad when Squad leader promptly reports contact tu his platoon leader

enemy. its lead element is within small
arms range (e.g., 200-300 meters).

including location and estimated size of enemy.

Eliminate enemy re- Enemy force continues to engage Within a reasonable time, squad eliminates enemy resistance

sistance. the squad. using fire (organic/supporting) and maneuver without

sustaining excessive casualties.

NOTE: When using SCOPES equipment, achievement of this
standard is evaluated, based on the casualties inflicted on the

squad by tho enemy.

Prepare to continue Enemy resistance has been elimi Promptly after elimination ef enemy resistance, squad

mission. ted. mtahlishes local security and prepares to continue the

mission.
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SUGGESTED SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS (EVALUATION)

RIFLE SQUAC: Movement to Contact (Meeting Engagement)

1. Administration:

a. TC 7.1 and IC 7-2 provide
guidance necessary for the conduct of
this evaluation.

b. Squads should receive at least 4
hours of SCOPES training prior to the
evaluation.

c. A platcon leader's frag order must
be prepareu in advance by the evaluators
for issue to the squad leader.

2. Minimum Evaluator(s): 1 LT, OIC; 3 NCO's
(4 controllers are broken out as follows: 1 with
aggressors, 2 with squad, and 1 as net control
stati on/scorer.)

3. Aggressors: 2 or 3 men with rifles.

4. Support Troops: 1 driver.

5. Vehicles/Communication: 1 vehicle; 4

radios (AN/PRC-77),

6. Maneuver Area: Rolling, lightly wooded
terrain that provides some concealment to the
attacking squad. An area of at least 500 x 1000
meters is required.

7. Firing Area: None.

8. Training Aids, Devices and Special Equip-
ment:

a. One six-power scope, scope adapt .
er, adapter bolt, washer, and wing nut per
squad member and each aggressor.

b. Identification numbers (4 of the
same number) for affixing to helmet
camouflage cover for each squad member
and each aggressor (see App D, TC 7-2 for
details).

9. Ammunition: Ctg blank 5.56mm, 100 rds
per M-16 rifle; fuze practice grenade, 25 each;
simulator ground burst projectile, 5 each.

10. Key References: TC 7-1, TC 7-2, FM 7-5
(TBP).

11, Tips for Evaluators/Trainers: When
SCOPES equipment is used, evaluator; will
require prior orientation and training in
SCOPES technique prior to conducting this
evaluation. TC 7-2 provides extensive informa-
tion/guidance for using the SCOPES tech-
niques. When SCOPES equipment is not
availahle, one evaluator should be located with
the aggressor forte. This will permit the
evaluator to observe the tested squad's
proficiency in using available cover and
concealment and proper fire and maneuver
techniques. One evaluator should act as the
squad's platoon leader throughout the exercise.

7 8



ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION

Tactical collective training cannot be meaningful
without a form of evaluation. The ARTEP provides
the tasks, conditions, and standards from which
training objectives are developed. There still remains a
subjective iudgrnental process in determining if the
standards were met, i.e the ARTEP standards state
that the task is to 1)1. accomplished "without
excessive casualties." Determining what is excessive

casualties is hard enough, but who the casualties are is
even harder to define realistically. The term
"engagement simulation" represents a family of
techniques and equipment designed to realistically
provide casualty assessment simulating the lethality
of modern weapons in a twosided, freeplay tactical
training exercise. What this means to trainers is that
for the first time it is possible to effectively put "kill
or be killed" realism into tactical training.

Live Fire Exercise Vs.
Tactical Exercise

In the past, trainers had only two alternatives for
training soldiers to fight. One method, the live fire
exercise, has the advantage of permitting troops to
maneuver while firing live ammunition, It has the
disadvantage that the "enemy" cannot shoot back, In
fact, the enemy must be simulated, The second
method, tactical exercises, allows for the use of
opposing forces, but not the use of live ammunition.
The result, all too often, is that bad habits are
developed and reinforced. For .example, troops and
vehicles moved around the "battlefield" as if they
were immune to enemy fire. This sometimes led to
employing tactical concepts and techniques that

would prove disastrous if applied in combat. The
stand-up assaults, common to tactical training
exercises of the past, is )110 example,

7 9
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Unfortunately, many efforts to solve tactical
training problems by using blanks and artillery
simulators alone have not produced the degree of
combat realism needed to make soldier.; and leaders
understand just how vulnerable they are to enemy
fire. To complicate matters further, in recent years,
this vulnerability has ed. On the modern
battlefield the lethality ons has advanced to
the point that any targr: for more than a few
seconds, even at extren. ,ii9es, can be killed or
destroyed. Because potential adversaries possess large
forces armed with modern weapons and equipment,
even moderate casualty rates would be unacceptable
to U.S. forces who must be able to fight
outnumbered and win.

Two Systems of Realistic
Engagement Simulation

For these and other reasons, research in finding
techniques to improve tactical training has con-
centrated in the field of engagement simulation. Two
such systems, SCOPES and REALTRAIN, have been
developed and are soon to be in the units if not there
already. These systems provide this realism to squad,
gun crews, and platoons. Further, engagement
simulation offers trainers the capability to achieve the
degree of combat realism necessary to teach soldiers
to:

Recognize the significance of the increased
lethality of tnodern weapons.

Make the maximum protective use ol terrain.

Utilize suppressive fires to cover movement.

Stress in training and combat the use of
combined arms,
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Scopes

The first development in engagement simulation
training techniques and equipment was the Squad
Combat Operations Exercise Simulation, or SCOPES.
Briefly, this is how SCOPES works. Trainers first
develop a tactical scenario based on specific tiaining
objectives to be accomplished (e.g., the rifle squad
movement to contact mission and objectives in
ARTEP 7-45). Each rifleman of both opposing forces
mounts a 6X telescope on his M16A1 rifle. The
telescopes are used to identify numbers worn on the
helmets of all participants. When a number of an
"enemy" soldier is identified, the solider making the
identification fires a blank round and calls out the
number he sees. Controllers in the vicinity in turn
pass the number over a radio net to controllers
operating with the opposing force. If the number is
correct, the controller immediately "kills" the man
wearing the number seen.

In this manner, "battles" may be conducted with
real outcomes. Depending on the tactics selected and
the individual techniques used, it is possible to
objectively determine "winners" and "losers".

After each engagement, troops on both side-, are
brought together for an after action review. The
discussion is guided by the senior controller who
reviews the battle chronologically with emphasis on
each action in which casualties occurred. The soldiers
themselves describe how they were able to engage and
destroy a target or were "killed" themselves. In this
manner, the correct techniques to avoid being
"killed" can be brought out, learned, and practiced in
subsequent engagemern,.

Rea !train

SCOPES techniques, originally designed for rifle
squads and platoons, have been applied successfully
to other weapons systems under a program called
REALTRAI N. REALTRAIN permits the conduct of
larger scale opposing forces tactical exercises (up to
two platoons against a smaller force). Like SCOPES,
REALTRAIN combines the advantages of a live fire
exercise with those of a tactical exercise. To simulate
the effects of other weapons systems, optical devices
including telescopes and plastic sighting plates are
mounted or used with LAWs, 106mm RCLR, TOWs,
tank inain guns, DRAGON ,nd 90-mm RCLR.

These devices are alined with the weapor,'s sights,
thereby allowing controllers to see the same sight
picture as the gunners. This permits them to verify a

gunner's aim during a target engagement. Gunner,
"shoot" at targets by announcing the identification
numbers worn by the soldiers or displayed on vehicles

0



when the target is alined in their sights. Each optical
device is correlated with the maximum effective range
of the particular weapons system with which it is

used. In this manner controllers verify the aim, and
award "hits" or "misses" reported over a casualty
assessment net to controllers operating with the
opposing force. Damage assessment is then made
according to a set of REALTRAIN rules of
engagement that are simple to learn and apply.
Depending on which force engages first, controllers
may be either on the shooting or receiving end of an
engagement (or both). This permits casualties to be
determined on a real time basis. REALTRAIN also
simulates weapons signatures. Blank ammunition is
used for rifles and machineguns. Backblast simulators
are used for antitank weapons. Main gun simulators
are used for tanks.

REALTRAIN also incorporates the play of
indirect fire weapons. However, instead of randomly
throwing simulators around, the participants must
actually plan for, request and adjust 311 mortar and
artillery fire. "Indirect Fire" markers, using a

prepared grid System, place the simulators where
actual rounds would land. If the request for fire and
subsequent adjustments contain incorrect coordi-
nates, magnetic azimuth etc., the resulting fires will
prove ineffective (or in some cases highly embar-
rassing as founds intended for the "enemy" land on
the requester's own forces).

Field tests conducted, using SCOPES and REAL.
TRAIN exercises, have proven that engagement
simulation techniques are more than just another
"training innovation." They work! Both soldiers and
units reach higher levels of tactical proficiency more
rapidly, and soldiers are motivated to train because
the tactical exercises present a real r1,711enge.

With engagement simulation, the element of
competition is always present. Soldiers and their units
are measured by their ability to fight against other
units.
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Soldiers develop respect for those men in their
unit who contribute most to the unit's success. Peer
pressure is placed on poor performers who are
encouraged "to try harder". More important, the
soldiers perceive that their contributions really do
affect the outcome of It battle. When they have
accomplished their mission, the resulting job
satisfaction is high.

Engagement simulation rias already been applied
to some of the missions contained in some ARTEPS.
"The application of SCOP7S to the squad movement
to contact missiuns is one example.

Information or how to prepare and conduct
tactical exercises using engagement simulation train-
ing techniques and equipment is contained in TC
71-5, "REALTRAIN," January 1975 and TC 7-2,
"SCOPES." It includes weapons engagement rules,
casualty assessment techniques and a discussion of
the equipment and controller techniques used.

Additional research into engagement simulation equip-
ment and techniques is 1:ontinuing. For example, tactical
gaming systems designed to improve leader training are being
combinsd with SCOPES and REALTRAIN techniques. The
resultit,g combination is a training program called

EFFTRAIN which stresses the multi-echelon training

approach emphasized in this chapter. When validated,
EFFTRAIN will be made available 'to the field. While the
research work continues, it should be emphasized that
engagement simulation is available now in both the active
Army and Reserve Components. Commanders and trainers
responsible for preparation and cunduct of tactical training
should master the available techniques and employ them in
the training of their units. Properly utilized, they can make a
big difference in the results achieved, and in the morale and
enthusiasm of the soldiers undei going training.
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SUMMARY

This chapter has described how trainers can
prepare and conduct tactical collective training using
the 3-step, backward planning process. These steps
are:

1 Describe the Desired Results of Training

2 Prepare to Conduct Training

3 Conduct Training to Standard:,

Throughout this chapter the fundamentals of
collective training have been stressed. These funda-
mentals are:

Develop Precise Training Objectives and
Insure Established Standards are Met

Insure Soldiers Can Perform Critical In-
dividual and Subunit Tasks

Employ Multi-Echelon Collective Training

In addition, this chapter and appendix E discuss
five types of tactical exercises that trainers can use to
conduct tactical collective training. Trainers should
learn when and how to conduct each of these
exercises. These exercises can greatly assist command-
ers and trainers in correcting specific training
deficiencies identified during the conduct of tactical
training and training tests.

Tactical training is the most difficult type of
training to prepare and conduct properly. It demands
that commanders and their trainers become training
experts. Trainers must learn to stress the funda-
mentals of collective training to insure training
standards are established and met.

Wth the fundamentals in mind, what exactly has
this chapter provided you, the trainer? First, it has
given you a training philosophy. Although it was not
steed as such, it is woven into all of the material in

this chapter. It consists of getting your soldiers
actively involved in performing a task which they
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must be able to perform in their jobin peacetime
and most important, in combat.

For any type of training, the trainer must first
identify the task or tasks which a leader, soldier, or
unit must be able to perform. Tactical collective
training is no exception. Your company commander
may give you a training objective, but if he doesn't,
then you determine what the soldiers must do.

Once the desired result of training has been
specified (the commandel's training objective), you
must establish intermediate training objectives which
will permit the training to be progressive (simple to
complex). With the objectives established, you can
then determine and organize the training required.

There is no simple solution to preparing training.
Further, each un.t faces different problems and
constraints in conducting training. If it's to be done
a nd done properly, it always has been and always will
be a time-consuming process. Preparing training
requires thinking, some reading and writing,
and finally a lot of checking to insure that every
aspect of the 1-hour period or 4-day exercise will
accomplish the training objectives that were devel-
oped.

In the last step of the 3-step process, Conduct
Training to Standards, your skill as a trainer and as a
leader is really put to the test. No matter how
carefully you have prepared your training, the real
payoff is whether or not the leaders, soldiers, and
units can perform successfully the training objectives
(and, therefore, meet established standards) at the
completion of their training.

Many people have cors:dered themselves to be
expert trainers. We can no longer afford the luxury of
thinking we are experts; we must be experts if we are
going to discharge our duties as professionals.
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APPENDIX A

Training Publications

Almost every procedure, tactic, and technique for
military training appears withn the thousands of
official and unofficial U.S. Army publications. These
publications, (provided by Department of the Army,
service schools, commands, and agencies) can:

help you establish training objectives

0 save you preparation time

o help you conduct training
0 assist you in monitoring and evaluating training

But faced with the vast number of publications,
how do you, as a trainer, know what is available,
what you need, how to get what you need, and how
to use the publications? These questions are answered
in this appendix.
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83
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APPENDI X A

What is
Available?

When i)lanning tiaming. don't rely solely on your
own knowledge of the subject Revievs refeiew
materials to iefresh Vow memory, to IIISMU you haA
the latest informatior, and to help you plan. These
materials include field rnanuals (FM), training
c,rculars (TC). Army regulations (AR), Army Subject
Schedules ASubrSc(1), Army Training and Evaluation
Programs ;A.7;TI2P1, Soldier's Manuals, Technir.l
Manuals crt,';i, se:vice schools' extension training
materials, uarnrriand 1,,blications, training aids,
training .-,nd Training Extension Course (TEC,
lessons To hel,) you find out what materials are
available on a particular subject, the DA Pamphlet
310 series is a or:irl starting point.

In DA Pam 310-1, "Index of Administrative
Publications, you will find a listing of all DA
regulations, circulars. and pamphlets including those
on training For example, AR 385-63 specifies safety
precautions required for conducting range firing_
Probably the most helpful indtx for trainino is DA
Pam 310-3, "Index of Doctrinal, Tra ig, and
Organizational Publication." It contains a listing of
most of the current training literature FMc, TCs,
and ARTE?s; If your subject is maintenarce, DA
Pam 310-4 lists technical manuals, supply bulletins
and technical bulletins. All the pamphlets have ar
alphabetical index in the back to -ssist you In

locating what you need.

Don't forget to look at DA Pam 310-12, "Index
and Description of Army Devices" and DA F dm
108-1, "Index of Army Motion Pictures and Related
Audio-Visual Aids." Training devices, movies, and
graphic training aids (GTA) can be a big help in
making training interesting and effective. Check also
the catalog of your supporting TASO or training aids
And audin-v.stial r:9nteri tn see what they ive that
you can use.

Remember that service schools provide extension
training materials including special texts, lesson plans,
programed texts, ard correspondence cnurses to
trainers in the field. Review the service schools'
catalogs to see what they have available.

New Training Publications
and Materials

All service schook have increased their efforts to
produce improved training literature and materials
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and J. C1.1t1CP tO I r ,rs and trdining
managers in the ir Id. These effoi::: ,.re not confirwd
to periodic revision of the traditional doctrinal
publications such as field manuals. New families of
training literature are being deveioped and field
tested. These include ARTEPs, Soldier's Manuals, and
TEC Lessons.

ARTEP replaces the applicable Army Training
Program (ATP) and Army Training Tests (ATT).
ARTEPs are specifically designed for Active Army
and Reserve Component training in today's training
environment. They set forth the collective perfor-
mances for the crew/squad through the battalion/sep-
arate company echelons and, more important, the
minimum aceptable standards of performance these
elements must meet. In addition to stating the
"what" and "how well," other information such as
estimated training resource requ,rements (ammuni-
tion, aggresscrs, maneuver areas. etc.) and tips to
trainers and evaluators are included.

Soldier's Manuals provide the basis for individual
'Jailing and evaluation Each manual specifies, by
MOS, skdl level, and duty o ...bon cluster, the critical
combiit perfo-mances each soldier is expected to
niaso,rr. Eecause Soldier's Manuals include the
minimjrn standards of performance that must be
met, thc Soldier's Manual is the basis for the Skill
Qualificaoon Test (SOT). This is a performance test
administered periodically, which permits d soldier to
demonstrate proficiency in his present MOS and skill
level, and to quahfy for advancement to the next
higher skill level.

Training Extension Course (TEC) lessons are

instructional material designed to enhance individual
training and evaluation in units. TEC uses a variety of
presentation ,nedia, including a idio-visual, audio
only, audio and workbook, programed texts and
illustrated "job aids." For example, the audio-visual
format includes a supei- 8 film cartridge, audio
cassette, and lessor administrativ: instructions, which
a soldier uses with a "Cue/See" projectoi Thr.

"Cue/See" permits the soldier to work it his own
pace, making responses to lesson requirements. Sume
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APPENDIX A

How to Get
What You Need

You!! I t,',eiuteant oi It NCO should !Live
Mu' latest edutitios of DA Pam 3 10 s,or les !nde,.! Ind

copy ot i.fis that you need. Atter lookino
tnro'.igh the indexes and tiOCIdInlq WhICh pUbhCatiOil
Mr(iht thl' unit library for the !mes
you need. (It your library is missing a lot of
onportant items, you might make a few pour by

!Meshing the homing officer's flit'P101y LOU! the
Pinpoint System. It's coveted in DA t'an. 310-101, If
the itern 1, not dvdd.thle your unit, try an adjacent
iii ! ot the 53 shop. If you still Call' liX'att` J needed

dud you have the thoe, get y our lii t to order
Vd1.1t you need by submitting a DA For n 17 to the
opjw ululate AG Publications Center. Don't foiget
sot ce school catalogs. A good Wilt librory. however,
will already have most of the things you deed

How to Use
Training Publications

Your review of the DA P.M1 310 seines, service
school catalags, and the unit libiary should hay.,
revealed a list of numerous documents that could
provide reference material for your subject. A note of
caution: Most literature has not been revised to meet
the performance approach to training, so use the
references to wide you; don't expect all the training
onjectives to bc spelled out for you. If your unit has
an ARTEP or Soldiers' Manuals try them first.
They're J great source of training objectives and other
information pertaining to training. The TEC Lesson
Administrative Instructions found in each company
provide training objectives for individual skills.
However, if your unit does not have an appropriate
ARTEP or Soldier's fv1i-.1!al or if you will be

conducting training in an ,a not included in them,
you can use the "traditional" literature to develop
good training objectives and to prepare your training.
Rec the request and adjustment of 4.2 inch mortar
fire training discussed in chinter 3. Let's review the
specific steps you would us,- in extracting training
objectives from the associated "traditional" litora-
ture.
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You know hum e wrience that helit manuals are
a good source of basic information. You look through
DA Pam 310-3, "Index of Doctrinal, Training, and
Organizational Pubfications" and find three FMs that
might be of specific use in developing the objectives.
There are others, but this is a good start. The FMs
are:

FM 6-40, "Field Artillery Crwnon Gunnery"

FM 6-135, "Adjustment of Artillery Fire by
the Combat Soldier"

FM 23-91, "Mortar Gunnery"

Y.-iu are in luck in that all three FMs are available
in your training room. Now that you've got them,
what du you do with them? Take the commi nder's
trailing objective, figure 37, look through the indexes
until the general subject is located, and then review
the appropriate chaptcrs oi all three manuals.

Request and Adjustment of
4.2 inch Mortar Fire

TASK Each squ id leader wdl request and adiust 4.2
inch mortar fire,

CONDITIOAIS: as a ground observer, given a 1:50,000
map, a lensatic compass, binoculars, a radio, and a
cPsignated, observable point target (targets may vary in
ra,ige from 1,000 t., 4,000 meters), using the jiJ
coordinates/direction method and the bracketing
method of adjustment.

TRAINING STANDARD: The initial requtst for fire
must be made within 3 minutes after the target tias been
designated. Adjustments must be made within 15
seconds after the round impacts. Observer must achie,e
effect on target within 4 adjustments after he ob'tains
positive range sensing. (Note: Normally 4.2 inch mci
round must land within 25 meters of a target to ar:11=!ve
effect on target.)

FIGURE .:7.

After reviewing the FMs, you it to use Fi
23-91 as the basic reference with mich to develop
the intermediate training objectives r.1/hy was this FM
chosen? Since mortars are organic to an infantry
battalion, sufficient copies of FM 23-91 should be
located in the various training rooms should your
Assistant Trainers need copies to study. Besides, the
subject was the request and adjustment of 4.2 inch
mortar fire.

80
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!laving selected FM 23-91 as the 1112i.1 reference,
what are your actions? A suggestion would be to
study carefully chapters 4, 5, and 6 dealing with
the "cad for and adju.tment" task. Next take a sheet
of paper (o letter stii, blackboard) and list all the
tasks you can think ot that are inherent in your
commander's objectives. Thi; is a time-consuming
chore, but one that is ne,'ess,iry to properly select
tasks for the intermediate trainiii, -hjectives.

You may &sire additional assis- - rl ask your
assistant trainers to brainstorm the .17 eith you.
Th3t would serve two purposes: (1) iict r.. :op the
tr:e fig. ind (2) help develop the 2iner's
sul,

ie -It of the work session, yo, I `7;iv

of bctil and knowledges. Rem' r
the pe.t- rice items you desire i ts into
tasks; km items are those pir. of inforrna .
tion the 7r must learn.

Now _^.1; aii the skill tasks together 1-.1to
subtask ,s '..3cribed in chapter 3. In this r:23,-2,
four subt:ivi., were defined:

TASK LIST
TASK 1.- Each sued leader will determine the

magnetic a).imuldr (direction) from nis
oca',>i on (oh:pryer) to a target.

TASK 2: Each squad leader will estimate a target's
grid coordinate location.

TASK 3: Each squad le,der will make an inital
firs reques. (r.all for fire).

TASK 4: s4uad leader will adjust 4.2 incL
..nortar tire.

of these tasks was derived ti.om a deta.' :d
;tidy !nliowing pages in FM 23-91:

Chapter 3p. 3-2

Chapter 4-3

Chapter 5--pp cirough 5-4

Chapter ;pp. 6-1 through C-11

Again, you must dig into the FMs to help
determine what the conditions ar,d standards should



Camouflage, Cover and Concealment

DA Pam 310-3

FM 5-15 Field Fortifications

FM 5.20 Camouflage

FM 534 Engineer Field Data

FM 2175 Combat Training of the Individual
Soldier and Patrolling

TC 21-75 Who's Watching You

TEC Lessons

9370610030F Camouflaging Skin, Clothing, and
Equipment; Covered and Con-
cealed Position; Citing ant. Posi
tioning of Personnel

937061-0030-F Movement in Day and Night
Operations

937-061-0032-F Camouflaging Vehicles and Pro-
tection from Detection Devices

DA Pam 108-1

TF 5-3881 Individual Camouflage

TF 5-3882 Small Unit Camouflage

FB 5-85 Camouflage Dummies and Decoys

T(GTA) 5-1 (1-44) Camouflage

U.S. Army Engineer School Correspondence Courses

Subcourse 55 Camouflage and Concealment

Subcourse 65 Field Fortifications

U.S. Army Engineer School Instructional Materials Catalog
(lesson reference files)

A.140-8 O-LR-003
(8.140-201) Camouflage Techniques

A.140-0E-LR-002
(8.140-303) Camouflage Materials

A.140-0E-LR-002
(8.140.314) ...... Concealment of Vehicles

A.140-0E-LR003
(8.140.315) Concealment of Company Weapons

A.14040FLR-004
(S.140-357) Cover and Deception

FIGURE 38.

APPEN,):X A

be. coniitions elernont will depend primarily
upon the training envirc Tient you will be training
under, but the conditior. must also be suppol ted by
the literature. FMs will provide guidelines to the
st idards. The standards will not be listed as such but
will ty! redected as measurable quantities (i.e., time,
dist; L-e, accuracy). Use these measurements or

standards as guidelines onlyyour commander ,nay
l.ave set standards for his objective and you must set
standards for the intermediate objectives.

requ.ist and adjustment of 4.2 inch mortar fire
tr: ninp objective WaS used as an example. The
point being made is that, as a minimum, you must
carefull, study he basic reference literature in the
development of subject expertise. and the iwer-
mediate training objectives.

To give you an idea of the extent of existing
training literatur.: developed for a selected subject,
here is what the list might look like (figure 38).
Howaver, you wr n't need a!r of them to pr7pare an
effective camouflage, cover and concealment t-aining
session.

Summary of Training
Publications and Materials

To give you a comp' 'e, cn-cise picture of wh it
training publi ons an; materials are available the
following chert (figr.-e 39; has been c structed. This
utilization chart .,nould prove to be a handy reference
for your publication requirer

Service Scho3i acie! sses for extension t-nirti
materials is a,: figur:- 1 location and CONUS
addresses of the --P.S0s/ raining Aids Centers is at
figure 41.

8 7
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SUMMARY OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS AND MATERIALS

Dr ram '310-1. Index of
d ministrative Publica-

tions

AIM SNOW

Army Regulations (AR) Estabfishes policies and responsibilities and pres :ribes the

administrative procedures necessary to implement policies. Does not
contain historical information. Permanent publications and remain
in effect until changed, replaced, or rescinded.

Department of the Army
Circulars (DA CI R)

Contains informational material or administrative instructions

relating to one-time actions. Each circular is a temporary

publication and becomes void 1 year after its publication date.

Department of the Army
Pamphlets (DA PAM)

Not directive, but contains informational or reference material of a

continuing nature. Permanent publications and remain in effect
until changed, replaced, or rescinded.

DA Pam 310-3, Index of
Doctrinal Training and
Organizational Publications

82

Field Manuals (FM)
(Includes Soldier's
Manuals)

Training Circulars (TC)

Used to promulgate military doctrine, tactics, and technique.
Contains instructional information and reference material relative to
military training and operations.

Used to disseminate infG.mation of general interest and to
p:2b;ish instructions of a one-time or transistory nature which
are Army-wide in application.

Army Training Programs
(ATPs)

Guide for I preparation of training programs and schedules during
various formal phases of training. Assists in conduct of ORTT.
Supported by an ASubjScds. Currently being phased out and
replaced by ARTEP.

Army Subject Schedules
(ASubiScds)

Support ATPs. Contain information for the preparation and
conduct of training. Issued to insure uniformity of training in each
subject area.

Army Training Tests

(ATTs)
Tests related to specific ATPs. Administered to units at appropriate
times during the formal ATP phases of training. Currently being
phased out and replaced by ARTEP.

Army Training and Evaluatior
Program (ARTEP)*

Publications currently being developed and validated which will,
when approved, replace applicable ATP and ATT for Active Army
and Reserve Component units. ARTEP provides a systematic listing
of training and evaluation outlines containing a series of related
training objectives pertaining to specific missions together with
guidance in how to use this igformation. It is a reference document
for training managers to develop training programs and to aid
trainers in preparing training. Wher supplemented with appropriate
directives, it is the basis for formal testing and use by evaluators to
determine the readiness of a particular unit.

*NOTE: Will be added to DA Pam 310-3 when approved by DA

Soldier's Manuals
(Indexed as Field
Manuals)

Publicathms currently being developed and ve7dated which specify
the critirel combat performances, including standards, which each
soldier is expected to master depending on his MOS, skill level, and
duty position. Soldier's Manuals are the basis for the Skill
Qualification Test (SQT) and for preparing and conducting that
individual training necessary to insure qualification at the current
and next higher skill level.

NOTE: Will be added to DA Pam 310-3 when approved by DA

8 8
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-"--.,........--- --..,............ --.......,...-- ---.......------- ..,,....,

DA Pam 310-3 TRADOC Bulletins Facts, technical data, and prinrioles which help the commander
understand the modern batt 'ield.
NCITE Will be added to DA Pari 30-3 when distributed Army-wide

DA Pam 310-4 Technical Manuals
(TM)

Detailed information on operatiog. handling, maintenance and
repair of weapons & equipment.

Supply Bulletins (SB) Logistics management information.

Technical Bulletins
(TB)

Technical information on weapons, equipment and professional
techniques.

DA PM 31012, Index and
Description of Army Train-
ing Devices

)

ification and description of training devices. Not used as anIdentauthonzation

for requisitioning, stockage, or issue of equipment.

DA Pam 108-1, Index of
Army Motion Picture and
Related Audio-Visual Aids

Catalogues official DA motion picture films and related audio-visual
materials.

Training Films (TF) Doctrine.

Film Bulletins (FB) Information and guidance.

Miscellaneous Films (NIF) Information and guidance.

Film Strips (FS) Doctrine, except adopted commercial filmstrips which are

informational.

Sound Film Strips (SFS) Doctrine, except at;opted commercial filmstrips which are

informational.

Transparencies, GT A Doctrine, except adopted commercial transparency subjects which
are information.

Charts, Slides (TGS) Information.

FORSCOM/TRADDC Pam
3503

.....
Information on TAMA/TASO training suppart including training
aids and .'avices for h irves, 11113, RO ) C a.n1 Active Army units
and schools.

Niscellaneous Publications Service School Catalogs Extension training mate7: As including special texts, correspondence

courses.

TAN Catalogs Training aids, films, devices available in TASC. System.

Training Extension Course
(TEC) Lessons

See TC 21-5-3, "TEC Management and Maintenance Instructions,"
May 1975 for information on TEC System (e.g., development of
unit support structure for TEC, basis of issue of TEC equipment and
materials, maintenance support structure and how to order lessons).
See TC 21-5-4, "Catalog of TrainingExtension Course Lessons" for
listing of what is available.

FIG URE 39.
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SERVICE SCHOOL ADDRESSES
Superintendent
Academy of Health Sciences,

U.S. Army
ATTN: Correspondence Course

Branch, Extension Services
Division

Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234

Commandant
U.S. Army Air Defense School
ATTN: AWTSD
Fort Bliss, TX 79916

Commandant
U.S. Army Armor School
ATTN: DAWTS
Fort Knox, KY 40121

Commandant
U.S. Army Aviation School
ATTN: Dept of Army-Wide Tng Spt
Fort Rucker, AL 36360

Commandant
U.S. Army Chaplain School
ATTN: Dept of Army-Wide Tng Spt
Fort Wadsworth, NY 10305

Commandant
U.S. Army Command and General Staff

College
ATTN: Registrar, NRI
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027

Cornmandant
U.S. Army Engineer School
ATTN: DAWTS
Fort BeN'oir, VA 22060

Commandant
U.S. Army Field Artillery School
ATTN: AWTSD
Fort Sill, OK 73503

Commandant
U.S. Army Infantry School
ATTN: DAWTS, ATSH-AWTS
Fort Benning, GA 31905

Commandant
U.S. Army Institute of

Administration
ATTN: AWTSD
Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN 46216

9 0

Commandant
U.S. Army Institute tor Military

Assistance
ATTN: Dept of Army-Wide Tng Spt
Fort Bragg, NC 28307

Commandant
U.S. Army Intelligence School
ATTN: AWTS D
Fort Huachuca, AZ 85613

Commandant
The Judge Advocate General's

School, U.S. Army
ATTN: DDNRI
Charlottesville, VA 22901

Commandant
U.S. Army Military Police School
ATTN: AWTSD
Fort McClellan, AL 36201

Commander
U.S. Army Missile and Munitions Center

and School
ATTN: Dept of Army-Wide Tng Spt
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35809

Commandant
U.S. Army Ordnance School
ATTN: DAWTS
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005

Commandant
U.S. Army Quartermaster School
ATTN: AWISD
Fort Lee, VA 23801

Commandant
U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy
ATTN: Dept of Army-Wide Tng Spt
Fort Bliss, TX 79916

Commandant
U.S. Army Signal School
ATTN: DAWTS
Fort Gordon, GA 30905

Commandant
U.S. Army Transportation School
ATTN: Dept of Army-Wide Tng Spt
Fort Eustis, VA 23604
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TASO LOCATIONS (CONUS)

Eastern Region

Aberdeen Proving Grounds:, MD 21005
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
Fort Benning, GA 31905
Fort Bragg, NC 28307
Fort Campbell, KY 42223
Carlisle Barracks, PA 17013
Fort Doyens, MA 01433
Fort Dix, NJ 08460
Fort Drum, NY 13601
Fort Eustis, VA 23604
Fort Gordon, GA 30905
Fort Hamilton, NY 11252
Indiantown Gap Military Reservation
Annville, PA 17003

Fort Jackson, SC 29207
Fort Lee, VA 23801
Fort McClellan, AL 36201
Fort McPherson, GA 30330
Fort Meade, MD 20755
Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703
Fort Monroe, VA 23651
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35E"c1
Fort Rucker, AL 363FS
Fort Stewart, GA 31313

FIGURE 41 .

Central Region

Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN 46216
Fort Chaffee, AR 72901
F3rt Hood, TX 76544
Fort Knox, KY 40121
Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027
Fort Leonard Wood, MO 65473
Camp McCoy, WI 54656
Fort Polk, LA 71459
Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234
Fort Sheridan, IL 60036
Fort Sill, OK 73503

Western Region

Fort Bliss, TX 79916
Fort Carson, CO 80913
Fort Douglas, UT 84113
Fort Huachuca, AZ 85613
Fort Lewis, WA 98433
Fort MacArthur, CA 90731
Fort Ord, CA 93941
Fort Riley, KS 66442
Presidio of San Francisco, CA 94129

TASO LOCATIONS (OVERSEAS)
Fort Buchanan, Puerto Rico, APO NY 00934
Fort Amador, Panama Canal Zone, APO NY 09834
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, APO SF 96557
Fort Richardson, Alaska, APO Seattle 98749

TRAINRIG AIDS CENTERS

Augsburg, West Germany
Rodelheim, West Germany
Seoul, Korea

91
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Practical Exercises in Writing
TrtAining Objectives

1

The importance of prcparing the best possible
training objectives cannot be overemphasized. Why
you need training objectivos, in terms of what they
do for you, for the soldier, the commander, and the
training manager, has been stated in chapters 2 and 3.
But here's a quick review.

( '0N ITN IS

CASE I .COMMANDER'S GUIDANCE COMPLETE

PAGE

(;eiwral .ituation 87

Spcciql Situarbm 87

Tim WC/tun:it/cm- 89
SH/ietimi 91

Second Requirement 89
S,illaion 91

Third RequiremPat 90
Sulurion 91

lenirth Require/tic/it 90
Sotution 91

Sutionary 91

CASE 2COMMANDER'S GUIDANCE VAGUE

General Situation 93

Special Su uatiml 93

tirst Requiremcnt 95
Solution 96

Second Requirement 95
SH/litiOn .96

Sum/nary 97

86
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Planning your training becomes a process of
answering some tough questions: (1) Where am I
goinghow well trained must my men be to perform
their missions? (2) Where am I now in terms of how
well my men are trained? (3) How am I going to get
therewhat training resources do I have and how may
I best use them? You must answer the first question
if you are to viite precise training objectives.

Properly planned and thoughtful training obp
fives strip away unnecessary training requirements by
forcing you to define exactly what your soldiers must
do. Teaching that which is not needed wastes training
resources; not teaching what is needed can lead to
'failure of the unit's mission.

CASE 1

APPENDIX B

General Situation:

Co A is a TOE Rifle Company stationed in

CONUS with a combat mission to be prepared to
reinforce NATO forces The unit's status of oersonnel
and equipment is beginning to stabilize. The company
is preparing for the rifle squad Operational Readiness
Training Test (ORTT).

Special Situation:

You are SFC Larry Jones, acting platoon leader of
1st Platoon, Co A. CPT Wright, the company
commander, has called you into his office to discuss
training in general and to provide you guidance to
prepare a dass.

"SFC Jones, I have been reviewing the test results of the squad reconnaissance
patrol training last week and have found several areas we need to investigate for
further training. As you remember, severai of the squads had trctfale reaching
their objective, not because of a tactical deficiency, but because of their becoming
misoriented our NCOs are weak in land navigation and need refresher training.

7What I wait is additional training in land navigation and
I have selected you to be the principal trainer because of
your past experience in the field and your Ranger training.
Specifically, the training objective I want you to accomplish
is:

Each NCO must be able to
navigate cross-country, on
foot, in daylight, for 5,000
meters over hilly, wooded
terrain, given a compass and a
1:50,000 map which shows
both the start point arki the
objective, to arrive within
250 meters of the objective in
3 hours or less (4 hours or
less in extremely adverse
weather) from the time the
map and compass are pro-
vided at the start point.

"However, I suspect the problem is more basic
than that, and I've been checking out the junior
NCOs' ability to use a map and compass. It was
startling to find SOITI3 of them unable to orient
their maps to the actual terrain. The 1st Sergeant
ran a quick check for me and determined that mos,
of the NCOs were low in the general category,
which included map proficiency, during MOS
testing. Another indicator of this weakniss was the
poor showing on the land navigation portion of the
EIB test. The XO and I went through every
after-action report of FTXs and CPXs and came to
the same conclusionour junior leaders need more
work on land navigation.

9 3
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"The best time for this training is the 4 hours on the afternoon of the 25th. This will give you 2
weeks to prepare the class. The S2 will provide the 35 map sheets we need. The platoon sergeants and

squad leaders have their issued compasses, but the fire team leaders will have to draw them from

supply. Company B will hand receipt some compasses to us if needed. The S3 has already given me

Training Area Zulu on the 25th for the course, we have priority in the battalion TEC learning center.

Although it is coly 3,000 meters t-Ade and 2,000 meters long, it can provide you with enough space

and varied terrain if you set up the course currectly. You will have to make a reconnaissance of the

'area to determine a course layout which meets the conditions of my training objective. I will take care

of the transportation requirements to and from the range, and the medics and ambulance.

"We can only afford three assistant

trainersI recommend you take SFC Warr who
is ranger qualified, SSG Turner who was on the
Lane Navigation Committee at Fort Benning,
and perhaps SSG Thomas who did very well
during the Expert Infantry Badge test. Because
these men are already proficient in land
navigation, they should be of considerable help
to you in preparing and conducting the
training.

"As I stated in the training objective, I want this to
be primarily for the noncommissioned officers, but the
officers and I will go through the training to sharpen our
proficiency. I've gone over the company roster to
determine how many personnel will be available.

Allowing tor all the men going to schools and on leave, it
appears 30 people al be availahle, not counting the
officers and your instructors. One tip that might save
you some trainine, ime, moit of the NCOs I questioned
knew their pace it ngth and how to accurately meRsure it
over a course, so I don't think that aspect of navigation
is a real problem. If time permits, you might consider
using a homemade sandtable to orient the troops to the
problem area and define its boundaries; it may &so
prove useful during a critique."

9 1

ilejtittAhe company commander's office and
notes. You quickly find he has provided

otkiVith four specific items of information which are
critcaI if you are to do your job properly.

1. The Training Objective, complete with
TASK, CONDITION, and STANDARD.

2. The basic resources you needthe training
area, lensatic compasses, maps, the number of
students, and the amount of time you will have,
and the assistant trair.ers.

3. Whothe company',.. NCCs.

Whenthe 25th of the monih.

WhereTraining Area Zulu.

WhatLand navigation.

4. The Purposewhat caused the company
commander to decide on giving the training? He
stated: "several squads had trouble reaching
their objectives...the NCOs' inability to orient
their maps to the actual terrain...the map
proficiency portion of the MOS test re-
sults...and the poor shoWing on the land
navigation portion of the EIB test."



A check of DA Pam 310-3 in the training room
indicates you should examine the following refer-
ences.

1. FM 2*-26, "Map Reading," (January 1969).

2. TC 7-5, "Land Navigation,"(February 1973).

3. FM 21.31, "Topographic Symbols," (June
1961).

4. ASubjScd 21-40, "Land Navigation," (April
1974).

5. TC 21-5.4, "TEC Ca'alog of Lessons."

With these publications and your experience, you
are now ready to begin the physical preparation for
training.

Although you have been given a training objective
arid specific items of information from the company
commander, there still remains a lot of work for you
to do. You note the commander's training objective
describes what he wants his soldiers to do as a result
of the training. His training objective, as written and
presented to you, remains a very complex, large
"chunk" of training. As you read and think about his

objective, you recognize there are many
smaller, less complex actions each squad leader must
perform, step by step, to reach the commander's
objective.

To do this, you must be able to write training
objectives. Specifically, you must:

IIIGiven a training objective, be able to
discriminate among the task, condition, and
training standard.

Write a task statement for an inter-
mediate training objective when given e

complete commander's training objective.

Write the condition statement for an
intermediate training objective, given a task,
so the training condition describes a

plausible learning environment and includes
all equipment the student is given or denied.

IIWrite a measurable training standard for
an iniermediate training objective, given a
properly written task and a condition
statement.

Why are these four items important to you as a
trainer? In a systematic approach to the trainer's
problems, you must consider that many training
objectives your commander will give you will be quite
complex. The commander's training objective
describes what he expects the trainee to be able to do
at the completion of training. It is your job, as a
trainer, to provide the trainees, in a logical faihion,

APPENDIX B

with the skills and knowledge they require to
successfully meet the commander's objectives. There-
fore, you will often be required to develop
intermediate training objectives which contain a task,
the conditions under which the task is to be

accomplished, and a training standard of minimum
acceptable proficiency. By learning how to do that,
you will De better prepared to carry out your training
responsibili ties.

Upon completion of your work, make a quick
review to see if the objectives for this exercise were
realistic, precise, and measurable.

First Requirement

Acting as SFC Jones

In the following training objective, identify the
three elements of a training objective. Write your
answer on a separate sheet of paper in the following
order: task, conditions, and trainirg standard.

Each NCO must he able to navigate
cross-country, on foot, in deylight, for 5,000
meters over hilly and wooded terrain, given a
compass and a 1:50,000 map which shows
both the start point and objective, to arrive
within 250 meters of the objective in 3
hours or less (4 hours or less in extremely
adverse weather) from the time the map and
compass are provided at the start point.

Once you have completed the exercise, turn to
page 91 for the correct answer.

S.**
If your answer was not exactly as the solution

shown, go back and reread chapter 3.

Second Requirement

Write a list of tasks associated with the training
objective provided by your company commander. In
order to write this list, you should answer the
following question:

What precisely must the soldier be able to do in
order to accomplish the commander's training
objective?

For example, one of the tasks is the following:
Determine a good ratite to the objective.

At this time, jot down three other tasks required
to accomplish the commander's objective. Normally

9 5
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teel it I. nirce-,sary, reread chapter 3.

A., an cxample, v.re will now llSe the task:, listed ill
solution 7 to continuo in the preparation of these
interanediate objectives. Let's start with the second
task, "Measure the distance between two points on
map." To write 3 complete naming Objective, you
must now develop the conditions under which the
task rriust he accomplished and the training standard
of minimum acceptable proficiency.

90

Third Requirement

Write a condition statement af the designated
task "Measure the distance between two points on .7
map." To accomphsh this requirement, you should
consider the following questions as they relate to the
conditions portion of a completed training objective.

1. Do the conditions state exactly what the
soldier will be provided when he performs the
task?

ElYES NO

or
limitations imposed on the soldierr?eltrictios
2. Do the conditions state any

ElYES NO

3. Do the conditions identify the tools,
equipment, or clothing the soldier needs to
perform the task?

ElYES El NO

4. Do the conditions include any specific
references (FMs, TMs1 and job aids necessary to
perform the task?

YES El NO

9 6

5. no the cirmlitiorp, de.,c,:he .i.iy .";OPCiti!

phuSli',11 or on'. i ion mon tal (mod' ti wis OW

,Oldlel Will 1)11 kit 111 llf1(101 ..'

1:1 YES El NO

CI. Do your conditions approximate the condi
nons of the comin objectiw,'

ElYES El NO

To answer these questior.is. you may wish to refer
to TC 7.5, "Land Navigatioh.- (February 19731, pp.
0.20 and B 21. Thk TC discusses methods used to
measure distance MCI :I Indp, specifically, using the
"strip ot paper"' method and the map's graphic. scale.
\Aith this info! [nation you can write sl condition for
your task.

Jot down a condition statement on .1 PCCO of
scratch paper. Compare your answer with the
condition statement on page 91.

How close are you? If you had trouhle, ne (C,.11 our
questions or study chapter 3 of this text. If you
grasped the concept, continue with the next
requirement.

Fourth Requirement

The intermediate training objective is now
two-thirds complete. All that remains is to write a
measurable training standard statement appropriate
for the task and its conditions. The following
questions should be answered when developing
training standards:

-
I. Are your standards realistic' and attainable,
based on your resource limitations?

YES o NO

2. Are they job-related?

EYES o N

3. Do they clearly state the acceptable level of
achieveir ,ts'

Ej r] NO



arccise words to express Nor

It you have used words like

"plopel ,''
the I ere on the wrong

woo, ecise.

NO

measure the soldier's performance

iur standards?

NO

trainiiig standard staternent on your

Compare your training standard with

right.

410
this standard is stated in terms of how

< must be accomplished and how

tour training standard is expressed in

fast the task must be accomplished and

'racy (e.g., within 25 meters), then

hang of it.

now completed one of the five

:raining objectives determined and listed

ttuirement. The task was to measure the

ten two points on a map. If you feel the

e practical work, complete the training

tasks 3 and 4 and compare
:he objectives on the right.
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SOLUTIONS FOR CASE 1

II
SOLUTION

TASK. Each NCO must be able to navigate

cross-country,

CONDITIONS. on foot, in daylight, for 5,000

meters over hilly and wooded terrain, given a

compass and a 1:50,000 map which shows the start

point and objective.

TRAINING STANDARD: To arrive within 251,

meters of the objective in 3 hours or less (4 hours

nr less in extremely advete weather) from the time

map and compass are provided at the start point.

SOLUTION

These are some of the tasks necessary to meet the

commander's objective.

11) Determine a good route to the objective

'given).

youi (2) Measure the distar .e between two paints

on a map.

13) Orient a map wit; c .ipass.

(4) Determine the 'mi.-. aimuth between

two points on a map.

(5) Determine the ii.qance travC,ed os foot.

SUMMARY

, your training manager did his job

:ause of the information he provided.
he state precisely the training objective

achieve, but he provided information

Ind where the training was to take place,

hence, provided major training resources

assistant trainers, etc.), and most

s observations of soldier deficiencies in

on techniques. Based on the company

guidance, you were able to complete

exercise. If his information had been

so general, your job would have been

It and perhaps the land navigation

developed would not have met the real

unit's NCOs. Remember, a complete

ctive contains the following elements:

be accomplished, the conditions under

sk is to be accomplished, and a training

:h establishes acceptable proficiency.

SOL UT ION

Training Objective

TASK: Each NCO must measure the distance

between two points on a map,

CONDITION: given a 1:50,000 map with a

graphic scale, a strip of paper, a penril, and the

location of two points on a map.

SOLUTION

Training Objective

:ASK Each NCO must measure the distance
Outwear' two points on a map,

CONDITION: given a 1:50,000 map with a

graphic scale, a strip of paper, a pencil, and the

location of two point on the map.

TRAINING STANDARD: Distance reported must

be within 25 meters of the actual distance. Thii,

task must be accomplished within 2 minute,.

SOLUTION

Intermediate Training Objectives

TASK 3: Each NCO must orient a map with a

compass,

CONDITIONS: given a 1:50,000 map with a

derlination diagram and a lensatic compass.

TRAINING STANDARD: The correct number of

declination degrees (within 2 degrees) must appear

under the black index line. The task must be
completed in not more than 2 minutes.

TASK 3

TASK 4

SOLUTION

Training Objective

TASK 4: Each NCO must determine the magnetic

azimuth between two points on a map,

CONDITIONS: given a 1:50,000 map and a

lensatic compass.

TRAINING STANDARD: Azimuth must be re-

ported within 2 degrees of the correct answer.
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When the corumander's guidanco is complete and xactly how you think the training should proceed.
precise, you, the trainer, can note easily prep,re the You Carl also pr ovide the commander with re
training. You cart qn back to your commander.

coromenc;atioo, On which he can mLke !tamingconfident aLit you haie done your homework, and
discuss your plans. At this time, you can show decisions.

"Sir, to accomplish the training objective yen. gave me, the NCOs must be able

to do the following tasks:

1. Determine a good route to the
objective.

2. Measure the distance between
two points on a map.

3. Orient a map with a compass.

4. Determine the magnetic
azimuth between two points on a
map.

5. Determine the distance
traveled on foot.

"I have developed complete iiitirmediate training
objectives for these tasks. Of the five objectives, we
will need to train only in the first four since most of
the NCOs are proficient in determining the distance
traveled on foot. Just in case, I will set up a short,
known distance pace course for NCOs wtio want to
recheck their pase. They can do this prior to starting
the 5,000 meter course.

"Based on the resources you gave me, I anticipate no training dri,blem
but I recommend the same course be conducted at night to choLk the
NCOs' proficiency under limited visibility conditir i do this, I will
need a 5-hou- block of night training and the kis ou provided me
for the dayti.oe land navigation training.

"If we can get an extension of use of Training
Area Zulu, I recommend we complete the daylight
land navigation training, mess in the field, and
continue with the night problem. Of course this
woeld mean giving the men compensatory time on
the morning of the 26th."
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CASE 2

The following i',eici. of fors you chance to
prepare yet anothei naming oblective, this time
relatn,ely intple ltn t answeis one mole clues
t,on what do you do whon the training tr)anager fails
to give you sufficient guidance? Recalling the hist
case, CPT Wright provided our to :I hit of information
to SFC Jones, .cpecifically (1) the training objecthe,
(2) the basic who, when, where, and (3) the reasons
the CO felt the training was naeded.

General Situation:
The situation remains generally the sante as Case 1:

the scene is Company A, a TOE Rifle Company

APPENDIX B

SLIrlullt:d in CONUS with combat mission to
reinforce NATO to! nes. The company is piepating foi
the ii fI e platoon Operational Readiness Training Test.
The one factor which has changed is that CPT Wright
has completed his tour and has been replaced by CPT
Wrong, who ilds been on the lob for three weeks.

Special Situation:

You are SFC Larry Jones, Acting Platoon Leader
ot 1st Platoon, Co A. CPT Wrong has called you into
his office to discuss training.

-Sergeant Jones, as you know, I am new on the job and have been husy
accounting for property, studying unit SOP', and generally learning my way
around the battalion. This morning I inspected some of our training I saw two of
the platoons attacking fortified positions. The men appeared to know their jobs
and the leaders were really pushed to make quick decisions in reaction to Co B's
well-camouflaged aggressors.

"However, one thing displeased me. The

aggressors popped yellow smoke as we maneuver-
ed, and according to the new training SOP, yellow
smoke simulates chemical agents. Some of the
soldiers knew this, but most didn't. The point is
that very few men reacted properly; none of them
put on their protective masks fast enough. Some
men didn't even have their masks in their
carriers-they opened their carriers and soda pop
cans and candy bars fell out. Boy, was I furious! If
we had been in combat, our attack would have
failed, the enemy would have gassed us during the
assault, and we would have lost a lot of men.

"The next time I see these men out training and yellow

smoke is popped, I don't want to see a repeat of the poc:

showing I saw today. They have all been through CBR
training during BCT and should know better! You square
them away, understand, Sergeant?"

"Sir, I understand the need for the
training, but do you have a training
objective for me and a few specifics on
resources?"

"Look, Sergeant Jones, I can't give you a whole lot of resources. You'll
have to make do with our present training program. Furthermore, I don't
know about any 'training objectives'-but I do knew about tactical

objectives and that I gave you a mission-type order-that's all any good
NCO needs! I say again, Sergeant, I don't want a re, net of today'l antics
with the protective masks!"
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Y,1 leae the comp..iny commander's office ani
bei,.pri to analyle 0iiiF r111'61011-1ype Chleti-

tIlins which you must consider ale:

1. What is my training objective?

2. \,Vhdt dr0 my considerations 01 who, when,
and where in specific terms?

3. What is the purpose or reed for this
training?

You check with the training officer and a
of training records adicates that every man present in
the company thr ire months ago received CBR
training. Based on :he weekly training schedules
found in the files, you can be relatively sure that
three months ago the men were given training on
masking procedures. Unfortunately, the training
officer had no time available for scheduling another
class on CBR and the gas chamber was unavailable to
the battalion during the next two months. He also
reminded you of a training restriction on using CS
agent without specific approval of practically
everyone on post. He did, however, provide you with
two refei.ences: FM 21-41 on CBR, and TRADOC
Pamphlet 600-4, Soldier's Manual Army Testing
(SMART) for basic combat training. He also stated he
didn't know the new SOP established the use of
yellow smoke to simula.:e various chemical agents,
and doubted the soldiers knew it either. The training
officer showed you the training forecast which
programmed platoon tactical training almost every
morning (during prime time) for the next two weeks.

"Sergeant Jones, looking over these schedules, I
suggest we plan to int-egrate CBR training by popping
yellow smoke at several points during the tactical
training."

You return to your desk and start studying the
two references. Of the two, you find the SMART
Book (TRADOC Pam 600-4) is better because it is

concise and written in performance terms. The text
reads:

PERFORMANCE MEASURE 1:

MASK

A. Stop breathing, place weapon between your
legs, place your headgear on weapon muzzle. Open
the carder and remove the mask.

NOTE: The tester will not fail the
'trainee whose weapon or headgear may
xcidently fall to the ground.

B. Grasp the facepiece with both hands, sliding
thumbs up inside facepiece under lower head
harness straps. Seat the chin pocket of the
facepiece firmly on your chin and bring the head
harness over your head.

C. Clear- the mask, closing the outlet valve by
cupping your hand firmly over the opening and
blowing hard to clear any agent from the
headpiece.

D. Check the mask by blocking the air inlet valve
assemblies with the palms of your hands, shutting
off the air supply. Inhale so the facepieca will
collapse.

NOTE: The trainee must complete Per-
formance Measure 1 within 9 sec-
onds...given the alarm, "GAS."

With this information you summarize what you
have thus far found out and what you need to
determine.

1. What is my training objective? You still
dnn't have one, but you see the SMART Book
has prescribed some tasks, indicated conditions,
and has given you a precise standard of 9
seconds. Furthermore, you have discovered that
even the training officer didn't know the
connection between yellow smoke and
chemical agentsthis is a "training" problem
only in terms of knowledge.

2. What are my specific training considera-
tions? The CO has not allocated any resources
to this trainingno Als, no training areas, no
time, and no special equipment. What resources
do you have in the unit? Each man has a
protective mask, a helmet and a weapon. If you
can somehr v integrate your training with
previously p -vied training, you won't need
additional tiaining time, training areas, or
special equipment. Yellow smoke can be
obtained through supply.
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*.Nn additional duty assirned one (0. the platoon leaders.
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3. Specifics

Who? Every oilicer, NCO, and soldier needs the
training, and can he included, if they
participate in the tactical exercise.

When and Where? Integrated with existing
platoon tactical training at logical moments.

How? By popping yellow smoke during
training, after the soldiers have been notified
that it simulates chemical agents.

4. Purpose

You know soldiers in the unit 3 months ago
received CBR related training and that everyone
had similar training during BCT. The company
commander told you two things which your
own observations and experience confirm: (1)
Few men knew that yellow smoke simulated
chemical agents, and (2) the men did not mask
fast enough.

Based on this analysis, you decide that the first
point can be resolved by simply notifying the men
that, during tactical training, yellow smoke simulates
chemical agents and they should respond by masking.
The second point requires practicing until this action
can be performed within the 9-second time limit. But
the SMART Book implied that the process was more
involved than just putting on the mask. The book
stated specifically how to put the mask on, how to
clear it of contaminated air and how to check the
mask's fit. Finally, the soldier gives the alarm, "Gas."

First Requirement

Before you can determine what training must be
accomplished, you must have that all-important
training objective. Based on the information provided
in the narrative and that extracted from the SMART
Book, write the training objective you would use. Jot
down your complete training objective on a separate
sheet of paper, then 2ompare it with the solution
found on the next page.

A411

Your triiihmg objective should be as specific as this
solution. With ihis training objective, you must now

APPENDIX B

ill1SW(21 this question, "Can the soldiers of this unit
complete this action in the specified sequenCe?"

This point requires not only knowledg? (the
proper sequence), but practice as well, if the 9 second
standard is to be reached. Based on your study of
past training, you estimate that the men know the
pr3per sequence to follow when masking. How do
you confirm this estimation? Confirm it by randomly
selecting a few men in the company or in a platoon
who will give you a good cross-section of the unit and
test them. For example, you might select two or
three PFCs, two or three SP4s, and a few E5s. You
can refine your selection by thinking of the quality of
the men you pick. You don't want to take just the
very best soldiers, nor do you want to pick the very
worstyou want a cross-section of the unit. So mix
the best and the worst, the old timers with the new,
or try to take men who are "average" soldiers. Once
you select 10 or 15 men, conduct a short test. Give
them a protective mask and ask them to don it
correctly and time them. How this sample group
performs will serve as a useful evaluation, rather than
a guess, of how well the rest of the unit can perfc,tm.

You conduct your random sample test and find
that most of the men can indeed don their masks
correctly on the first try. A few of the men remember
the correct procedure with just a few words from you
to prod their minds (e.g.,, "You put it on correctly
but you forgot to clear it," or, "You didn't check the
seal by covering the intake valve and inhaling."). You
also noted that only two of the men masked properly
within the 9 second time limit.

Second Requirement

Armed with the results of your study and research,
you are now ready to prepare a recommended course
of action to submit to CPT Wrong for his approval.

Use scratch paper and jot down your thoughts,
then turn the page and compare your approach to
ours. You will note that it is written in a dialogue
form, but the key points are obvious for comparison.

*44
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SOLUTIONS FOR CASE 2
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SOLUTION

TRAINING OBJECTIVE: (Task) Each soldier will
don, clear, check his protectile mask, and give the
alarm, "Gas," (conditions) given his protective
mask in its carrier, wearing a helmet, carrying his
individual weapon and given the alarm "Gas," or
upon seeing yellow smoke, (standard) within 9
sec on ds.

SOLUTIOV

You have entered CPT Wrong's office and
are about to brief him on the training
problem he had given you yesterday. His
words are still ecl--..;ng in your mind,
"Sergeant Jones, I don't want a repeat of
today's antics with the protective masks!"

"Sir, I have studied the training problem
associated with the prutective masks and
have a few recommendations and related
points to discuss with you. I need about five
minutes of your time."

"Very well, Sergeant, you've got five
minutes!"

"Sir, I studied your mission statement
and the training problem which you
identified. There are two points which kept
cropping up as I tried to solve the problem.

"First, very few men know the new
battalion training SOP establishes the use of
yellow smoke to simulate chemical agents.
This point is one of pure 'knowledge' or
information and can be solved somewhat
easily. I have made several posters which
simply state: 'Yellow Smoke Equals
Chemical Agentslf you see yellow smoke
co,:ring training, mr:k and give the alarm,
GAS!'

"With your permission, I shall post these
signs in the mess hall, in the motor pool, and
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the latrines. You, or the 1st Sergeant, could
make an announcement about it at one of
the company formations, or simply put it
out through the chain of command.

"Second, I studied the training records
and randomly selected men from the unit to
test their masking proficiency. I tested them
against a training objective which I believe is
the des:red level of proficiency if they are to
do their ioh. That is:

TRA. 'II NG OBJECTIVES

"( /ask) Each soldier will don, clear,
check his protective mask, and give the
alarm 'GAS!' (conditions) given his protec-
tive mask in its carrier, wearing a helmet,
carrying his individual weapon, and given the
alarm, 'GAS!' or upon seeing yellow smoke,
(standard) within 9 seconds.

"The results of the tests and the records
suggest that the men know the correct
procedure for masking or will recall these
procedures after one quick reminder or
demonstration. After this, it is just a matter
of practice to get them to mask in 9 seconds.

"This demonstration could be done in a
minute at the company morning parade
formation. I recommend you require the
men to wear their protective mask carriers to
the formation prior to field training. Give
the alarm, 'GAS,' and count off the seconds.
Each platoon leader could make on the spot
corrections and verify everyone has their
masksnot drink cans or candy bars. Once
we're in the field, it's too late to check each
man for his equipment. This way we will
know everyone has his mask prior to
movement to the field.

"Since the men need constant practice in
skills like this, and because we want to add
realism to the training, I recommend we plan
for the use of yellow smoke during our
training. Here is the unit's training schedule
for the next two weeks. I have circled in red
those blocks of tactical training in which we
could logically and realistically train in
masking procedure. My recommendation is
that you require the Pls to integrate this
training into their scenarios."



Case 2 has provided a different approach to
training problem. Four points stand out clearly in
exercise. First, the company commander did
properly execute his training manager's

SUMMARY

the
this
not
re-

sponsibilities by providing the required information
and resources. Second, this training objective did not
require a further development of sub-tasks or a task
list and subsequent training objectives. Thicd, training

APPENDIX B---

deficiencies could be identified through the proper
use of existing training literature. ourth, such simple
training objectives can be accomplished by the use of
imagination and ingenuity, in integrated tnining.

If you, as a trainer, are faced with a requirement
similar to the one just described, follow SF-C Jones'
sequence of thoughts and actions, or refer back to
chapter 3 for more information on the subject.
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APPEND I X C

Training Techniques, Aids
and Devices

Introduction

The training techniques, aids, and devices de-
scribed in this appendix have one common
purposeto simplify learning. This appendix initially
focuses on "traditional methods of instruction"
which trainers can use to present information to
soldiers. This section is followed by a discussion of
some new training techniques, aids, and devices that
can make training more efficient, effective and
enjoyable.

The Learning Proc6s. The learning process (how
people learn) is only partly understood. We do know,
however, that learning only takes place when there is
some mental/physical activity by the personnel
undergoing training. Further, we cannot "see" the
learning process, but we can observe its effects (i.e.,
whether, as a result of the training, the personnel can
perform specified training objectives). Therefore, it is
critically important for ez :h trainer to identify
precisely what is to be learned (the training
objectives) and then choose those techniques, aids,
and/or devices which will enable the soldiers
undergoing training to perform the objectives
successfully.

Performance-Oriented Training. The r for .

mance-oriented ap.,,roach to training corristently
produces learning results superior to those achieved
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using "traditional service school methods" that
emphasize instructor presentation techniques rathei
than soldier learning. While many of the "traditional"
tecnhniques are used in performance-oriented train-
ing, the relative emphasis is different. Recall that
performance-oriented training generally follows a

three-phased sequence:

Phase I: The trainer states the training objective(s) to be
accomplished and explains and demonstrates (if necessary)
how to perform the objective(s).

Phase II: The soldiers practice each training objective
until they can meet the established trning standards.

LECTURE

APPENDIX C

Phase III (Test): The soldiers are tested on their ability to
perform each training objective successfully (i.e., meet or'
exceed the established training standards).

During Phase I the trainer provides only the
information necessary to permit the soldier to
practice (Phase II). He wants to do this quickly so the
soldier win have more time for practice.

He must do it effectively so the soldiers will have
sufficient information to be able to practice the
objective(s). Therefore, as you consider the various
presentation techniques, remember they aie only a
part of the training process.

PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES

One of the presentation techniques used to convey
information during Phase I of a training session is the
lecture. The trainer does most of the talking. Through
this "telhng" method, soldiers are told the basic
information principles, procedures, theories and
relationships they must use in Phase II (practice).
Essentially, the lecture isa one-way, oral explanation
by the trainer to an audience. Soldier participatiOn is
limited to asking and answering questions. The most
effective lecture is one in which the trainer knows his
subject well enough to present the necessary
information without using a prepared manuscript.
The "off the cuff" telling method permits the trainer
to be himself and to maintain better contact with the
soldiers he is training.

Advantages of a Lecture:

Provides an economical method of presenting
information rapidly.

The trainer can place emphasis where h9. wants
it.

The trainer can address any size group.

Limitations of a Lecture:

WIlen used by itself, the lecture is a very
ineffective means of achieving the desired learning.
Passive, uninvolved soldiers can become bored easily.

The lecture does not permit active participation
by the soldiers being trained.

When used by itself, the rate and amount of
learning cannot be evaluated easily. Check-up
questions hit only a small portion of the audience.
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Lecture Tips:

Present only the information necessary to permit
soldier practice.

Avoid spending time on "nice to have"
itemstraining time is always limited and can be
better used during Phase II "Practice."

Know your subject well enough to use the "off
the cuff" method of presentation. Manuscripts that
are read may be factually complete, but are rarely
effective in achieving desired learning. If you have
trouble remembering key points, jot them down as
informal trainer notes. A quick glance to refresh your
memory is better than reading a manuscript. It is

better to miss a few words and be yourself while
maintaining contact with the soldiers being trained.

Practir:e your presentation
conduc:iris: training. Rehearsals
confidci.e ;nu need to get
efficient!! and e:fectively.

CONFERENCE

techniques before
will give_ you the
through Phase I

A conference is really a variation of a lecture. It is
designed to permit and encourage greater soldier
participation. The conference method provides a

vehicle for group problem solving and decision
making. It also provides a technique to stimulate
soldier interest during Phase I. More important, the
conference can take advantage of the ideas and
experiences of the soldiers being trained.

When using the conference method, the trainer
must initiate, stimulate and guide the discussion.
When sufficient discussion has occurred, key concepts
should be highlighted (reinforced) by the trainer.
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These ,re the principles, procedures, etc the soldier
must learn.

Advantages of a Conference:

I Encourages the type of soldier involvement that
will help them learn.

Permits soldiers undergoing training to share
their ideas and experiences. In some cases, the trainer
may not be as "qualified" as one or more of the
soldiers undergoing training.

Permits more frequent opportunities to evaluate
the rate and amount of learning (comprehension of
the material being presented).

Stimulates, when used properly, student interest
in areas such as race relations and drug abuse.

Limitations of the Conference:

The trainer must be skilled in guiding
discussions. Too much trainer control inhibits student
participation. Too little can allow the discussion to be
"side tracked" into areas that contribute little to
accomplishing the objectives of the training.

The conference technique requires more time
than other presentation methods.

There is no assurance that the quality of soldier
participation will permit training objectives to be
accomplished.

Tips on Using Conference Technique:

Use this technique only for those portions of
your Phase I training that are extremely significant,
controversial or difficult to learn or accept.

The conference technique works best with small
groups. As the size of the group increases, the
effectiveness of the technique decreases.

II Be sure soldiers have some knowledge of subject
being discussed before deciding to use the conference
technique. Advance study assignments or information
about the topics discussed can help.

Prepare thought-producing questions to stimu-
late discussion and understanding beforehand. Then,
consider and be prepared to discuss likely student
responses by highKghting important points or by
asking follow-up questions.

Consider the use of training aids and devices to
help stimulate discussion and understanding.

Summarize discussion points and highlight
"lessons learned." Insure all pertinent information
has been covered to permit soldier practice of each
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objective covered. A goo(1 summati;:mion will :)riefly
roint out ideas expre:wd, resolve conflicting points
of view, and relate the ideas to the trainino objectives.
If more than one training objective is to be covered
use sub-summaries to go from one objective to

an other.

DEMONSTHATION

Combined with the lecture/conference, the dem-
onstration shows coldiers what they are expected to
do and how to do it. When appropriate, the
demonstration can be an extremely important part of
Phase I. There are generally five forms of
demonstration:

Procedural demonstration Used to show the
operation or function of equipment. This form of
demonstration may be conducted indoors and
outdoors and is widely used during basic and
technical training.

Displays - Displays are planned so soldiers can view
them quickly. This requires arranging the displaN,

materials so that each item can be seen hy all the
soldiers at one time. For large groups N.3u can
duplicate displays, or divide the soldiers into sections,
with each section rotating from one display to
another. This sometimes is known as the "county
fair" method of demonstration.

Field demonstration (troop demonstration) F-ick:
demonstrations are used widly in tactical training.
Complicated demonstrations can be conducted ard
discussed in parts or at reduced speed. Later, the
complete performance can be shown at normal speed.

Training Films and TV Tapes Training films and
TV tapes provide ready-made demonstrations per.
formed by experts. They provide an opportunity to
see internal workings of equipment, troops in
combat, or other performances which cannot be
presented live. Motion pictures and TV tapes provide
an economical form of demonstration, but are

sometimy used improperly because they do n..ot
relate to specific training objectives.

Skits Principal trainers and assistants act out
operations or procedures. This form of demonstration
has proven to be an effective means for training staff
procedures, military courtesty, leadership, lace
relations and other subject areas. However, skits must
be carefully planned and smoothly presorted, and
usually require repeated rehearsal.

Advantages of Demonstration:

Demonstrations save training time.



A brief demonstration on the proper method of
performing a particular task will assist the learning
process faster than lengthy discus5ions that have no
visual impact. It is well known that showing how to
accomplish a task is often simpler than just talking
about it.

Demonstrations tend tu stimulate soldier interest
by providing the kind of realism in the training
experience that other presentation techniques do not
offer.

Demonstrations set the stage for student practice
of the particular objectives to include visually
explaining performance standards the soldiers must
meet.

Limitations of the Demonstration:

By themselves, demonstrau .ar. do not provide
for active student participation. This can be
overcome, however, by permitting the soldiers to
"walk through" the task either during or immethately
after' the demonstration.

Some tasks are too expensive or difficult to
demonstrate. They require a large number of
personnel, equipment, ammunition expenditures, etc.

Demonstrations can be adversely affected by
weather conditions. Indoor substitutes are usually
inferior and less effective.

Tips for Conducting Demonstrations:

When demonstratir , something, considc.r
student's viewpoint. I possible, rehearse your
demonstration in front c yai.rlone watching from
where the soldiers will see it.

Carefully explain each step as you demonstrate
it. You must plan the details of the demonstration
carefully mid in sequence. Start with the training
objectives, then demonstrate one intermediate train.
ing objective at a time. Your soldiers should recognize
distinct breaks between the stew; of the performance
being demonstrated. If it is necessary for your mon to
learn more than ono way of performing ari operation,
a separate and distinct demonstration of the &termite
method should be offered, If you have SOvOrill

intermediate training objectives, you should avoid
demonstrating all of them at the 5arno time,
Demonstrate only the fillinttlff 1111COilisfy tO complete
ii training session. Once the 5okliors have practiced
those, move on to additional intermediate objectives.

Emphasi/e key points during the demonstration,
One way you can (I() this is by asking questions aim!
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key points. Obtain and use additional training aids
that Cr. further clarify your explanation.

Inr yourself to one side, or behind your aid
or el, you won't obstruct the soldier's view.
You air men to watch the demonstration and
listen t explanation, so while demonstrating an
item of Lquipment, speak to your men, not to the
equipment. If you are explaining something while an
assistant trainer demonstrates, direct the soldiers'
attention to the demonstration.

Make sure all soldiers can see the demonstration
and lr the explanation.

Require the soldiers to "walk through" the

performance as soon after the demonstration as

possible. This will help thern learn faster and better.

Summary

Regardless of the presentation techniques you
select, as a trainer you must learn as much about your
subject as the available preparation time permits. If
you are truly a "subject expert," that's great! But in
most cases you aren't. The effective trainer combines
study of the applicable references with his experi.
ences and those of others. Learn to use training
publications (see appendix A) and to seek assktance
from those more knowledgeable than yourself. In this
manner you will acquire expertise, the first
requirement to tx) an effective trainer. Expertise will
give you the confidence necessary to use presentation
techniques properly and to conduct the kind of

training that will insure the soldiers perform the

training objectives sirccossfully,

Communication Techniquos

El fectivo traitmr, know when and /IOW to use a
variety of communication techniques. These tech-
niques include:

[DISPLAY POSITIVE ATTITUDE. An enthusiastic
attitude is generally contagious, Soldiers reflect their
interest when the trainer shows hk enthusiwn for the
subject, A bond of working together is created by
applying a few guidelines (figure 42),

[CONTROL YOUR NERVOUSNESS. Stage fright and
"butterflies" are common occurrences for speakers,
Don't worry about it it usually just means you're
conc( rned IIINAlt dOit10 il ttOod 101), Solid preparation
and rehearsal gives you the confidence to overcome
nervotesturst. Having your Initial remarks well In mind
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will help you get of f to CI good start. A military
bearing (posture, pois(, and appearance) displays
confidence and sel f -control.

The best advice is just be natural. Relax. Let your
hands arid arms hang freely. Don't wring or twist
your hands. Move briskly and purposely. As in
everyday conversation, use gestures to reinforce your
words. But shy away from distracting mannerisms
such as remaining glued to one spot or jiggling your
pocket change. During rehearsal, have an assistant
note any distracting mannerisms so you can correct
them . -

SPEAK CLEARLY. Avoid a dull, boring monotone.
Change tlw pitch of your voice for emphasis and to
hold the soldiers' attention. This raking and lowering
of your voice is called inflection. It should lw natural,
not forced,

Yoll IT11.1st peak loud enough for all to hear
without difficulty. The proper .mhene is especially
important when you are outdoors or in a building
with poor acoustics, By watching the soldiers'
reaction, yrni can often tell if they are having
dif ficulty it) hearing you. If you are uncertain, ask tlw
soldiers if they can lwar you, or have an assistant in
the war signal you to speak up. Don't speak tw,
loudly; no orlf! Ilk'''. t I/i ! shoutml at.

Yom rate of speech should be governed hy the
thought, idea, or emotion you re trying to
communicate. If you speak too rapidly, you rnay
confuse oldiers; spedking too deliberately or clowly
may irtitalit them, A delivery which k too fast or too
slow (unnaturally fast or low) is distracting to most
people; soldier...top paying g tenon!) to what is being
said and pay mot attention to how it is being said,

All r)I pans() (111f iflq u '411/aking, Sometimes we
pause for ef fe(;t; V/1111/111111"4 IA/1! ;WPM to) tilkfi
breath, l'aikes are to sireaking what pure:Mahon is to
writing. I hit projwr use of pauses allows the soldiers
to absorb ideas nd take notes; it allows you to add
1,1111/1141.41',, 1111111111111 111(1 111t011/11/tilt1011 10 what you am

%dying.

noiak a., Ovally at, po,,tablit, C011c1/1111ilt11 011

{ammo:it:mu Of f;t1.11ti111,1 olith syllable distinctly and
correctly. It may In necessary to voak mow
foicrifolly amI flohlwraIcly when int,toicting a largo
group than it 1., Mom cairying on 41 nornbil
troivomition,

I11g1".. I litt proper ii.,it of humor Call 111111101M
yo or rapport with thtt .atIrlatr, hot do not Imo it ir, ,
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DO DON'T

1. Use humor (especially 1. Don't resort to sarcasm
when it's directed at your or belittle your soldiers as
self). individuals or as a group.

2. Keep your cool (corn- 2. Don't get flustered if you
posure). Think positivelyif make a mistake. Your audi-
you've done your homework once probably didn't notice
in preparing the trairing you it. Or if they did, admit the
probably know more than
anyone else in the class. Be

error without apologizing,
correct the error and con-

proud of yourself; be confi- tinue with the training.
dent that you've done as When caught in an ember-
good a job as possible. toning mistake, you are, at

least, in a position to laugh
and direct some humor at
yourself.

3. If you don't know the 3. Don't bluff, bully or art
answer to a legitimate gues
tion, tell the soldier you'll
find the answerthen do it
arm tell him tho answer as
soon as possible.

pompous.

4. Be direct, honest, sincere,
down-to-earth--be yourself.

4. Don't be vague or beat
around the bush. Don't be a
phonysoldiers can spot one
faster than anyone else.

5. Spook cloarly, concisely,
simply, and use (rosily under.

5. Don't use profanity, or
"big words" whon simple

stood words. Uso r rsonal Ones can bo used. Don't
pronouns (i.o I, we, you). mumble; don't shout to be

hoard. Once you'vo rnodo

your point, movo to the noxt
onodon't browboat or

6. Be friendly and u In-

"talk.down" to your sal,
diors.

B. Don't lose control of the
formal 113 your personality,
your audience, end your

doss, don't let the soldiers
Intimidate you or get out of

subject allows. hind. Don't tolerate dis-
courtesy, Insubordination, or
"wise guys,"

7. Gn ns slowly as you must 7. Don't lose pationco with
during an oxplanalion to ho
suro Oro soldion con under

your soldiors. If, as a group,
thoy don't undorstand, you

stand you.

lIGI/RE 42

toll, oxplain, or donmnstroto
w4iot is to ho dung, If ono or
two don't unrforstand, him
im assistant troinor work
with thom. Don't make fun
of thorn- Only aro riot dumb
or stupid /fro Imam thoy
don't undentand you. Thoy
may bo youngor, inexpori-
rimed, Prod, or distractod.



crutch. Jokes are not fillers; they should add interest
and relate to the ongoing training. Don't waste
valuable preparation time trying to think up a few
good jokes for your training. You want the soldiers to
remember the major points and not your stories.
Above all, don't use jokes that are in poor taste, such
as ethnic stories and crude jokes. A rule of thumb is,
if a joke may offend someone in your audience, don't
tell it. Spontaneous, witty, self-directed comments
are often better than planned, contrived jokes. If the
joke is on you, laugh and enjoy it with your troops.
You will add a human touch to your training and
increase your rapport with your soldiers.

ASK QUESTIONS. Asking and answering questions
are important to communication. Questions stimulate
thought, and encourage or force participation. They
also help the trainer to adjust his presentation to his
audience. Questions may reveal misunderstanding,
allowing you to clarify something before practice
sessions begin.

Questions and responses are often good indicators
of your soldiers' interest and attitude toward the
subject. Questions allow you to emphasize key points
and involve the soldiers during your explanation.

Asking thoughtprovoking, meaningful questions is
not easy to do; it requires preparation and knowledge
of your subject. Questions should be asked for a
specific reason, to elicit a specific response.

Phrasing the question. The question must have a
purpme. Its purpose may be to emphasize a point,
keep soldiers alert, check understanding of a key
point, review material, or stimulate thought. The
soldiers must understand the question. It should be
direct, simply worded, and limited to one point or
topic. Your questions should require a definite
answer, but should be phrased so as to disallow a
simple "yes or no" response. An incorrect answer
may indicate that a soldier door, not understand what
you are explaining, or that your question was
con fusing.

Asking the question. Ask the question in a forceful
tone, making sure it is heard by all. If you have the
soldiers' attention and you ask the qu(stion loudly
enough, there should Ix, no excuse for a response
such as, "I didn't hear Ow question," or "Would you
please repeat the question?"

Address the question m the entire group before
designating (MO particular oldier to answer. This
technique requires each Imo to thir)k, a; he may be

1 1 0
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the one you call on for the answer. Pause briefly after
asking the question to allow the soldier time to think
about the question and formulate an answer. A
simple rule for allowing enough time is to silently ask
yourself the same question three times. After pausing,
call on someone to answer. This is known as the
ask-pause-call (APC) technique for asking questions.

Contrast this procedure to one in which a

particular man is called on, asked the question, and
allowed to answer. Once a man is selected to answer a
question, the rest of the audience stops thinking and
starts congratulating themselves for not having to
answer. Distribute questions among the group for full
soldier participation in the discussion. Avoid calling
on your men in any set order or limiting questions to
the most alert, the brightest, or the dimmest and the
dumbest.

How you react to a response is important. Your
attitude can be the dec.ding factor in maintaining
rapport and in coaxing additional responses from the
soldiers. Encourage the soldier to respond to the best
of his ability even though he may be uncertain of his
knowledge or ability to speak before a group. How do
you do this? Avoiding questions which evoke a yes or
no answer is the first step. Then insure the question is
stated simply and heard by everyone. Do not accept
"I don't know" without some effort to elicit a

positive response. Rephrase the question if necessary.

Evaluate and respond to each answer according to
its merit. If the answer is wrong, do not reinforce it
by nodding your head in approval or fakely praising
the answer. Do not infer that the soldier was dumb
because his answer did not meet your expectations. If
necessary, elaborate on his answer or have the soldier
clarify a vague answer, or ask a follow-up question.

Sometimes a soldier will try to throw you off by
answering your question with one of his own. Don't
become sidetracked. Answor his question, but don't
let him off the hookhe owes you an answer. In fact,
you may call on someone else to answer his question
and then return to him for an answer to your own.
Don't bluff if you cannot answer the question. Tell
the group that you will find the answer and give it to
them later; then keep your promise.

Occasionally a soldier will attempt to embarrass
the trainer with a question meant to place the trainer
in an awkward situation, If such a question is asked,
tactfully dismiss it or demand an explanation of the
question's purpose or intent. If the question is

relevant but "tricky" or sensitive, answer it to the
best of your ability.
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Rehearsak

Tiw trainer should practice his presentation to
insure everything is ready for training. Rehearsals
should be complete and follow the sane sequence of
actual training. Ideally, the rehearsal will be
conti;,oted at the actual training site. If this is not
possi)le, the rehearsal area should br, as similar as
possible to the actual training area.

Assistant trainers must perform their duties as
they would during actual training. The !rainer must
give his assistants explicit instructions on their part in
the training. Assistant trainers must ,,,uw the subject
and the training objectives, and be Prepared to assist
or correct soldiers during training. Assistant. should
practice their role during a demonstration and
operate the training aids correctly.

At least one observer should be present at
rehearsals to critique the trainer, his assistants, and
their aids and devices. The errors must then be
corrected and the corrections rehearsed.

Using Aids

and Devices

fraining aids can assist you in presenting
information clearly and evaluating soldier perfor-
mance. The aid must fit the purpose of the training
and usually a combination of various aids will help
your soldiers meet the training objective.
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Aids and devices are incorporated in all three
phases of training. Because the proper use of aids and
devices is so important during training, you must
know what aids and devices are available and how to
obtain them. But first, let's discuss a few guidelines.

The aick used to illustrate highly complicated and
technical subjects are often elaborate. When first
showing such an aid, briefly explain its purpose.
Otherwise, your men will attempt to find their own
explanation of the aid and may miss part of your
presentation.

1 1 1

To avoic, distracting your soldiers, training aids
should be hidden when not in use. For example, large
charts can be covered by stapling sheets of wrapping
paper over them. If a chart contains lines of printing,
st-in. of paper can be cut to cover each line and then
removed when appropriate.

When tr..;ng Army graphic training aids (MAO or
throw-over ci rts, tab those pages that are to be used
in the presentation with paper clips so you can
quickly recognize the right charts. Another technique
is to write lightly on each page the title of the next
page to be used. Either technique will help smooth
the transition from one point to another.

Machinery, weapons, or other aids can be covered
with target cloth or similar material. Sheets of plain
paper can be inserted into an Army graphic training
aid portfolio to keep the pages covered until you are
ready to use them.

You should display the aid so all soldiers can see
it. Check the aid from the rear of the training area to
make sure it is legible. Change the seating
arrangement, if necessary, so your men can see better.

Some trainers become so involved with their
training aids that they forget their troops. Even while
disassembling a piece of equipment, maintain eye
contact with your soldiers. When you explain a chart
or chalkboard ,Irawing, stand beside the aid if
possible. This will reduce the tendency to talk to the
aid rather than to the group.



A pointer is useful in focusing the soldiers'
attention on a particular part of an aid or device.
Point at the part of the aid you want your soldiers to
observe. Hold the pointer in your hand nearest the
aid; holding the pointer across the body tends to
cause you to talk to the aid rather than to your men.
When you have finished using the pu r ter, put it
away. If you don't, you will probably wav.2 it around,
Jistracting your soldiers. If you di not need a

pointer, don't use oneoften y ci ilje-, a p.rcil, or
a stick will serve just as well.

Training aids are used (1) to ,!r.pl !in !- 3w a task

performed and (2) to allow soldiers w .-ira-tico a task.
For example, if you are training soldias to adjust
artillery fire, you might use a chalkboard, venetian
blind, or a film to explain each task and the correct
order for the standard call for fire. For practice in
adjustment, you could employ a puff board, blanket
board, or best of all, an artillery or mortar uri ut:rig

in support of the training.

There are many aids and devices available, I, cng
from hand-drawn charts to sophisticated, exue isive
devices. However, by no means should you use an aid
just because it's available. Neither should you change
your training to fit the aid. You know what your
training is supposed to accomplishselect aids which
fit your purpose.

Perhaps asking yourself some questions will help.
First, ask what aids, if any, will help get the

information across? What can I use to insure the
soldiers understand the task or procedure? Second,
ask what aids, if any, ran simulate the conditions
under which the task will be performed. Will the aid
let me evaluate how well the soldiers perform? These
and similar questions will help you select the proper
aids.

Selecting the correct training aid becomes
somewhat easier when you realize what is available.
Your own experience is a good starting pointwhat
have you used before that was effective, what have
other trainers used that did the job? Ask around to
draw on other trainer's expertise. One thing you
should always do is check with the training NCO. He
should be aware of what a:e available and have
been effective in training. Some aids will be on-hand
right in the unit.

The Training Aids Services Offices (TASO),
located at TFiADOC and FORSCOM installations in
CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii, Panama and Puerto Rico,
are your central points of contact for obtaining all
your training aids. The TASO is the single manager
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charged by each installation commander to provide
training aids services to customers in his geographic
area of support, including Reserve Components,
Active Army units and schools. Other major
commands receive similar support from their local
training aids center.

Training materiel available from the TASO
includes devices, still and motion picture photog-
raphy, television tapes, graphics, simulators, games,
and audio-visual projection equipment. The TASO is
also available to help trainers decide what type of aid
would best suit their training requirements.

It is worth your time to scan DA Pam 310-12,
Index and Description of Army Training Devices; DA
Pam 108-1, Index of Army Motion Pictures and
Related Audio-Visual Aids; TRADOC Pam 350-34,
Education Video Tape Catalog; and the TAMA/TASO
Training Materiel Catalog. The TASO has these

publications as well as catalogs of items produced for
local use. If your TASO does not have available the
device or aid you need, he can obtain assistance from
the Training Aids Management Agency in locating the
item elsewhere in the TASO network or can produce
an appropriate aid for you. Of course, there are many
aids you can make yourself.

Now let's talk about some training aids you might
use.,;

p

at,
0
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THE CHALKBOARD is a simple aid that can be
used anywhere. It is easily carried to the field, to the
motor pool, and to the company classroom. Some
chalkboard techniques are shown above. With the
chalkboard, the trainer can present outlines, sketches,
problems, and explanations.
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THE VENETIAN BLIND is an easy, portable aid

for presenting information. Best used to outline
information or present key points, the venetian blind
can be prepared prior to training. One strip at a time
can be exposed to focus on a particular item, or a
sequence can he shown. The trainer is reminded of
the important points to he made, the order in which
to make them, and 1:i1f1 make an acceptable summary
of the training.

CHARTS can effectively present information.
Outlines, sketches, graphs, and "pie" charts help the
soldier understiind how everything fits together.
Chartmaking techniques apply to preparing almost
any visual aid that contains written and drawn
material. Charts can be produced by your TASO.
However, it's not difficult to make visuals if you
know a little about lettering and producing drawings.

Stencils are available to help you draw letters of
proper site and spacing. However, freehand drawing is
usually just as good. Words spelled with all capital
letter% are hard to read so use capitals for the first
letter and lower (WA, for the rest of the word. To he
readable, capital letters should be 1-inch high and
lower case letters 2/3-inch high. Make sure the work
is printed as ii unit and leave a space between words.
Pencils (No, 1 and 2), crayons, and felt tipped pens
are cilitilble writing hist ruments.

Before you start drawing on a full-sited chart,
make a letter-site model to check lay-out and design.
Don't try to center titles just begin on the left and
use indentations for separate items under a limiding.
Use some color to highlight kr,/ points and make the
chart attractive. Don't clutter the chart place One or
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two main headings per chart; five to ten statements
per heading; five to ten words per statement. These
techniques also apply to transparencies, chalkboards
or any other visual aids.

0
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GRAPHIC TRAINING AIDS (GTAs) include
charts, diagrams, graphs, sketches, cartoons, maps,
and wall boards. Although you should be prepared to
make your own GTAs, many attractive ones are
already available, Check DA Pam 310.12 and your
TASO to see what you can get. One way to use GrAs
is to tie them in with a model or actual equipment,
e.g., a cutaway chart showing the working parts of an
engine could help mechanics understand what you are
teaching them about an actual engine block,

`WM

MAGNETIC BOARDS are helpful in teaching
organizations, formations, and tactics. The trainer can
show the relationship of units to each other or
illustrate the movements of a tactical maneuver. The
magnetic board is an excellent device for explaining
small unit tactics as well as enabling soldiers to
demonstrate their understanding of the training.

If you can't get a magnetic board, make a blanket
board as a substitute. This is easily done by stretching
an Army blanket over a frame and backing cardboard
cutouts with coarse sandpaper, When the cutouts are
slapped against the blanket, they will stick, You
could also put pressurized adhesive tape on the
cutouts and they will hold to a chalkboard or other
flat surface.
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TRAINING FILMS cover a wide range of topics.
Although everyone likes a good movie, and films can
assist training, there are sorne pitfalls. First, films are
usually produced for general audiences so the content
may be more than you need for the planned training.
This ineans you should review the filrn and show only
those portions which add to your purpose. Films are
quickly outdated so you must he able to tell the
soldiers where the film is inaccurate. Introduce the
film by emphasizing what to look for and how the
key points relate to the training session. Films shouid
not be a crutch for the ill-prepared trainer- that
wastes training time. Remember also that when
showing films, the classroom must be darkened,
everyone should be able to see the screen, and you
will need an assistant to operate the equipment and
control the lights.

uSLIDE

SHOWS can help make training more
interesting. If your nit does not have the equipment,
the TASO can usually provide a 35mm projector,
camera, film, and in some cases, prepared slides. You
can make your own program and control the content
and time span.

THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR is widely used to
project transparencies on a screen or wall. A variety
of transparencies are already in the system. But,
transparencies are easily made by writing On acetate

gredse pencils. Some posts inay have a

reproduction machine that makes professional-look-
inq transparencies. Check the TASO for assistance.
Another tip for producing transparencies is using
contact (or "combat") acetate. Simply cut a picture
out of a magazine (NOTE: The pictme will he
destroyed. The prucess won't work with newsprint,.
the surface must he "slick,") Just peel the backing off
the iv;etate and press the acetate over the picture.
Smooth it and then soak the picture and acetate in
cool water for 2-3 minutes until the paper separates.
Clean the inked side of the acetate with wet cotton
and rinse. Dry, spray on a plastic coating, mount the
transparency on a cardboard frame -presto, you have
an excellent transparelmy.

If you want to show illustrated material from
textbooks, field manuals, magazines, newspapers or
any printed source, you can use an opaque projector.
This works well for projecting printed material on a
screen or wall for eye ry one to see. However, the room
rnust be completely darkmed, so use it only for short
perio(Js of time so 5ifidents may take notes.
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ACTUAL EQUIPMENT is the rnost reahstic

training aid but it may not always be the best oiw.
Selection of actual equipinent depends on tho size of
the class, the size of the item, and the expense of
using the real thing. Usually other aids are used in
conjunction with actual equipment when training
soldiers to und..rstand the workings of mechmiical
parts. 4/h

MODELS (threedimensional, scaled versions of
actual equipment) are often used to replace or
supph!ment the real item. For use in opposing force
training, fulkize plastic replicas of foreign weapons
are available through the TASO. Training devices for
use with actual equipment can reduce cost factors
and permit training in classroom, armory and
company dayroom environment as w2I1 as field or
range training. Among these are the Tank In-Bore
Laser System and the Rifle Laser Marksmanship
System,

MOCKUPS can be used to represent items of
equipment. For example, the TASO have patterns of
various armored vehicles of other nations from which
plywood silhouettes or even full-size, three-dimen-
sional mobile canvas mock-ups can be fabricated.
These are suitable for use in target acquisition
training, for reinforcing vehicle identification train-
ing, and injecting realism into tactical training
exercises.
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An important aid is one which substitutes for
terrain. The sandtable is an excellent example. These
can range from a sketch in the dirt, to elaborate

sandtables, to sophisticated terrain modek, The
sandtable is effectively used to train soldiers in

combat tedmiques and to evaluate performance by
the soldiers.
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How to
Prepare Sandtables

A light tray, 3 feet by 5 feet and 2 inches deep
with sufficient sand to hit the tray (plus a little for
hills), is all that is needed. A few strips of salvaged
lumber may be used for the frame, with a section of
wallboard or plywood nailed to the bottom of the
frame. If the sandtable is to be used over a

considerable period, it may be advisable to reinforce
the bottom with several strips of wood (figure 43).
The inside of the box is then painted blue. The paint
will reduce absorption of water and serves to add

realism by giving streams or lakes a characteristic
color.

The tray should be placed on a trestle or on boxes
and tilted to permit the class to see it while seated
(figure 44). The amount of sand contained in two
standard engineer sandbags, a sharpened stick, and a
few small blocks of wood or pieces of soap are the
only materials required for the construction of a
satisfactory sandtable.

REINFORCING STRIPS

HGURE 4,5 ,

The sand should first be moistened sufficiently so
that, when a handful is grasped and released, it will
retain its shape. One bag of sand is then dumped on
the tray and smoothed. A piece of paper spread over
the sand and rubbed with the hand will smooth the
sand and reduce evaporation (figure 45).

Another device for smoothing the sand is shown
here. It can be made by attaching a wire handle to a
small rolling pin or a section of a round pole about 6"
to 8" in length.
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The principal stream line, when required, is then
marked with the finger. If this is made deep enough
to expose the bottom of the tray, the stream line will
be emphasized, and the blue color will show through
(figures 46 and 47). The sand pushed to the sides of
the stream by this operation may be left to represent
the trees or brush normally found along the banks of
streams.

Pour additional sand onto the model to form hills
in the desired places and then smooth off the hills

APPENDIX C

and ridges (figure 47). Exact sizes are unneces-
saryreasonable propoition estimated by eye will
suffice.

Men, military units, vehicles, names of localities,
and terrain features may be represented by lettered
tabs on heavy paper. The tabs should be mounted on
a pin or a straightened paper clip. These can be easily
stuck in the appropriate places on the sand model.
Sectors of fire can be represented by arrows cut out
of the heavy paper.

Roads may be drawn with a sharpened stick made
by whittling the end of a strip of thin board, such as
the lid of a cigar box, to form two points. A concave
roHer used to draw roads is shown here (A), and (B) a
type of roller used for marking a railroad.

FIGURE 48 .
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Additional stream lines may be drawn, small
blocks of wood or issue soap may be used to
represent buildings, and flat pieces of wood may be
placed across streams to represent bridges (figure 49).
Small amounts of loose sand dropped onto smooth
sand make an excellent representation of woods.
Realism is added if the woods are sprinkled with
powdered green chalk. Colored chalk, in powdered
form, sprinkled over sections of the terrain may also
be used to represent burned areas, foliage, farm crops,
pastuies, and similar features. Obtainable in all colors,
stick chalk may be powdered with a small piece of
screen wire. A salt shaker provides a handy..means for
applying the powdered chalk, although chalk rubbed
on a screen held directly over the desired area will
achieve the same result.

A sharp stick drawn across the sand may represent
the furrow of a plowed field. Trees can be

represented by straightened paper clips on the end of
which a small piece of sponge dipped in green ink has
been attached. Toys may frequently be used with
excellent effect. An overturned truck or a dead horse
adds interest. Care should be taken, however, to
prevent such embellishments from becoming inter-
est-distracting factors.

The measuring or laying off of distances on the
model can be accomplished by assigning a scale. For
example, a stick one foot in length may be arbitrarily
taken to represent 50 yards. The scale in this instance
would be 1 foot equals 150 feet. Tho is, one unit of
measure (the stick) on the sandtable represents 150
feet of ground distance. That scale gives a

representative fraction of 1:150. However, it is

important to remember that the stick need not be of
any specific length in order for the trainer to use it as
the unit of measure. The trainer simply breaks a stick
to a convenient size and tells the class that the stick
(without regard for its exact length) represents 50
yards, 100 yards, or any other distance he chooses.
He then proceeds to apply the stick as a unit of
measure to represent the ground distance he has
arbitrarily assigned to it.

Magnetic north is indicated by placing a cardboard
arrow on the sand model.

FIGU
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USING YOUR TV TRAINER ITV-11

The following discussion is an introduction to
using the TVT to improve individual and collective
training in your unit. It provides you with some
examples of actual and possible uses of the Sony
Rover III Television Trainer ITV-11.

The TVT is a lightweight television system
composed of a camera, video recorder and playback
unit, a TV monitor, and auxiliary equipment.
Trainers can record individual and collective training
and can "instant replay" the recorded actions.
Soldiers undergoing training can see themselves on
the playback unit and errors can be spotted and
replayed as many times as necessary to insure
understanding. The "instant replay" feature of the
TVT, together with its ease of operation, makes it
ideally suited for use in three areas: to critique,
demonstrate, or standardize training.

Critique

To conduct a critique using the TVT, do the
following:

Tape the performance.

Let the soldiers view their actions.

Critique the actions.

Return to training to correct deficiencies and
practice correct procedures.

The critique may be done by the trainer or the
soldiers themselves; the latter technique can be highly
effective.

With a little imagination the critique technique can
be adapted to nearly all training situations. Here are
some examples:

One company commander placed his TVT on an
objective two of his rifle platoons were about to
assault. The TVT saw the attack exactly as the
"enemy" would have. Following consolidation on the
objective, the CO called for an administrative halt.
Using the battery packed capability of the TVT
monitor he allowed the men to view their attack. The
TVT playback showed that the soldiers were too
close together and that their movement techniques
did not use the available cover and concealment. In
addition, the soldiers did not use suppressive fire and
overwatching techniques properly. Leaders could be
observed clustered around radios. It was apparent
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that many of the soldiers would have become
casualties before they reached the objective. After the
soldiers had an opportunity to observe their attack
and discuss how they could have improved it, they
were permitted to return to the LD and do it again.

A ,..omaster cource used the TVT to tape
soldiers as they exited :3/1 foot tot-ier. Instead of the
soldier being confronted hy d 1mpmaster with his
clipboard for a critiq, oldler watched himself
on a TVT monitor at II, hde of the tower. After
discussing his deficiencies vvith the jumpmaster, he
returned to the tower for another exit. Periodically
the position of the camera was changed to cover new
teaching points, i.e., halfway down the cable for the
"check canopy" sequence.

The TVT was boresighted to the Redeye Tracking
Head Trainer, M49. In this position the trainer was
able to record a soldier's ranging and sighting ability.
Following the exercise, the trainer and soldier viewed
the replay together, discussed mistakes, and actions
for improvement. The soldier then repeated the
exercise with the mistakes fresh in his mind.

Further examples of actual or probable uses are
limitless, but the central points remain the

same--nearly any training activity may be recorded
with the TVT: convoy movements, artillery crews
firing, LZ and DZ actions, time-lapsed taping of a
unit camouflaging its position, tracking a patrol using
the TVT's zoom lens as a sniper scope, taping small
unit movement techniques, etc. Remember the
critique steps: tape, view, critique, and repeat the
training.

Demonstration

Use the TVT to tape selected activities that are
difficult to demonstrate (e.g., size of equipment too
small, activity too expensive to run frequently, etc.).
The tape may be saved as long as necessary and
shown as often as required. Here are some examples:

The size of the M16 bolt makes it hard to
demonstrate its assembly and disassembly to more
than one or two soldiers at a time. On tape, the
procedure can be clearly demonstrated to several
people at the same time and replayed as often as
necessary. Similarly, the controls of a radio, the

interior of a tank turret, a morning report form, or
the butterfly valve of a carburetor all pose training
problems because of size or space limitations. The
TVT lends itself to solving these training problems.
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One unit taped portions of its civil disturbance
training in preparation for a civil dis'urbance mission.
The proper use of a riot baton wi,s shown to 1500
soldiers.

Opportunities requiring the use of TVT to simplify
demonstrations win continually present themselves.
With imagination, and the basic techniques of taping,
the action can be preserved and shown later, saving
valuable time and other training resources.

Standardization

Some training must be presented to different, and
possibly widely separated groups of soldiers in
precisely the same manner. The TVT satisfies this
need wner films and other TV tapes are unavailable
or have not 1,een produced. Taping training using the
TVT means that standardization can be achieved at
the unit level, inexpensively and promptly. Further,
the tape may be reused and updated as necessary.
Here are some examples:

A division G-3 had several tapes made on selected
training objectives and dktributed them to sub-
ordinate units to insure standardization. Such areas as
maintenance, administrative support, and finance
actions were handled in this manner.

A standard briefing for newly arrived personnel
was taped and shown to groups of replacements. It
was locally produced and required only one man to
operate the TVT monitor. At the conclusion of the
tape, the commander joined the group to add his
personal remarks and to answer questions.

Summary

With imagination, you will be able to find many
excellent uses for the TVT in training. The TVT is an
innovative device requiring only a little effort to bear
fruit for the user. Experiment with the device and
adapt it to your unit's location and missions.

Today's soldier is a product of the electronic
agetelevision and "instant replays." The TVT will
neither surprise nor confuse him. Use the TVT to
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of your
training.

Additional information on the TVT may be
obtained by consulting the following:

The "Televkion Trainer Operator Instructions"
distributed with the TVT.

Local TASO or AVSC (Europe or Korea),
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USING TRAINING EXTENSION COURSE (TEC)
LESSONS

WHAT IS TEC? TEC is a series of service
school-produced lessons designed to provide Active
Army and rioserve Component commanders with
additional lity to upgrade individual training
and MOS p., ancy in their units. The lessons are
self contained and concentrate on preparing soldiers
to per ,rm specific tasks required by their jobs.

WHOM IS TEC FOR? The tia TEC series is

designed for soldiers in infantry, armor, field artillery
and air defense units. Over 600 lessons are beii j
developed for soldiers in MOS 11B, 11C, 11D, 11E,
13B, 13E, 16R, and 16P. Additional lessons are being
prepared for soidiers in five critical duty positions:
unit clerk, PLL clerk, TAMMS clerk, generator
operator, and radio-teletypewriter operator. Because
the initial series of TEC lessons cover a wide variety
of skills required of many soldiers, they can also be
used to train soldiers in other career fields.
Subsequent lessons will be developed specifically for
soldiers in combat support and combat service

support units.

HOW DOES TEC WORK? TEC lessons are presented
in one or more of the following formats: audio-visual
(like a movie), audio only (like a radio), or printed
materials (like a book).

Most of the lessons use the audio-visual format.
Each of these lessons includes a super 8mm film
cartridge, audio cassette and student instruction
sheets. They are used with a Beseler Cue/See
projector. The Cue/See permits each soldier to work
at his own pace making responses to the lesson
requirements.

An important feature of TEC is that each lesson
includes a pretest. By taking the pretest, a soldier can
determine beforehand whether he needs fie lesson.
This pretest feature permits soldiers to concentrate
their time and effort only in those areas where they
need further training. This permits soldiers to !earn
more efficiently. Because TEC permits soldiers to
study at their own pace, it is an ideal system for
soldiers who want to improve their MOS proficiency
or to cross train in another MOS. It also provides an
excellent system to conduct remedial or make.up
training.

The Cue/See can also be used to train small
groups. For example, a rifle squad leader could cover
patrolling techniques vilth his squad prior to the
conduct of field traiiimq

The audio only foull),It permits soldiers to conduct
training using equipment too large to be moved to a
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learning center. Adjusting track tension on a howitzer
is one example.

TEC printed materials include programed texts
and illustnted job aids. The specific selection of the
TEC li format depends on the tasks to be taught.
Accordingly, some subjects use a combination of TEC
formats.

Wk-re to Implement TEC

The flexibility of the TEC system allows effective
implementation in units at several different levels.
Experience indicates the battalion is a feasible level to
manage the system for individual and group use.
However, the mission and organization of the unit, as
well as the physical facilities available and the desires
of the commander will determine the actual level for
the implementation of TEC within each unit. The
impact of centralization should be considered in
terms of:

responsiveness to subordinate unit needs.

accessibility to all members of the unit.

duplication of facilities.

availability of all training material required by
members of the Jlit.

sufficient devices to meet the expected demand.

optimum utilization of training materials and
devices.

adequacy of maintenance and management person-
nel.

There are Hvantages and disadvantages of locating
the learning cell cer at various levels, company through
brigade.

Learning Centers for TEC

A learning center in a unit? The name itself brings
up visions of plush, air.conditioned rooms similar to
those found in Army service schools or civilian
educational establishments.

While that kind of learning center would be ideal,
it may not be possible or necessary to establish one
that complex in an Army battalion. Throughout the
Army, more and more units are using learning centers
as an important part of their training program.

A unit learning center assists the commander in
the performance of his mission by providing an easily
accessible, centralized facility for the storage and use
of training materials. It also provides the environment
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required for individual training.

In the learning center the soldier can increase his
skills and knowledge through an individuali:.ed
approach to performance oriented training. If the
major commander chooses to integrate GED educa-
tional materials and instructors, it provides the
opportunity for the soldier to develop personally as
well as professionally.

The concept of the learning center, as an aid to
training in Army units, is founded on the realization
that today's soldiers learn at different rats, and have
reached maturity in an age of rapid mass comminica-
tion. Soldiers have been exposed to audiovisual and
other media presentations since childhood. Network
television has affected young soldiers' thinking to the
extent that they now regard audiovisual presentations
as a normal approach to entertainment and learning.

Why Do You Want
a Learning Center?

The objectives of successful learning centers such
as those in some of our divisions are:

to provide a place for remedial training far soldiers
having difficulty with a particular subject.

to provide a place for the upgrading of individual
proficiency.

to provide a place for reviewing training materials
prior to MOS tests.

to provide a place for pursuing GED programs.

to provide a place to train trainers.

to free unit commanders from spending training
time on the preparation and conduct of certain
portions of individual training where TEC
programs exist

How is it Organized?

The battalion learning center generally is organized
into three parts, not necessarily in the same room:

Individual StudyThis area uses most of the space
in the center. In this area the soldier uses the variety
of monrials available in the learning center.

Group StudyThis area provides space for small,
supervised groups of up to 25 mon and an instructor
to use lesson material at the same tinie. The actual
space provided may be part or all of the individual
study area or it may be a dayroom, a squad bay or
other large area.



AdministrativeThis area encompasses the rec-

ord-keeping area of the learning center and a storage
area for learning center equipment and materials.
Preventive maintenance services are also accomplished
here.

What is in the
Learning Center?

While varying widely between units, the instruc-
tional material available in the center as a minimum
has included audiovisual lessons and projectors, audio
tapes and tape players, printed materials from the
TEC program and game learning devices. The
battalion television trainer and tape players may also
be located in the learning center when not in use in
the field.

How Does It Operate?

Successful learning centers have been an integral
part of the battalion's training ilan. Its use by small
groups, such as squads and platoons is planned in
advance and shown on the company training
schedules.

The battalion S3 has been responsible for the
overall operation and staffing of the learning center.

The day-to-day operation of the learning center
has been the responsibility of a qualified NCO or the
post education advisor. His responsibilities include:

inspect equipment and lesson materials.

issue and maintain accountability for equipment
and lesson materials.

maintain administrative and usage records.

advise the soldier and the soldier's trainer on the
program to follow to achieve individual and unit
goals.

assist trainers preparing group training sessions.

assist soldiers having difficulty with subject
matter.

maintain a scheduling system to maximize center
usage.

request use of other facilities when needed.

insure learning center is kept in a neat and clean
condition.
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insure the learning center is secure at all times
when not in use and manned when in use.

Battalion learning center hours are established to
provide for maximum utilization by assigned

personnel. Commanders have insured that hours of
operation are posted throughout the unit and
persoiwel are encouraged to use this facility. The
hours are adjusted as required by usage factors.
Additional time is available on request. Certain
specified hours are avai'able for use by small groups,
when coordinated through 13att,.., ) S3.

Procedures

Individuals using the learning center on a

voluntary basis report to the learning center NCO to
obtain the desired device and lesson materials and
return them upon completion. The learning center
NCO maintains a record of each individual's
cbmpletion of lessons and data showing usage of the
various materials.

To sum up, the learning center is one of the most
flexible, efficient tools the commander has to
accomrlish his individual training mission and
increase unit eff-Ttiveness.

EOW TO GET STARTED. First, be sure your unit
ha- th. ,:quipmeiit and lessons it is authorized. TC
21-t) 3, ''TEC Management Instructions," explains the
basis of equipment issue and TC 21-5-4, "Catalog of
Training Extension Course Lessons" lists the lessons
which apply to your unit. In addition, your local
TASO has TEC equipment and lessons for checkout.

Obtain the Lesson Administrative Instruction
Book. The book has an index which lists the TEC
lessons by subject (e.g., rifles, grenade launchers,
etc.). For each lesson listed, a brief outline is

provided. The outline contains the lesson objectives,
skills a soldier should have before taking the lesson,
and a pretest a soldier can take to determine if he
needs the lesson. It also describes how the lesson is
presented (e.g., audio-visual), and any equipment or
materials required.

Aft-, checking out a lesson, a student instruction
she und inside each lesson provides a handy
refel, of the tasks for training, equipment and
materials needed, and the estimated time required to
complete the lesson.
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UNIT LEARNING CENTERS. Some units have
organized their equipment and lessons into unit
learning centers. The objective of these centers is to
provide a place for training soldiers and for storing
and securing equipment. Learning centers may be
organized to permit individual study, small group
study, or both. Depending on the facilities available,
one large training center may be established centrally
at the battalion level, or the battalion's equipment
may be divided to permit each company to establish
its own center. Organization at company level
provides maximum flexibility for the commander
who conducts the training and requires a smaller
amount of space for hardware storage and learning
area. It does, however, place an additional administra-
tive burden on the company and breakdown of a
single device can severely limit the center's capability.

116 123

Finally, organization at company level does not
insure r11.1x1r1111 m use of the equipment. Establishing a
learning center at battalion level places TEC material
in the hands of the manager who has the greatest
impact on the training of his unit. The battalion
center is normally fairly accessible to users and with
proper management will insure a better utilization of
the lessons and equipment. Organization at battalion
level, however, does require a fairly large area.

Summary

However your unit organizes its TEC equipment
and lessons, you should see for yourself the potential
TEC offers. Effective trainers will use it to improve
their own skills and those of the soldiers they lead.
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Evaluating (Inspecting)
Training
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EVALUATING TRAINING

PURPOSE: This appendix provides a guide to
training evaluation. It is written to help trainers
conduct self evaluations of the training they have
conducted and to assist personnel responsible for
evaluating (inspecting) training conducted by others.

EVALUATION RESPONSIBILITIES: Every trainer
has a major responsibility to evaluate training he has
conducted, or that has been conthicted by one of his
assistant trainers. Training managers also have a
responsibility to evaluate training. They must insure
that training is of the highest possible quality and,
most important, is accomplishing specified training
objectives.

What does evaluating training mean? Training
evaluation is concerned with the effectiveness and
efficiency of training. Training effectiveness is

determined by how well personnel undergoing
training can meet or exceed established performance
standards specified in the commander's training
objective(s). Training efficiency is concerned with
how well the trainer (and indirectly the training
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manager) used what was available (i.e., the training
resourcestime, personnel, facilities, equipment,
funds, etc.) to train the soldiers.

Why is performance-oriented training easier to
evaluate than "traditional training"? Performance-ori-
ented training requires the development of precise
training objectives. These include the task to be
performed, the conditions of performance, and the
training standards of minimum acceptable perfor-
mance. The nature of the training objective contrasts
markedly with "traditional" objecth!es which are
normally vague, and nonmeasurable. Accordingly, in
performance-oriented training, the trainer and train-
ing manager are able to focus on the important aspect
of trainingwhether the soldiers undergoing training
can perform the objectives and meet or exceed the
training standards.

On what should training evaluation concentrate?
There are many items in the preparation and conduct
of training that can be evaluated. However, only two

cont 'd next page

items are critical: (1) Have training objectives (the
commander's and intermediate, if needed) been
developed that specify task, conditions, and training
standards? (2) As a result of the training, can soldiers
perform the training objectives and meet or exceed
training standards? If the answer to both questions is
yes, everything else is largely secondary (e.g., the
appearance of training, the presentation techniques
used by the trainer(s), the format of the lesson plans,
etc.). If training objectives have not been developed
properly or have not been attained, the reasons for
the failure may be identified by using the
self-evaluation and/or training evaluation checklists
included in this appendix.

How to Evaluate Your Own Training. The
following checklist provides the items necessary to
make a self.evaluation of how well the training was
prepared and conducted. It will help make training
more efficient and effective.

SELF-EVALUATION CHECKLIST

N/A YES NO

1. PREPARATION OF TRAINING

Were specific training objectives (intermediate and com-
mander's) developed and stated in terms of task, conditions,
and measurable training standards?

Did the lesson plan contain the following minimum elements
of information?

The commander's training objective(s).

All intermediate training objectives (if any) listed in

sequence.

Administrative instructions:

When training will be conducted. II
Training location.

Who will be trained. D LI
Principal and assistant trainers.

Training aids/devices and equipment to be used.

Key referenCes.

Training activity sequence and estimated time. II
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Safety restrictions.

Additional information required by local SOP.

Did you discuss training with the commander before
development of the weekly training schedule?

Did you rehearse:

All explanations, skits, and demonstrations (if any)?

All practice periods controlled by your assistant trainers?

All performance tests?

All films or other audiovisual training aids integrated into the

training?

Before beginning training, did you check on the following:

Arrangement of the classroom or training area?

Arrival of special equipment and personnel such as lister bags,

range guards, first aid vehicle and personnel, etc.?

Cold or hot weather restrictions specified in local training
SOP?

Arrival of assistant trainers and support troops as required?

Working order of projection and sound system (if any)?

2, CONDUCT OF TRAINING

a. Phase I - (Explanation and Demonstration)

Did you:

Tell the soldiers the training objectives including the

performance standards they must meet?

Give a reason for learning the skill?

Demonstrate how to perform the objective from the soldiers'

viewpoint?

Give demonstrations in a location where all soldiers could see

well?

Demonstrate each step of the objective in the order

performed?

a a
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N/A YES NO

Give all information necessary for performance of each step?

Where appropriate, require soldiers to perform each step
immediately after your demonstration and explanation? D
Emphasize critical (key) points?

Avoid giving unnecessary information?

Pace demonstrations in accordance with the soldiers' learning
ability?

b. Phase I I (Practice)

Walk-Through

Did you:

Correct soldiers if they made errors?

Tell soldiers what to do when they needed that kind of help?

Show soldiers what to do when they needed that kind of
help?

When coaching, always require soldiers to perform all the
steps or parts of the steps you demonstrated?

Individual Practice

Did you:

Tell soldiers when they were ready for skill practice?

Prompt soldiers when necessary by asking questions, "How
do you do such and such?" "What must you do now" or the
like?

Ask soldiers "smoke-out" questions to be sure they
understood critical (key) points. "Why do you do that?"
"What would happen if..." or the like?
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If task result varies with conditions, give soldiers practice
situations that differed from each other and from

demonstration and walk-through situations?

c. Phase HI (Test)

Did you:

Explain/read testing instructions clearly and slowly to the

N/A YES NO

soldiers being tested? LI
Observe complete performance of soldiers being tested?

Avoid correcting errors bef ore test was finished?

Arrange testing conditions so soldiers could not copy each
other? (When computations and the like are required.)

Explain error(s) for each "NO GO" item?

If any soldier received a "NO GO", assign him to an assistant
or peer trainer for remedial training, if time permitted?

d. General

Did you:

Speak so soldiers could hear well?

Use understandable words? El

Encourage soldier questions?

Always answer relevant questions? El

Always defer irreldvant questions?

Be patient with the soldiers?

Reinforce correct soldier performance by saying "Good," II"That's right," "Fine," or the like?

Avoid giving soldiers unnecessary help?

Create an environment which facilitated learning (e.g.,

minimized distractors, provided for evaluation/observer visits
without disrupting training, etc.)?

/
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How to Evaluate (Inspect) Training. Evaluating
training is more than just walking into the training
area and reading a visitor's folder with its status
report and lesson plan. A good evaluator is not overly
impressed with the "eye wash" of training. He is
concerned with the conduct of training. His
evaluation should concentrate on whether complete
performance-oriented training objectives have been
developed and whether, as a result of the training, the
soldiers undergoing training can perform the objec-
tive(s) and meet or exceed the established training

standard(s). All other items are secondary, but by
evaluating them, future training may be made more
efficient. The following "Training Evaluation Re-
port" is provided as a guide for developing one for a
unit. Checking the items listed is relatively simple:
they are either done (Yes), not being done (No), not
applicable (N/A), or not observed. Remember, in
performance-oriented training, the goal is for all the
soldiers to successfully perform all the training
objectives.

TRAINING EVALUATION REPORT

Unit Date

Subject/Mission Principal Trainer

Time Training Began Soldiers Present for Training

Ended Time Evaluator Arrived

Location Departed

1. Did the trainer have specific training objectives to
accomplish? (i.e., Did all objectives (commander's and
intermediate) specify the task(s) to be performed, the
conditions of performance, and the training standard of
acceptable performance?)

YES NO N/A Not Observed

Comments:

2. As a result of the training, did the soldiers perform
successfully (i.e., meet or exceed the training standards) the
commander's training objective(s)?

Comments:

3. Were the resources adequate to accomplish the training?

Time a
Equipment

Training Area(s)/Classroom
.

Ammunition

Trpining A;,' %ices

1 9.

cont'd
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Trainers (principal & assistants)

Comments:

4. Did the training progress in a logical sequence toward
meeting the commander's training objective(s)?

Comments:

5. Did the soldiers undergoing training appear to he

motivated?

Comments:

6. Did the trainer:

a. Inform the soldiers of the training objective(s) to be
accomplished and give reason(s) for the training?

b. Arrange training area so all could see and hear well?

c. Use understandable words?

d. Demonstrate how to perform the objective(s) (when

appropriate)?

YES

LI

NO

LI

N/A

0

Not Observed

El

LI

cont'd
next page
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e. Give all necessary information?

f. Avoid giving unnecessary information?

g. Require "walk through" performance of the objective (if
appropriate).

h. Encourage questions?

i. Exhibit adequate knowledge of subject matter?

j. Show interest in helping the soldiers learn?

k. Make acceptable use of training aids?

YES NO N/A Not Observed

I. Use assistant trainers to best advantage?

m. Require practice until the training standards were

achieved?

0
El

.-!. Test soldier's ability to perform the commander's training
objeLtive?

Comments:

7. Would you consider this training adequate? 0
Specific recom men dations:
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Tactical Exercises

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the five
types of tactical exercises used primarily at company,
platoon, and squad level. This appendix is designed to
tell company level trainers what the exercise is and
how,to select the appropriate exercise to accomplish
training objectives.

The five tactical exercises are:

TERRAIN MODEL EXERCISE. This exercise uses a
sandtable or some other type of terrain model as a
substitute for the actual terrain. It is used to train
leaders to plan and conduct tactical operations.

TERRAIN EXERCISE/TEWT. During this exercise,
the disposition and movement of simulated troops is
planned and discussed on a particular piece of
ground. It is used to train leaders or individuals to
make decisions based on their analysis of the terrain
and the enemy situation.

TACTICAL DRILL EXERCISE. During this exercise,
tactical operations or specific tasks are learned
through progressive repetition. It is used to train
small units to perform tasks requiring a high degree of
teamwork, such as fire and maneuver, actions at
danger areas, and counterambush techniques. Engage-
ment simulation adds greatly to the training value.

0 0 0

0

COMMAND POST EXERCISE. This exercise involves
only the unit leaders and communications personnel.
It is used to train leaders to plan and conduct
company-size operations, such as night attacks or
withdrawals, which involve numerous troop leading
procedures.

FIELD EXERCISE. A field exercise is a tactical
exercise conducted under realistic combat conditions.
It enables the unit to improve its teamwork and the
tactical application of the various techniques involved
in collective training. It is also used to test units to
see if they can meet your training objectives.

Engagement simulation adds measurably to the
effectiveness of small unit field exercises.

CONTF NTS
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SELECTING AND SCHEDULING TACTICAL EXERCISES

In chapter 6, the 3-step, backward planning
process for preparing and conducting tactical
collective training was discussed in detail. Step 2 of
that process is to "Prepare to Conduct Training."
During this step, you first establish the intermediate
training objectives (i.e., tasks, conditions, and training
standards) which the leaders, soldiers, teams, and
units must perform to accomplish the commander's
training objective. You then determine how much
training is required for the leaders, soldiers, teams,
and units to perform the objective successfully.
Finally, you estimate the training resources (time,
facilities, equipment, etc.) and select the training
techniques which will enable personnel undergoing
training to meet the training standards.

126

Tactical exercises are a part of the training
techniques available to the trainer. The selection of a
particular type or a combination of tactical exercises
is based on:

1. The specific training objectives (inter-
mediate and the commander's) to be ac-
complished.

2. The available resources (e.g., time, training
areas,

The trainer must keep in mind that the selection
of a particular tactical exercise is made only when the
training objective can best be accomplished by using
that exercise. In short, trainers should avoid
"drilling" the troops. The training objective, not the
tactical exercise, drives the training. Further, you
should select a tactical exercise that will get the job
done with the least expenditure of resources. For
example, if the objective requires only the leaders to
perform a tactical task, there is no need to have the
soldiers present. Therefore, don't select a field
exem.se. Use a terrain model exercise, terrain exercise
or command post exercise.

In chapter 6, the major emphasis was on
determining critical individual collective tasks. Lefs
review that process briefly to see where tactical
exercises fit within the 3-step, backward planning
process.
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STEP 1:

DESCRIEE THE DESIRED RESULTS OF TRAINING

Receive company commander's training objective
and guidance.

Analyze the commander's guidance.

What is the task?

What is the training standard?

What resources are available?

NOTE: It is at this point you must
consider terrain for the tactical
exercise that will fulfill the com-
mander's training objective and will
meet the conditions he specified.
This can be accomplished by map or
ground reconnaissance.

STEP 2:

PREPARE TO CONDUCT TRAINING

Establish intermediate training objectives.

Add the conditions and training standard.

NOTE: This can be by using
the tactical situation you developed
in STEP1.

Determine and organize training required.

NOTE: You now select the specific
tactical exercises (e.g., terrain exer-
cite, tactical drill, terrain model
exercise or field exercise) that will
best accomplish each of the inter-
mediate training objectives.



STEP 3:

CONDUCT TRAINING TO STANDARDS

Insure individuals, teams, and urits meet the
standards specified in your objective.

To select the best type of tactical exercise to
accomplish a particular training objective, you must
first understand the purpose ot the types of each
tactical exercise.

The following chart shows now they are best
employed.

TRAINING
REQUIREMENT

TACTICAL
EXE RCI SE

Training !nadirs to' Oak-..
conduCt, lend :snparvisi!":1!,
tactical operniion

TERRAIN MEMEL

EXgRCISE ,..
',: TERRAIN'E*EROICE

COMMANO POST
'EXERCISE

Training the unit and sub-
units to execute those ac-
tions which require a great
deal of teamwork, such as
advancing by fire and
maneuver

TACTICAL DRILL
EXERCISE

Inaninetht.,,iiiiyith10,01-
., dm iiithii.4'suflit to i."`maltar

,r
thi
gn,cthi fliihtlei0pi.it.as
Erringet, 7!,

limp -...R.AkniNG :
, . !,31

..

FIGURE 52.

The tactical exercises listed in the chart can be
conducted almost anywhere and need not last more
than an hour or two to be effective. All of the
exercises may be conducted without necessarily going
to the field. This does not mean you shouldn't go to
the field whenever possible, but you should not
overlook the potential of these exercises when you
cannot go to the field. And, all of the exercises,
except for tactical drill exercises, may be conducted
with only leaders being present. These two
factorsthe suitability of these exercises for conduct-
ing effective tactical training when the unit cannot go
to the field (or during those ,Nariods when the entire
unit is not present) and using tactical exercises to
train the leaders without the presence of their
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subordinatesshould not be overlooked when you
plan the use of your training time.

For example, terrain model, terrai, or reduced
distance, command post exercises could :10 conducted
for the leaders while the remainder of tiw unit is on
post support or otherwise occupied. Tactical drill
exercises could be conducted during those periods
when the teams or units are available for training, but
field training areas are not available. This will enable
you to make the best use of the available resources.

To help you select the tactical exercises you will
use in your training, arswer these questions:

1. Who will be trained (i.e., leaders,, soldiers,
teams, or units)?

2. What are the training objectives?

3. Which, if any, of the tactical exercises are
suitable for each Ibintive?

4. What are the available resources (time training
areas, equipment, etc.)?

5. Which of the tactical exercises (or combination
thereof) will help meet the training objective
consistent with the available training resources?

By ,nswering these questions, you can determine
if a particular ti.ztical exercise is appropriate for the
train:ng, and you can select the one best suited for
your training cci-isistent with your resources.

PREPARING AND CONDUCTING
TACTICAL EXERCISES

Terrain Model Exercise

A terrain model exercise is a tactical exercise
which employs a sandtable or some other type of
terrain model as a substitute for the actual terrain.

Terrain model exercises provide an excellent
means for training leaders to plan and conduct a
tactical operation. They are relatively easy to prepare,
provide ready access to ail types of terrain and enemy
situations, can be conducted inside during all types of
weather, and need last no more than 30 to 40
minutes in order to be effective.

Terrain model exercises are extremely versatile. A
company commander can use one to train his platoon
leaders who can later use the same terrain model to
train their squad leaders. And, squad leaders can also
use terrain model exercises in training their soldiers.

In the organization of training described in chapter
6, you decided that a terrain model exercise was the
best technique to accomplish the following objective.

13 4
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SELECTION OF ROUTE FOR A PATROL

TASK: Each platoon leader must be able to select
the route for a reconnaissance patrol.

CONDITIONS: Patrol will be conducted at night
over a distance of from 4 to 6 kilometers. The
battalion SOP specifies that patrol routes will be
determined by either the S2, company com-
mander, or platoon leaders.

STANDARDS: The route must:

Avoid enemy positions and obstacles.

Offer the best available cover and concealment.

ehrmit quiet movement at night.

*Take advantage of difficult terrain.

Avoid use of trails.

("Avoid populated areas.

Once you have completed Step 2 (as described in
chapter 6), and have determined that training is

needed and that a terrain model exercise will
accomplish the objective, you can begin preparing the
model. Draw a rough sketch of the type of terrain
you will require (figure 53). Based on the training
objective noted above, you would require terrain that
included enemy positions, obstacles, areas with and
without cover and concealment, difficult and open
terrain, major trails, and populated areas. All of these

features must be arranged in a manner which permits
a platoon leader to select one or more routes which
meet your ct,11111,iidr,

The Ilex' step in the preparation of your exercise
is the -:evelcurnent of your scenario. This involves the
prepa-ation uf a general situation, initial situation and
requirement, subsequent situations and requirements,
and a time schedule

Tne general situation should identify the enemy
and friendly units involved, the location of these
units on the ground, and the activities which have
taken place during the previous 24 hours. The
following example illustrates the type of general
situation you might develop for a terrain model
exercise covering the preparation and conduct of a
reconnaissance patrol.

GENERAL SITUATION

1-66 ITO has been defending for the past two days.
A and B Companies are on the FEBA with C Co in
reserve. Your company, C Co, has received the
mission of conducting squad-size reconnaissance
patrols to locate enemy POsitions and obstacles
prior to the battalion resuming the attack. The
enemy 'unit opposing your battalion is the 318
Med Regiment. It is located generally along this
ridgeline (point out location on sandtable).
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1,,,. initial situation and requirement are derived
from your first training objective.

TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASA' 73ch platoon leader must be able to select the route
for a laossance patrol.

CONDI I i NS: Patrol will be conducted at night over a
tistance of from 4 to 6 kilometers. The battalion SOP
specifies that patrol routes will be determined by either the
52, company commander, or platoon leaders.

STANDARDS: The routo must:

Avoid enemy positions and obstacles.

Offer the best available cover and concealment.

Permit quiet movement at night.

Take advantage of difficult terrain.

Avoid use of trails.

eAvoid populated ems.

FIGURE 54,

Subsoquent situations and requirements are then
derived for each of your remaining training
oblec fives.

FIGURF.55,

TIME SCHEDULE

EVENT TIME

I ntroduction

Terrain Orientation

General Situation

1st Situation and
Requirement

2d Situation and
Requirement

3d Situation and
Requirement

Summary

4 min

2 min

4 min

15 min

15 min

20 min

5 min

05 min

INITIAL SITUATION AND REQUIREMENT

SITUATION: "You are platoon leader of the 3d platoon
width is in reserve. Your company commander has just niven
you the mission to send out a squad-size patrol at 1800 hours
to conduct an area reconnaissance of this area (outline the
area with a piece of engineer tape on the terrain model)."

REOUIREMENT: "What route would you select for the
patrol to move to the area and return?"

SOLUTION: The routes selected should:

Avoid enemy positions and obstacles.

Offer the best available cover and concealment.

PerMit quiet movement at night.

Take advantage of difficult terrain.

Avoid use of trails.

Avoid populated areas.

Your time schedulo (figure 55) should indicate the
length of time you estimate will be required for each
situation and requirement. Tho purpose of this
schedule is to help insure you do not spend so much
timo on any ono requirement that you run out of
time before you have covered all of your training
objectives,

Now, you are ready to prepare your terrain model
based on the sketch you developed. Terrain models
can vary from a stationary model occupying a
complete room to a temporary diagram drawn in the
dirt with a stick.

A temporary terrain modal can ha built In about
10 minutes using only the ground noxt to your
barracks or your field positions.

Select a piece of ground large enough to suit your
purpose. Uso your bayonet or a stick to draw lines in

the ground which mark the boundaries of the terrain
model. Get a fow shovelfuls of dirt to build whatever
hills or high ground is necessary, Roads and trails can
be traced in loose soil or sand. Rivers and streams can
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be scratched out with a stick. Handfuls of grass make
excellent forests. Rocks can be used to depict enemy
armor, obstacles, buildings, or towns. Small sticks can
represent soldiers or weapons. Do not be overly
concerned about showing too much detail or making
everything to scale. Rough approximations are more
than adequate.

If you have time and want to build a more
permanent terrain model, consider a sandtable. It can
be used over and over, indoors or out, and requires no
special skills to make. A description of how to
construct a sandtable can be found in appendix C.

HOW TO CONDUCT
A TERRAIN MODEL EXERCISE

You should begin your terrain model exercise with
an introduction which explains the purpose of the
exercise and tasks which will be covered.

This should be followed by an explanation of the
various terrain features on the terrain model and its
scale and orientation. The amount of explanation
required will depend on how closely the model
represents the terrain and manmade features involved.

You are now ready to read the general situation,
initial situation, and requirement. As you do, you
should point out the various terrain features and unit
locati ons.

Following the presentation of the initial require-
ment, you should pause a few minutes before calling
on someone to respond. This will cause everyone to
develop a solution to the requirement.

The person you call on to present his solution
should be asked to come forward and indicate his
solution on the terrain model. In selecting a patrol
route, he might mark the route he selected with a
piece of engineer tape. Once he has done so, have him
explain why he selected this particular solution. Then
call upon the remainder of the class to critique the
proposed solution. You may also call upon one or
more other members of the class to give their
solutions.

During the discussion of the various solutions,
encourage suggestions, personal experiences, and
complete participation from your soldiers. But
continually focus on the standards; guide the
discussion toward the standards so everyone has a
clear understanding of what they are expected to be
able to do.
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At the conclusion of the discussion cf each
requirement, you should review the standards which
must be met for the task involved. This can either be
done verbally or you can list them on a chalkboard.

Once you have followed this procedure for all
subsequent situations and requirements, you should
conclude the exercise with a brief summary of the
standards which must be met for each of the tasks
which were covered.

Terrain Exercise/Tactical Exercise
Without Troops (TEWT)

A terrain exercise, also known as a tactical exercise
without troops (TEWT), is an exercise in which the
leaders plan the maneuver or deployment of
simulated troops on a specific piece of ground. They
are relatively easy to prepare and can be conducted
over almost any type of terrain. They permit you to
spend a great deal more time with the leaders than
would be possible if the entire unit were present.
Terrain exercises can be conducted on foot or in
vehicles. An example of a motorized terrain exercise
would be an armored cavalry unit conducting a delay
with the platoon leaders assembled in one vehicle.

For illustrative purposes, consider the following
training objective which a rifle company commander
might Use to train his platoon leaders.

TASK: Each platoon leader will plan the
deployment of a rifle platoon in an area defense,

CONDITIONS: given an oral operations order, a
map of the training area, and a location on the
defensive sector (the sector will be approximately
400 meters long).

NOTE: The operations order will specify
that one TOW section and one 81mm
mortar barrage be assigned to each platoon.

STANDARDS: Each platoon leader must:

111 select machinegun and TOW positions which
maximize natural (i.e. trees, rocks, brush) cover
and concealment while affording maximum fields
of fire. For example, these positions should not be
readily observable from 200 meters in front of the
positions, (concealment) nor vulnerable to direct
fire from the front (cover).

NI determine principal directions of fire for
machineguns which cover major avenues of enemy
infantry approach into the defensive sector while
providing interlocking fire across the platoon front.



"'determine principal direction of fire for TOWs
which will cover major enemy armor routes into
the defensive sector.

select supplementary positions for both
machineguns and TOWs which have fields of fire
that cover the same terrain as those of the primary
positions and can be reached by a covered and
concealed route.

gi location of alternate positions which provide all
around defense.

dear'y identify squad boundaries.

The reconnaissance of the defensive sector and the
plan must be completed within 1 hour after receipt of
the operations order.

The first step in preparing a terrain exercise is to
select the terrain. This is vital in a terrain exercise
since its purpose is to teach tactics by causing
decisions to be made using actual terrain. Once you
have been given, or determined, your training
obiectives, you must find terrain which will enable
wti to meet these objectives. In selecting your
terrain, look for ground that lends itself to tactical
decisions. For example, stay away from single feature
terrain such as open fields or heavily forested areas.
Instead, look for areas that have a number of features
of tactical importancesmall woods, hills, or streams.

However, don't be misled into thinking you need
to find ideal terrain. A terrain exercise can be
conducted in almost any type of terrain kind adequate
terrain can frequently be found near your company
area.

Based on your training objectives, you should
begin the selection of your terrain by studying a map
of the available terrain and tentatively select several
suitable locations. Your final selection should be
based on a ground reconnaissance. If you will be
conducting offensive operations, examine the ground
in terms of suitability for providing locations for an
as s e mbl y area, line of departure, alternative routes to
the objective, and the objective. If the exercise will be
defensive, use the same technique (main battle area,
security element locations, location for the reserve,
etc.).

Using the training objective for the platoon in the
defense (given above), you should look for a platoon
sector that has definable boundaries, several potential
locations for machineguns and anti-tank weapons,
locations for supplementary and alternate positions,
and some good and poor fields of fire. The sector
should offer the leaders some choice in making their
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decisions and not lead to a readily apparent solution.
Based on the time you have available, you might
cover the same training objective at several locations.
Remember, once the basic techniques have been
learned, their tactical application is best learned by
having the leaders employ them in a wide variety of
types of terrain and enemy situations.

With the terrain selected you must now develop a
scenario to be followed. The scenario for the terrain
exercise includes a general situation, initial situation
and requir9ments, subsequent situations and require-
ments, and a time schedule. The general situatiun
describes the friendly and enemy units involved, their
location on the ground and the significant activities
for the previous 24 hours. Continuing the example of
the platoon in the defense, the general situation,
initial situation and requirement the company com-
mander would give to his platoon leaders might look
like figure 57.

Subsequent situations and requirements are

derived from your remaining training objectives, if
you have any.

Your time schedule should indicate the length of
time you estimate will be required for each situation
and requirement or at each location. The purpose of
this schedule is to help insure that you do not spend
so much time on any one requirement or at any one
location that you run out of time before you have
completed the entire exercise. The following example
shows a time schedule for a terrain exercise which
involves a single training objective which will be
covered at two different locations.

Introduction

General Situation

Situation and Requirement (XT 532486)

Travel and Break

Sitiation and Requirement (XT 541491)

Summary

FIGURE 56.
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5 min

2 min

60 min

15 min

60 min

15 minuswil
2 hours 37 minute,

/am!
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GENERAL SITUATION
1-66 Infantry has recently been conducting offensive

operations against the 318 Mech Infantry Regiment. Due to
heavy casualties, the battalion has temporarily been forced to go
into a defen3e. Your company, Co A, is the battalion left flank
with 1.67 Infantry on its left and B Co on its right. During this
exercise you will be the platoon leader of the first platonn.

The initial situation and requirement is deHied from your
first training objective:

INITIAL SITUATION AND REQUIREMENT

SITUATION: The battalion is temporarily going
into a defense to await replace-
ments.

REQUIREMENT:

Our mission is to defend by 1100
hours today. The company de-
fensive sector is from the large
tree on the left (point out) to the
corner of the woodline on the
right (point out).

The 1st platoon will be on the left
from the large tree (point out) to
the stream (point out). The 2d
platoon will defend from the
stream to the corner of the
woodline. The 3d platoon will be
in reserve in the vicinity of the
fork in the road to our rear.

The compary CP will be behind
the 1st platoon. The time is now
1000. Are there any questions?

Conduct a reconnaissance and
plan the deployment of your
platoon. You have 30 minutes.

SOLUTION: The platoon leader must:

(STANDARDS) select machinegua and TOW posi-
tions that take maximum ad-
vantage of cover and conceal-
ment.

Odetermine principal direction of
fire for the machineguns.

determine location and principal
direction of fire for TOWs.

identify squad boundaries.

determine location of supple-
mentary and alternate positions.

(I) complete reconnaissance arid pla-
toon plan within 1 hour.FIGURE 57.

NOTE: These standards ara abbreviations of those found in the
company commander's training objective.
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Wth the time schedule developed, check to insure
your scenario fits the terrain you selected. You
should know enough about the terrain to anticipate
all likely responses to your situations and require-
ments.

HOW TO CONDUCT A TERRAIN EXERCISE/TEWT

You should begin your terrain exercise with an
introduction which explains the purpose of the
exercise and tasks which will be covered.

This should be followed by the general situation
and then the initial situation and requirement.

You should control the use of maps during the
conduct of the exercise. This is because the leader's
decisions should be derived from the actual terrain,
not from a map. However, since leaders will have
maps available in combat, they also should be
accessible in training.

After allowing enough time for your leaders to
become familiar with the terrain and prepare their
solutions, ask for a solution. In the example of the
platoon in the defense, you might ask one of the
leaders to present his entire plan or vary the
requirement by asking different leaders to present
different portions of the plan, e.g., one leader could
designate the squad sectors, while another locates the
machineguns and anti-tank weaporr and yet another
selects the alternate and supplementary positions.
Each leader should be required to justify his
particular solution to the other participants. During
these discussions, you should point out those
standards which are not met.

At the conclusion of the discussion of each
requirement, you should review the standards which
must be met for the task involved.

Once you have followed this procedure for all
subsequent situations and requirements, you should
conclude the exercise with a brief summary of the
standards which must be met for each of the tasks
which were covered.

Reserve Component Lewin!.
Training Using Term

Exercises/TEWT

Considering the time, maneuver area, and other
resource constraints that face Reserve Component
units, the TEWT is a particularly appropriate training
vehicle for preparing leaders and staff officers in these
units. TEWTs have been conducted with great success
in parks and even on municipal golf courses. With
proper planning, the TEWT can be used to train
leaders at virtually any echelon, crew/squad through



battalion/task force and higher. Some of the service
schools offer additional information and examples of
TEWTs through their catalogs of instructional
material. For example, the Infantry School's Catalog
for Reserve Component units includes the following:

"Development of a TEWT," Instructicn designed
to enable you to prepare and conduct a TEWT.
(Stock Number B75-5-b)

"Techniques of Planning an Attack (TEWT),"
Instruction using the TEWT to teach P lanning an
attack. (Stock Number B75-5-a)

"Attack TEWT (Non-nuclear)" TEWT employ-
ing a mechanized infantry brigade in the attack.
(Stock Number B64-4-d)

A copy of these instructional packets may be
obtained by submitting 2 copies of DA Form 17
listing title and stock number to:

United States Army Infantry School
Department of Army-Wide Training Support
ATTN: ATSH-AWD 1,sdI
Fort Benning, GA 31905

Tactical Drill
Exercises

Tactical drill exercises are by-the-numbers exer-
cises for developing teamwork. They can be

conducted almost anywhere, are relatively easy to
prepare, and need last only 30 to 40 minutes in order
to be effective. A tactical drill exercise starts with a
demonstration of the technique or formation
involved and the unit then executes it under
supervision until it is mastered. To illustrate how to
prepare and conduct a tactical drill exercise, consider
the following training objective.

In his organization of training described in chapter
6, the trainer determined that the tactical drill
exercise was the best technique to teach the task
listed below.

CONDUCT OF A SQUAD ATTACK

TASK: Each rifle squad will attack and seize an
enemy-held position.

CONDITIONS: Attack will be conducted in
daylight over moderate terrain against an enemy
force of less than squad size. Squad will move,
expecting to encounter enemy resistance at any
moment.

STANDARDS: When enemy contact is expected,
fire teams will advance by bounds with one fire
team always in prone firing positions ready to
engage the most likely enemy positions.
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When contact with the enemy is initiated, fire
teams will continue to advance by fire and

maneuver until the enemy position is overrun.

Squad leaders will control their fire teams by me
of short specific orders which tell the fire team
leader where he should move his fire team and
what it should do when it gets there, e.g., "Smith,
move your sire team over to that clump of trees
and lay down a base of fire on the small rise to the
front."

Fire team leaders will move with their fire teams
and lead by example. When they move, their fire
team should move; when they fire, their fire team
should fire. When necessary, control of the fire
team may be augmented by brief specific orders
similar to those noted above.

If the squad has little proficiency in conducting an
attack, it is usually a good idea to begin squad
training with a tactical drill exercise.

Various types of terrain are required for the
different phases of a tactical drill exercise. You want
to start off with open terrain which permits optimal
control and supervision and then move on to more
realistic terrain as proficiency is obtained. Your first
requirement is for terrain which is suitable for
demonstrating the techniques or formations involved.
This shoul.' be a fairly open area, such as a parade
ground, wh. I will enable the unit to go through the
techniques or formations by-thenumbers. And
finally, you will require fairly ideal terrain similar to
that over which the tactical operation will normally
be conducted. The purpose of having fairly ideal
terrain is to enable the unit to concentrate on the
techniques or formations involved, rather than

forcing it to make difficult tactical decisions with
respect to how it employs the techniques or
formations.

Only the final phase of tactical drill exercises

require a scenario. Once you have completed your
demonstration and the unit has mastered the

techniques or formations involved on open terrain,
you will need to develop a scenario for executing
these techniques 3nd formations during realistic
combat situations over fairly ideal terrain.

When conducting tactical drill exercises for
counterambush techniques, for example, you would
first demonstrate the techniques, then have the unit
practice them by-the-numbers, and finally have the
unit execute them in various realistic ambush

situations. The purpose of your scenario is to develop
these situations.
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The scenario for a tactical drill exercise includes a
general situation, an initial situation and requirement,
and a time schedule.

The general situation describes the enemy and
friendly units involved, the location of the units, and
the activity within the previous 24 hours. The
following example illustrates the type of general
situation you might develop for a tactical drill
exercise in the conduct of a squad-size attack.

GENERAL SITUATION
A Co, 1-66 Infantry has been conducting

offensive operations during the last several days.
The enemy has been conducting a delay. Your
platoon has been given the mission of continuing
the attack.

The initial situation and requirement are derived
from the training objective. For example,

INITIAL SITUATION AND REQUIREMENT
SITUATION: Your squad is attacking as part of a
platoon attack against Hill 347. Your squad is on
the left flank and has reached this point (point out
area where unit now located). Your squad
boundaries are the large bnoldev on the right and
the woodline on the left. Small arms fire just
received by the squad on your right indicates
enemy contact is imminent.

REQUIREMENT: Take 3 nrinutes to deploy your
squad in the traveling formation you would have
employed up to this point and continue the attack.

alS171tIM11"

Your time schedule Oiou ld indicate the length of
time you estimate will be required for each situation
and requirement. The purpose of this schedule is to
help insure you do not spend so much time on any
one requirement that you run out of time before you
have covered all of your training ubjectives.

TIME SCHEDULE

EVENT TIME

I ntrod ucti on 5 min

Demonstration end discussion 30 min

By.thenumbers dull 90 min

Break and move to individual
squad training area 30 min

Situation and Requirement* 90 min
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Situation and Requirement* 90 min

Break and move to new area 30 min

Situation and Requirement* 90 min

Reassemble and Critique 30 min

'Two tactical drill exercises are conducted
simultaneously under the control of platoon leader
and the platoon sergeant. The third squad is
employed as fire team-size aggressor elements for
each of the tactical drill exercises.

FIGURE 58.

HOW TO CONDUCT
A TACTICAL DRILL EXERCISE

You should begin your tactical drill exercise with
an introduction which explains that the purpose of a
tactical drill exercise is to promote unit teamwork.
Each soldier should understand how teamwork relates
his job to the others in the unit.

This should be followed by a demonstration of the
technique or formation that will be covered in the
tactical drill exercise. The demonstration should
begin with a clearly observable simulation of the
enemy action that would normally initiate the
tactical drill. During the demonstration, point out the
relative locations and actions of each member of the
team and insure all soldiers understand the standards
associated with the tactical drill. At the completion
of the demonstration, you should resolve all
questions.

Then each unit or subunit should be talked
through the drill by-the-numbers. During this
by-the-numbers portion of the exercise, the unit or
subunit leaders should act as assistant trainers. This
means the leaders should be briefed on their
participation in the exercise.

Also, during this portion of the exercise, you
should move from subunit to subunit to supervise the
exercise. When the unit or subunit has mastered the
techniques on open terrain, you should move to more
realistic terrain.

This phase of the tactical drill exercise calls for the
use of the scenario you have prepared. Each unit or
subunit moves to its own area accompanied by an
evaluator or assistant trainer. The scenario will place
each unit or subunit in a situation where they will
have to apply the techniques learned in open terrain
to more realktic terrain. During this portion of the
exercise, the evaluators or assistant trainers should



stop the exercise if they see the drill being done
improperly. Errors should be corrected and the drill
continued or begun again by the evaluator. Another
technique to use in correcting mistakes is to place
flags in positions vacated by the soldiers during the
exercise. At its conclusion, all the members of the
unit or subunit could assemble and critique
themselves using the flags as guides to their actions.

When the unit or subunits are proficient in the
tactical drill, your exercise is over. Application of the
drill should now be reinforced in field exercises. If
field exercises do not provide sufficient practice to
maintain the standards expected in the tactical drill,
additional tactical drill exercises should be planned. It
may not be necessary to go back to the open terrain
tactic& drill; this will depend on the demonstrated
proficiency of the unit or subunit. SCOPES can
provide another way to accomplish this same training
requi rement.

First, outfit the personnel, both offensive and
defensive units, with the SCOPES equipment.

Designate a controller for each squad and a senior
controller. Insure each controller has a radio. The
Senior Controller is the NCS.

Issue the respective orders for the offensive and
defensive forces and allow the leader preparation
time.

Monitor preparation activities.

Conduct the tactical drill exercise 1, ing the
casualties assessment technique provided by SCOPES.

At the conclusion of the drill, determined by the
attacking force taking the position or being repelled,
conduct an after-action review. From the pi nfre of
learning from one's own mistakes, this phasi oi the
training is the most important. It is now that the
good and bad techniques and tactics will be

identified. Troops will have !:ien "killed" b ,e of
improper individual aclior. ..e . movem.irit t .nrque,

use of terrain, camouflar; o( impriiper cs used

by the leader, i.e., no suppressiv, `. I flute of
attack over open ground, dc'ensiwe ires were not
interlocked. It is the job oi the controllers to bring
out the reasons, through the participants, why the
results occurred and then provide alternative solution
to be tried in the next drill,

The repetition of the drill provides training
through emphasizing corrective techniques and tactics
identified in earlier iterations and by using different
terrain.

The same sequence of units is applicable to a
R E ALT RAI N exercise or an intograted
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SCOPES/REALT RAIN supported tactical drili
more training conducted in the combined arms
the more realistic the training is.

Remember, (I) Provide a controller for each
maneuver element or major crew-served weapon, all
tied into the same radio net control station. (2)
Preparation time may need to be increased with the
increased number of units and various weapon
systems used. (3) SCOPES and REALTRAIN
methodology is applicable to forces no larger than a
reinforced platoon.

Command Post
Exercise

A Command Post Exercise (CPX) is a tactical
exercise for the command and communication
personnel of a unit. The purpose of a CPX is to
permit leaders at all levels to go through the troop
leading and the command and control procedures
involved in a tactical operation in the same manner
they would in a field exercise or in combat. Leaders
can then concentrate in applying these procedures in
a realistic manner without being distracted by having
to supervise the soldiers under their command. A
CPX should be conducted after the techniques which
are to be utilized have been learned in earlier tactical
exercises. A CPX is useful as a preparation for a field
exercise and can even be used in lieu of a field
exercise.

In the conduct of a CPX, the leaders respond to
situations presented by controllers who represent all
other personnel, enemy and friendly. The company
commander is the chief controller and directs the
other controllers who present the situations to the
leaders in the form of messages. These controllers are
personnel not directly involved in the CPX, e.g., XO,
1SG, supply sergeant, motor sergeant.

Once you have established your training objec-
tives, you determine your terrain requirements. A
CPX can be performed on a parade field or in a

training area. Administrative requirements are re .

duced if the area is close to the company location.
Realism is added if the CPX is held in the field under
simulated tactical conditions. You may start with a
reduced distance CPX on a parade ground area large
enough to allow good dispersion, but not so large that
the entire group cannot be addressed at once (with
the aid of a bull horn). Subsequent efforts may be
conducted under more realistic conditions.
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The next step in the preparation of your exercise
is the development of your scenario. This involves the
preparation of a general situation, initial situation and
requirement, subsequent situations and requirements,
and a time schedule. The general situation should
identify the enemy and friendly units involved, the
location of these units on the ground, and the
activities which have taken place during the previous
24 hours.

Since a CPX involves leaders practicing an

operation, the initial situation should be an

operations order of some sort and the initial
requirement should be the issuance of an implement-
ing order. Subsequent situations and requirements
continue throughout the CPX by presenting changes
in the tactical situation which cause the leaders to
react. These changes are introduced in the form of
messages from control personnel. Thus, the scenario
is written in a form whereby controllers change the
situation according to the training objectives of the
CFX.

The time schedule of a CPX should indicate the
length of time you estimate will be required for each
situation. However, a feature of the CPX is that, since
subordinate units are not present, real time or
reduced time may be used. In a reduced-time CPX,
training time is conserved by using a time ratio. For
example, three hours of problem time equal one hour
of clock time. In this way, the exercise moves much
faster, since troop movements are simulated rather
than actual.

Terrain preparation in a CPX is only necessary if
the command post k to be set up prior to the exercise
beginning. In such a case, the area may be prepared
by setting up communications equipment and laying
wire.

HOW TO CONDUCT A CPX

A well,written scenario and well-briefed con-
!rollers are necessary to conduct a successful CPX.

briefing for the controllers should be held prior
-) the CPX so questions rnly be resolved 41 id changes,

necessary, may be incorporated into the exercise.
I he briefing should include the exercise training
objectives, the duties ot the controllers, what is
expected of the leaders conductinb the exercise, and
how the controllers should evaluate the exercise.

The controllers should meet with the participants
at a designated time and place, and issue the general
and initial situations. Action will then continue
according to how the situations are presented and
how the leaders react to the situations. The company
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commander or chief controller might interrupt the
CPX at times to offer a critique. The duration of the
exercise will depend on its value in the eyes of the
company commander. He may decide to shorten it if
the interest of the junior leaders seems to be waning,
or he may extend it if a lively participation ensues.

At the conclusion of the CPX, all the participants
should gather to discuss the actions of the CPX. This
review should be led by the company commander,
and all leaders should be encouraged to participate.

Field Exercise

A well-conducted field exercise offers you two
welldefined products. First, it will demonstrate your
unit's ability to perform under simulated combat
conditions, thereby identifying training requirements
for future training. Second, it offers a test of those
skills and techniques your previous tactical exercises
have taught.

Field exercises are two-sided exercises requiring
control personnel. They may or may not be free
maneuver. At company level, controllers must be
obtained from within company resources, e.g.,
headquarters and weapons olatoon personnel.

When your field exercise includes training that was
covered by earlier tactical exercises, your training
objectives should already be determined. You should
coordinate early in your preparation with others
preparing training to insure your training objectives
are complete. Since field exercises are two-sided, they
will cover various kinds of operations. This means
that you will have to organize your numerous training
objectives into a logical sequence.

If your field exercise does not cover previous
tactical exercises, you determine your training
objectives by:

Listing the tasks you want the participants
to perform during the exercise.

III Then, identifying the conditions under
which these tasks will be performed.

IlAnd finally, establishing standards for the
performance of the tasks.

Knowing your training objectives, you should be
able to study a map of the available terrain and
tentatively select a suitable location. On the ground
reconnaissance is necessary to verify your map study.

Examine the ground in terms of the control
measures usually used on operations overlays, e.g.,
objectives, Final CL, assault position, security
element location, FEBA. Since your exercise will be
twokided, look at the ground from an offensive and
defensive point of view.



Your job during the selection of the exercise area
is to insure you select realistic terrain. During your
recon, consider the ranges of weapons that will be
used in the exercise and select the terrain accordingly.

Remember also that ideal terrain is only found in
service school exercises; enemy forces don't always
select ideal terrain.

The next step in the preparation of your exercise
is the development of your scenario. This involves the
preparation of a general situation, initial situation and
requirement, subsequent situations and requirements,
a time schedule, and a control plan. The general
situation should identify the enemy and friendly
units involved, the location of these units on the
ground, and the activities which have taken place
during the previous 24 hours. Since a field exercise is
two-sided, the general situation should portray the
opposing forces as Red and Blue rather than enemy
and friendly.

The initial situation in a field exercise should be
presented in the form of an operations order or a frag
order. Since there are two opposing sides, two

operations orders Inust be prepared. The initial
situation must place the Red and Blue forces so one
or the other moves tactical: to gain contact. Pecause

a field exercise is a free exercise where units can
maneuver against each other, the first requirement
should be a statement outlining the expected orders
and actions of the participating units as a result of the
conditions presented in the initial situation. The
subsequent situatiom for both sides are taken from
the training objectives and cause the exercise to
develop logically. Their content is dependent on the
type of operation involved in the exercise. Again, the
requirements for the subsequent situations take the
form of expected actions and ort'Grs which will he
taken by the participating units. These requirements
serve as a guide for the control personnel.

The time schedule is an estimate of the amount of
time you feel wHI be required to perform the field
exorcise. Thif, estimate should include administrative
movement and a critique,

The control plan gives instructions to controllers.
It should identify the number of controllers, their
uniform and equipment, and an outline of their
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duties. Controllers should be famar with the

scenario because they must guide me exercise in
accordance with the requirements.

The amount of terrain preparation required will
depend upon the training objectives of the field
exercise. For example, in a free play exercise, no
terrain preparation is necessary; opposing units will
prepare the terrain according to their missions. On
the other hand, if attacking a fortified ryisition is one
of the objectives, the defending u.iit should be

allowed time to properly prepare the position. In
addition, demolition pits to simulate artillery might
be prepared prior to the exercise.

HOW TO CONDUCT A FIELD EXERCISE

Successful conduct of a field exercise is dependent
upon a complete scenario and the controllers. Red
and Blue forces should be met at their respective
detrucking points and moved to an assembly area
where they are given an orientation on administrative
requirements and exercise objectives. The general
situation is issued to each side and the exercise
becomes tactical. The initial situa.tion is then issued
and the exercise begins.

Controllers d re required to observe the unit from
this point on in order to exercise control aild to
evaluate. The company commander acts as the chief
controller and controls the subsequent situations by
transmitting orders to the Red arid Blue forces that
cause them to react according to the scenario. This
requires that the company commander set up three
radio netsone for Blue Forces, one for Red Forces,
and a control not.

During the exercise, the controllers must remain as
tactical as the participants. They place themselves in
positions to observe leaders and oth.; members of the
unit. Judgement nitnt be exerciste.' y tne controllers
in case a decision by a leader threai% is to disrupt the
exercise.

The exercise continues at the d;,,cretion of the
company commander. He may halt it lt any time to
conduct a review or an analysis of now t:ie exerci& ,:. is
progr..ssing, or to cause a partir! :;ar to be
performed again. Repetition is N..).1 in ;1

field exorcise, The second time tr nigh w,
than the first; the third time bett's
At the conclusion of the field
participants should be brought toge,A,a.
their actions during the exercise. Dnring this ro:,-,
the troops should be t'ven a chance to exch.. .

ideas. Did they or didn't they take the objective/
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not, why? Both Red and Blue forces can tell earh
other the good and the bad about their performance
in the exercise. The review should be led by the
company commander. The controllers should
participate; however, they should not dominate. The
troops who actually performed the actions should
exchange information on what they did.

NOTE: SCOPES and REALTRAIN are applicable in
Field Exercises as they are in Tactical Drills. The
important things to remember are, (1) an after-action
review keys on proper and improper techniques and

tactics and (2) the size of the forces should not
exceed a reinforced platoon.

After the exercise is over, the company com-
mander should conduct a post-exercise analysis. He
takes the information of the controllers, the review,
and his own observations, and decides what to do
next. He now can determine what kind of remedial
training is necessary if individual or group skills need
to be refreshed. Or, he may determine that some
other types of tactical exercises should be planned to
correct the training deficiencies.
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Training Trainers
to Train

INTRODUCTION: This appendix provides guidance
on the training of trainers. Unless officers and
noncommissioned officers receive the training that
will enable them to prepare and conduct training
properly, it is unlikely that training will be either
efficient or effective. While most "trainers" have
received some formal training in "methods of military
instruction" many of them, as yet, have not received
training in how to prepare and conduct perfor-
mance-oriented training in accordance with the
concepts and procedures emphasized in this manual.

To make your trainers' course logical and

progressive, it is recommended that you break the
training into two major parts. The first part should be
designed to teach trainers how to prepare training;
the second, how to conduct training. Two lesson
plans designed to accomplish this are included in this
appendix. Note that the first lesson plan (Training
Trainers to Prepare Training) places great stress on
individual study and work. It requires the trainer to
read and study this manual and to complete the
practical exercises in appendix A. Finally, the trainer
must prepare a lesson plan which includes all of the
elements contained in the sample lesson plan3 at
appendix H. This is, of course, precisely what cach
trainer must do to prepare training.

The second lesson plan requires the trainers to
actually conduct a short training session using the
three phases of performance-oriented training.

The four-part TV tap described in this lesson plan
is used to demonstrate how to (and how not to)
conduct training. It has been distributed to all service
schools, training centers and noncommissioned
officer academies. Units and other Army agencies
who desire to use it in their trainers' course may
obtain a copy of the tape by submitting five copies of
TRADOC Form 517-R, "Video Tape Dub Request"
through their local TASO to:

Directorate of Educational Technology
ATM: ATSH-DET-TASO
Fort Banning, GA 31905
(AUTOVON 835-4385/2559)

A one 60-minute blank 3/4 inch video cassette or
two 30-minute 1/2 inch video cassettes must be
inclosed with each request. The blank cassettes are
normally furnished by the local TASO. (NOTE: The
1/2 inch tape may be played on the Sony TVT
equipment which has been distributed to many
Active Army and Reserve Component units). A
completed tape dub request with the correct tape
numbers and titles is at figure 59. A trainer's guide to
using the four-part tape is included with the second
lesson plan.

To facilitate understanding, the trainer should
initially prepare an individua/ training session for
relatively simple skills. As proficiency increases,
training can progress to more complex trainer skills
including the preparation and conduct of collective
training.

By completing successfully the trainers' course
specified in this appendix, each trainer will acquire
the fundamental skills necessary to tackle more
complex training problems. Unit commanders are
encouraged to continue the development of their
trainers particularly in those training techniqucs
which will best accomplish the unit's training
objectives. For example, combat arms trainers in the
Reserve Component should master the techniques of
preparing and conducting a tactical exercise without
troops (TEWT) described in appendix E. This is

because the TEWT is a highly effective technique for
leader training and does not require extensive training
resources to conduct. Similarly, engagement simula-
tion techniques now available to many units can add
the kind of realism that can make training exciting,
fun, and more important, effective. Remember,
however, these techniques will be understood and
applied only after each trainer has learned the basic
concepts and techniques used to prepare and conduct
training properly.
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.....=.., ,
VIDEO T.APE DUB REOUFST

TRADOC Pdrn 350-34
THRU

Your local TASO

TO
Directorate of Educational
Technology
ATTN: ATSH-DET-TASO
Fort Benning, GA 31905
(AFITCIVC)N R15-4185/7559

FROM

Your unit address

TRADOC NUMBER TITLE
PURPOSE

P T 0

071-0617 UTRAIN I

071-0618 UTRAIN II

071-0619 UTRAIN III

071-0643 UTRAIN IV X

,
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS OR REMARKS:
Local TASO: Request approval of the above tape dub request. If approved furnish

TASO Fort Benning with (1) 60-min color video cassette 3/4-inch or
(2) 30 min color video cassettes 1/2-inch.

"TASO Ft Benning: Request UTRAIN I-IV be dubbed on inclosed cassette and returnhn finit

Video tapes requested
for preview and not incorporated into scheduled
playback distribution will be returned to addressEc
withir. 30 days of receipt of tapes.

SIGNATURE Of RIEQUIESTOR

Signature of unit commander
TYPED NAME, GRADE. AND TITLII

Unit Commander
TELE nioNs NO DATE

TRADOC 517R
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LESSON PLAN -- TRAINING TRAINERS TO PREPARE TRAINING

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

APPENDIX F-

TASK: Each trainer will prepare an individual training
session.

CONDITIONS: Given complete commander's training
guidance that includes:
--A commander's training objective specifying the

task to be performed, performance conditions
and the training standard the soldiers must
meet or exceed. (Note: The commander's
objective should be complex enough to requirc
the development of at least one intermediate
training objective.)

--Who will receive the training.
--When the training will be conducted.
- -Where the training will be conducted.
--Reasons for training.
-Coordinating instructions for resources to be
obtained, if applicable.

TRAINING STANDARD: Trainer must complete a lesson plan
which includes all elements of a lesson plan
described in appendix G. All intermediate
objectives must support the commander's objective
and be written in performance terms (i.e., task,
conditions, and training standard). The activity
sequence and time estimates must provide for
conducting all three phases of performance train-
ing (i.e., Phase I-State objective(s) , explain
and demonstrate, if necessary, how to perform
objective(s) ; Phase II-Practice; Phase III-Test).

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Intermediate Training Objective 1

TASK: Each trainer will develop (write) one or more
intermediate training objectives.

CONDITIONS: Given a complete commander's objective
requiring the development of at least one
intermediate training objective.
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TRAINING STANDARD: Each intermediate training objective
developed must contain the following elements:
-A task statement performed as a part of the
commander's objective.
-A conditions statement that describes the
conditions under which the task must be per-
formed. The conditions must be cons_stent with
the conditions of the commander's objective.
-A measurable training standard that clearly
ddscribes how well the soldiers to be trained
must perform the objective. The training
standard must be consistent (neither too
relaxed nor stringenc) with the training stanai-
of the commander's objective.

Intermediate Training Objective 2

TASK: Each trainer will determine the training required.

CONDITIONS: Given: (1) a complete commander's training
objective and its list of intermediate training
objectives (each of which specify a task,
conditions and measurable training standard) , and
(2) information about the past performance results
for each intermediate training objective.

TRAINING STANDARD: Consistent with the information
provided, trainer correctly selects all inter-
mediate training objectives for which further
training is needed.

Intdrmediate Training Obiective 3

TASK: Each trainer will estimate the time the other
resources needed to conduct training.

CONDITICNS: Given: (1) complete commander's training
guidance, (2) the intermediate training
objective(s) for which further training is
needed; (3) information about the current
proficiency of the soldiers to be trained with
respect to the intermediate training objective(s);
(4) information about the available training
resources (e.g., time, equipment, facilities,
assistant trainers, training aids and devices).

TRAINING STANDARD: Well enough to estimate the time
and other resources required to:
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(1) State the purpose of training and explain
and demonstrate, if needed, how to perform
each intermediate training objective and
the commander's training objective.

(2) Permit the soldiers undergoing training to
practice each objective to acquire the
proficiency required to meet established
training standard.

'3) Test the soldiers' ability to perform each
objective and meet the established training
standards.

C. i,,, L;TRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS (To be completed by unit)

1. When training wir. be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will .7.e trained:

4. Principal and Assistant Trainers:

5. Training Aids and Equipment Used: One handout per
student specifying complete commander's training guidance
for an individual task.

6. References: FM 21-6, How to Prepare and Conduct
Military Training.

D. SEQUENCE (of) ACTIVITY (and) ESTIMATED TIME

1. State the training objective and
each intermediate training objective.
Explain that each student trainer
will learn how to perform the objec-
tives largely tnrough his own efforts.
Specifically, each student, working
at his own pace, will prepare a
training session by developing a
lesson plan that contains all
elements of a lesson plan described
in appendix G. To accomplish this,
each student should:

a. Read and study Chapters
1, 2, & 3 and appendixes A,
C, D, and G of FM 21-6.
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b. Complete practical exercise
on writing training objectives
at appendix B.

c. Based on commander's
training guidance, research
appropriate training literature
(e.g., FMs, TCs, etc.) and
develop a complete lesson plan.

Indicat-3 that if anyone has questions
during his self-paced work, come and
discuss with the principal trainer.

2. Each stuqent is provided with
ccmplete commander's training guidance
and is tcld to prepare training
including a complete lesson plan.
Each student works at his own pace
studying FM 21-6 to learn how to pre-
pare training. Each student then
prepares a lesson plan for the
training required by the commander's
guidance.

30 min

Each stu:acnt
works at own
pace. Approx-
imately 8
nours spread
over a 1 week
period is
recommended
for planning
purposes.

3. Each student meets individually
with principal trainer. The trainer
acting as the commander, evaluates the
quality and completeness of the
student's lesson plan. Depending on
results of evaluation student meets
training standard or, if not, is given
additional work to complete to correct
deficiencies. 30 min

Total Time

E. SAFETY RESTRICTIONS: None

1 hour with
principal
trainer and 8
hours over 1
week period
of self-paced
study and work.

F. (Additional comments and information required icr. local
SOPs). To be completed by the unit.
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LESSON PLAN TRAINING TRAINERS TO CONDUCT TRAINING

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each trainer will conduct an individual
training session.

CONDITIONS: Given: (1) a complete lesson plan
containing all elements of a lesson plan
described in appendix G of FM 21-6,
(2) ,ufficient time to study the lesson plan
and -n rehearse the training, (3) any equip-
ment and materiel necessary to conduct the
training. (Note: For examples of lesson
plans suitable for use in this training see
inclosures 1 2 of this lesson plan.)

TRAINING STANDARD: Trainer must train soldiers
undergoing training (other student trainers)
to perform the commander's training objective
successfully (i.e., meet or exceed training
standard specified).

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Intermediate Training Objective 1

TASK: Each trainer will conduct Phase I (explanation
and demonstration) of an individual training
session.

CONDITIONS: Given (1) a complete lesson plan for an
individual task, (2) sufficient time to study
and rehearse the training and (3) any
equipment and materials necessary to conduct
the training.

TRAINING STANDARD: During Phase I, trainer accom-
plished the following:
--Told the soldiers the training objective(s)

including the standards of performance
that they must meet.

--Demonstrated, if applicable, how to perform
the objective(s) from the soldiers point
of view.

--Demonstrated, if applicable, in a location
that allowed all soldiers to see well.
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--Demonstrated, if applicable, each step of
the objective in the order performed.
-Gave all information necessary for the
performance of each step.

- -Where appropriate, required soldier to
perform each step immediately after showing
and explaining how to do it.

- -Avoided giving unnecessary information.
--Paced the demonstration, if applicable,

in accordance with the soldiers' learning
ability.

Intermediate Training Objective 2

TASK: Each trainer will conduct Phase II (practice)
of an individual training session.

CONDITIONS: Given (1) a complete lesson plan for an
individual task, (2) sufficient time to study
and rehearse the training and (3) sufficient
equipment and materials to permit all of the
soldiers undergoing training to practice.

TRAINING STANDARD: During Phase II, trainer accom-
plished the following:
- -If not conducted in Phase I, conducted a
walk-through of each objective.

- -Corrected soldiers if they made errors.
- -Told soldiers what to do when they needed

that kind of help.
--Showed soldiers what to do when they needed

that kind of help.
- -Told the soldiers when they were ready for

individual skill practice.
- -Used faster learners to help slower learners.
--Supervised practice to insure each soldier
received sufficient practice to perform
successfully the training objective(s).

Intermediate Training Objective 3

TASK: Each trainer will conduct Phase III (Test) of
an individual training session.

CONDITIONS: Given: (1) a complete lesson plan for
an individual task, (2) sufficient time to
study and rehearse the training and (3) any
equipment and materials necessary for the test.
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TRAINING STANDARD: During Phase III, trainer accom-
plished the following:
--Explained/read testing instruction clearly
and slowly to soldiers being tested.

--Observed complete performance of soldiers
being tested.

--Avoided correcting errors of soldiers being
tested until test was finished.

--Arranged testing conditions so soldiers could
not copy each other.

--At completion of test explained error(s)
committed, if any, and if any soldier did
not meet standards specified, assigned him
to an assistant or peer trainer for remedial
training (time permitting).

Intermediate Training Objective 4

TASK: Each trainer will evaluate an individual
training session.

CONDITIONS: Given an opportunity to observe an
entire training session conducted by a student
trainer.

TRAINING STANDARD: Well enough to determine if the
training session was effective (i.e., whether
each soldier undergoing training can meet or
exceed the training standards specified in the

aining objective) and if they cannot, why not.
(NOTE: To obtain answers to the latter, use
the training standards of intermediate training
objective 1, 2 and 3).

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS: (To be completed by unit)

1. When training will be given.

2. Training location.

3. Who will be trained.

4. Principal and Assistant Trainers: (NOTE: This
training is designed to be taught in small groups of
about 10 students per trainer. This will permit
,rganization of the training session so that one
student conducts training while five students act as
soldiers undergoing training and four students
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evaluate the training conducted. Positions are
rotated until each student has conducted one training
session.)

5. Training Aids and Equipment Used:

a. 3/4-inch TV Tape player (e.g., Sony VP 1000),
color TV, hook up cables and TV stand or Sony
TVT 1/2-inch tape player, TV monitor and equip-
ment.

b. Four-part TV tape, "UTRAIN 1 IV either
3/4-inch or 1/2-inch depending on playback
equipment to be used. (NOTE: instructions for
obtaining four part tape is contained in
appendix F, FM 21-6.)

c. One copy FM 21-6 per student.

d. Ten different complete lesson plans for
individual tasks (relatively simple) which can
be taught in 20-30 minutes. (NOTE: See
inclosure 1 & 2 to this lesson plan for examples)

e. All equipment and materials listed in lesson
plans to be used by student trainers (sufficent
to conduct training for five soldiers).

6. References: FM 21-6, How to Prepare and Conduct
Military Training.

D. SEQUENCE (of) ACTIVITY (and) ESTIMATED TIME

1. State the training objective.
Explain that each student will conduct
a short (20-30 min) training session
in which he must meet the training
standard specified. State each
intermediate objective. Ask students
to evaluate each of the four parts
of TV tape (UTRAIN I-IV) with respect
to training standards of the inter-
mediate objectives. After showing
each part of the TV tape, discuss how
training was conducted in terms of
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what was done correctly and what
errors were made. (NOTE: Use guide
to using TV tape at inclosure 3).

2. Provide each student with a
complete lesson plan (see inclosure
J & 2 for examples) and all equip-
ment and materials necessary to
conduct the training required by
the plan. Permit each student to
rehearse (practice) his training
session. Supervise practice,
answer questions.

3. Test each student by requiring
each to conduct the training required
in the lesson plan. Use other students
to act as soldiers undergoing training
(approx five) and as training eval-
uators (approx four) . Rotate positions
until each student has conducted a
training session. (NOTE: Have student
evaluators use the training standards
of the objectives to make these eval-
uations. Have students critique
each session and then summarize.
Give GO/NO GO rating in terms of
commander's training objective.)

Total Time

APPENDIX F

120 min
(includes 10
min break)

120 min

30 min per
st,dent and
10 min break
each hour of
350 min

9 hrs 50 min

E. SAFETY RESTRICTIONS: None

F. (Additional Comments and information r quired by local
SOPs). To be completed by the unit.
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Inclosure 1 to Lesson Plan: Training Trainers to
Conduct Training

EXAMPLE LESSON PLAN FOR CONDUCT OF STUDENT TRAINING
SESSION

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each soldier will apply an individual
battle dressing.

CONDITIONS: Given an individual battle dressing,
a subject individual (or practice dummy),
and a narrative description of wound
location.

TRAINING STANDARD:

1. Dressing must be applied within 2 minutes.

2. Dressing must be applied without touching
(contaminating) sterile side of dressing.

3. Dressing must cover described wound.

4. Student must apply pressure to the wound
either with the attached bandages or with
the hand over the dressing, until it is
determined by the trainer that bleeding has
stopped.

5. The bandages must be wrapped around the
dressing and the wounded limb and tied
securely over the dressing.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVES: NONE

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS: to be completed by unit)

1. When training will be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant trainers:

3. Training aids and equipment: one individual
battle dressing per soldier.
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6. Reference: FM 21-11, May . 26,

figure 13.

D. SEQUENCE (of) ACTIVITY (and) ESTIMATED TIME

1. State training objective and reason 1 min
for learning the task.

2. Demonstrate applying the dressing. 3 min

3. Conduct walk-through by having the 4 min
students switch positions and apply the
dressing step by step. Have each
student go through a walk-through as
the individual applying the dressing.

4. Conduct practice session until
students feel they are ready to be
tested.

3 min

5. Test students individually. 3 min

6. Retrain and retest students who 1 min

are NO-GO.

TOTAL 15 min

E. SAFETY RESTRICTIONS: NONE

F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INFORMATI.X. NONE
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Inclosure 2 to Lesson Plan: Training Trainers to Conduct
Training

EXAMPLE LESSON PLAN FOR CONDUCT OF STUDENT TRAINING SESSION

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each soldier will conduct immediate action for
an M72A2 light ;mtitank weapon (LAW)

CONDITIONS: Given an expended M72A2 launcher, the
direction of the target, and the following
instructions: "Your LAW has Dust misfired.
Take the appropriate action."

TRAINING STANDARD: Soldier performs the following in
sequence without error or omission:

1. Keeping launcher trained on target soldier
waits 10 seconds*, then places the safety on
"SAFE" and removes launcher from his shoulder.

2. Soldier waits 1 minute*, then collapses
launcher approximately 4 inches, re-extends
the launcher, and attempts to fire.

3. If launcher does not fire (trainer indicates)
soldier waits 10 seconds* and returns safety to
"SAFE". Keeping launcher trained on target, he
waits at least 1 minute and if LAW has not
fired he discards LAW IAW unit SOP.

*times are approximate.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVES: NONE

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS (To be completed by unit)

1. When training win be given:

2. Training location:

3. Who will be trained:

4. Principal and assistant trainers:

5. Training aids and equipment: one expended M72A2
launcher per soldier.
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6. Reference: FM 23-33, Jul 70, page 11.
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D. SEQUENCE (of) ACTIVITY (and) ESTIMATED TIME

1. State training objective and reason fo,: 1 min
learning the task.

2. Demonstrate the immediate action drill, 3 min
emphasizing key points.

3. Conduct walk-through, insuring each 3 min
student performs each step fully.

4. Conduct practice until all students are 3 min

ready to be tested.

5. Test students individually. Students 3 min
not being tested may observe test in
progress.

6. Retrain and retest students who are 2 min

NO-GO.

TOTAL

E. SAFETY RESTRICTIONS: NONE

F. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INFORMATION: NONE
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Iliclosure 3 to Lesson Plan: Training Trainers to
Conduct Training

GUIDE TO DISCUSSION OF UTRAIN TV TAPES

During discussion of the UTRAIN TV tapes, these errors
and teaching points should be brought out by either the
students or the trainer. Errors are aoted by an asterisk
(*) and hal'e been intentionally written into the TV
scripts to promote discussion. Some errors are noted as
technical errors. These are errors in doctrine which
illustrate that performance-oriented trainers can
effectively teach erroneous information. Technical
accuracy on the part of the trainer should be emphasized.
The items listed without asterisks do not include all of
the things done properly by the trainer. UTRAIN IV is
the best example of a properly conducted training session.

UTRAIN I (Lensatic Compass)

* training objective and task statement unclear.
* failed to demonstrate properly.

(technical) improper holding of compass.
(technical) improper night setting technique.

* gave extraneous information not associated with task
accomplishment.

* failed to walk-through.
* failed to practice.
* failed to test.

UTRAIN II (M203 Grenade Launcher)

* did not state training objective in performance terms--
(i.e., in terms of task, conditions and training
standard)

* (technical) weapons improperly positioned with ejection
ports down.
varied conditions for performance.

* (technical) failed to clear M16A1 rifle before clearing
M203.

* expressed impatience with student.
* used negative reinforcement (sarcasm).
* failed to coach.
* (technical) erroneously taught removal of handguard as
daily maintenance.
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* failed to return equipment to its original condition
when coaching.

* used questions to check student understanding.
* used positive reinforcement.
* failed to walk through.
* failed to practice.
* failed to test.

UTRAIN III (M60 Machinegun)

gave complete orientation on conduct of training
session.
emphasized key points and safety.

* (t9chnical) failed to teach clearing the weapon.
* failed to return equinment to its original condition
when coaching.

* failed to demonstrate from student viewpoint.
practiced during demonstration phase (illustrates
flexibility).
checked individual performance and used positiv..1.2
reinforcement.
used questions to check student understanding.
varied conditions for performance (setting sights).

* (technical) told students to set sights at 550 meters
(not possible).

* (technical) failed to ease bolt forward when clearing
weapon.
students practiced at their own pace.
announced test condtions and standards.

* made correction during test.
announced NO-GO and identified student errors.

* failed to tell NO-GO students error(s) they made and
to arrange for remedial training.

UTRAIN IV (Cal .45 Pistol)

stated training objective/reason for learning/conduct
of class excellent.

* (technical) used slide/barrel and clockwise/counter-
clockwise interchangeably.

* (technical) cleared weapons while oointing at each
other .
answered relevant questions.

* failed to defer irrelevant questions--gave technically
incorre.:!t answer.
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Sample Lesscn Plans

The lesson plan is the trainer's game plan. It is

developed during the preparation phase of training.
Lesson plans are not designed to record every word of
a trainer's presentation. Rather, the lesson plan
provides a practical, economical aid to preparing
training. The lesson plan, properly constructed, also
provides a means to record the specific training
conducted and to assist future trainers in preparing
training. Lesson plans can be supplemented by
informal trainer notes to assist the trainer in

preparing the Phase I (explanation & demonstration)

portion of a training session. Trainer notes may
include important opening and closing statements,
prompters, or other reminders (e.g., slide sequence)
and key statc merits pertaining to safety. They are
particularly helpful when conducting a rehearsal.

Because teainer notes are designed to meet eath
individual trainer's specific needs, no particular
format is recommended.

The following minimum information is re-

commended for inclusion in the lesson plans.

MINIMUM INFORMATION TO BE
INCLUDED IN THE LESSON FLAN

The Commander's Training Objective(s).

All Intermediate Training Objectives (if any) listed in the
sequence to be taught.

Administrative instructions.

When the training will be cunducted.

Training location.

Who will be trained.

Principal and assistant triners.

Training aids, devices and equipment to be used.

References.

Training sequence anti time estimate.

Safety restrictions.

Additional information required by local SOPs.

Two examples of completed lesson plans are

provided to assist your understanding. See appendix
F for additional examples.

SAMPLE LESSON PLAN 1 -- MILITARY JUSTICE TRAINING FOR NCOs

A.

156

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Training Objective 1

TASK: Each NCO will advise a soldier of his basic legal
rights under UCMJ (Article 31 and legal right to
counsel).

CONDITIONS: Given a special situation and an extract of
Article 31, UCMJ or Appendix D, DA Pam 27-14,
March 1973, "Procedures for Interrogating
Persons Accused of or Suspected of Committing a
Criminal Offense."
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TRAINING STANDARD: The reading/explanation of the rights
must include the following: (1) a soldier is
presumed innocent until proven in a court of law
that he is guilty, (2) a soldier does not have to
incriminate himself, (3) a soldier has a right to
legal counsel.

NOTE: The soldier's rights must be fully explained to
him to insure that any evidence obtained or state-
ments made are admissable in a trial by court
martial. This must be dc,ne before any questioning
is conducted that may result in logal charges
being brought against the soldier. The training
standard vill be met if the NCO uses either
Appendix D, DA Pam 27-14, or a locally produced
extract of Appendix D, containir.4 all essential
elements of information, and approved by a Judge
Advocate General officer. The NCO need not
memorize Appendix D, but he should read it, or
the locally produced substitute, to the soldier
verbatim.

Training Objective 2

TASK: Determine if a legal search is permitted.

CONDITIONS: Given a special situation in which a legal
search may or may not be authorized, the Manual
for Court:, Martial, 1969, (Rev.), and DA Pam
27-14, March 1973.

TRAINING STANDARD: Based upon the situation presented,
the NCO must determine if a legal search is
authorized based on one of the following:

1. Search authorized hy a commander based upon
probable cause.

2. Search incident to apprehension of a soldier.

3. Individual consents to search.

4. Search to prevent a removal or destruction
of criminal goods.

5. Pursuant to a war,ant.

NOTE: It should be emphasized that the NCO will rarely
if ever -onduct a s'arch. This training
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objective is included primarily to give the NCO
background information in order for him to make
a recommendation to conduct a search or to prevent
the destruction or removal of criminal goods.

Training Objective 3

TA7K: Each NCO will advise an accused soldier of his
rights under Article 15, UCMJ.

CONDITIONS: Given a special situation in which an
accuse L. soldier is offered an Article 15 by the
commander and has asked the NCO for his advice,
DA Pam 27-14, March, 1973, and the Manual for
Courts Martial, 1969, (Rev.).

TRAINING STANDARD: The NCO's explanation of the soldier's
rights under Article 15 must include the following:

1. The nature of the incident under UCMJ.

2. Right to demand trial by court martial.

3. Right to present evidence in extenuation,
mitigation, and defense, together with the meaning
of these terms.

4. Right consult with a military lawyer.

5. Right to public hearing.

6. Types and severity of punishment.

7. Rightr of appeal.

TraininIAILjective

TASK: Each NCO will advise an accused soldier of the
typet: of courts martial and the punishments
permitted under each type.

CONDITIONS: Given DA Pam 27-14, March 1973, the Manpal
rbr Courts Martial, 1969, (Rev.) and a npecial
TiTiraTori-TriwhicT the soldier is seeking infor-
mation about courts martial lnd thc. puninhmentn
permitted under each typo.

TRAINING STANDARD: The explanation will Include the
'Three typen of courtn martial and the maximum
punishment which each may impone. Then° tr(!:
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1. Summary: one month confinement at hard
labor, E-4 or below (no confinement for E-5 and
above) ; reduction to lowest enlisted grade (one
grade reduction for E-5 and above) , and two-
thirds forfeiture of one month's pay.

2. Special: Bad conduct discharge (if so
designated) , six months confinement at hard
labor (if enlisted) , reduction to lowest enlisted
grade, and forfeiture of two-thirds pay for six

months.

3. General: Dishonorable discharge or bad
conduct discharge and confinement at hard labor
depending on the offense. No punishment can
exceed that designated by Congress as maximum
punishment for this specific offense. See tables
of maximum punishment, para 127, Manual for Courts

Martial.

B. INTERMEDIATE TRATNiNG OBJECTIVES: NONE

C. ADMINTSTRATIVF INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given: 0800-1200 hrs, 1300-

1400 hrs, 4 Sep 75.

2. Training location: Company classroom (Rldq 689).

3. Who will be trained: 11 won.

4. Principal and Asnistant Trainers: CPT Baker (C())

and SP6 Jones (Bn legal clerk).

5. Training Aids:

15 DA Pam 27-1.4
Manual.torCotirts ,Mari:L;ci

15 Handout spocral rituations/practical exercises

6. References: Manual for Courts Martial, Appendix D,
DA Pam 27-1.4.

n. SEQUENCE (.of ) ACTIVITY (and) ESTIMATED TFME

1. State the first training ohje(.Live.
Explain and demonstrate how to WIVISil a
soldier of his basic legal rights (Afticle
11 and lwjal right to counsel).

1 59
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2. Give the NCOs a practical exercisc
which requires them to explain the bu.
legal rights to a soldier.

3. State the second training objective.
Explain and demonstrate how and when the
NCO would either conduct or recommend that
a search be conducted.

4. Present a series of practical exercises
that require the NCO to determine if a legal
search is justified for the situation
presented.

5. State the third training objective.
Explain and demonstrate how a soldier is
advised of his rights under Article 15,
UCMJ.

6. Present a series of practical exercises
in which an accused soldier is offered an
Article 15 by the commander and has asked
for th NCO's advice concerning the sol.dier's
rights under Article 15.

7. r.-;Lat the fourth training objective.
Vxplain and demonstrate how to advise a
soldier about the Lypen of courtn martiTi1.

Prenont series or practical exercises
in which the NCO advises a soldier about the
fypen of courtn-mnrtil.

20 rnin

30 min

40 min

10 min

40 min

1.0 m n

9. Tonf fiCO'n ii I y ro perform eilch ';0 min
of IThe lour Li-dining ohjectivon

250 mi.nn
or 5

fifty min
sessions.

v% 14;;;TPfuT1014:;: None

v. (Addit eommenfn wi(f I ir:!d hy loeol
:;(fl,n).
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SAMPLE LESSON PIAN 2 -- REQUESTING AND ADJUSTING 4.2 INCH

MORTAR FIRE

A. TRAINING OBJECTIVE

TASK: Each squad leader will request and adjust 4.2

inch mortar fire,

CONDITIONS: as a ground observer, given a 1:50,000
map, a lensatic compass, binoculars, a radio,
and a designated, observable point target
(targets may vary in range from 1000 to 4000

meters) , using the grid coordinates/direction
method and the bracketing method of adjustment.

TRAINING STANDARD: Location of target and the initial
request for fire must be made within 3 minutes
after the target has been designated. Adjust-
ments must be made within 15 seconds after the
round impacts. Target must be hit (round must
land within 25 meters of target) in not more
than 4 adjustments.

B INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Intermediate Training Objective 1

TASK: Each squad leader will determine the magnetic
azimuth (direction) from his location to a

target,

CONDITIONS: as a ground observer, given a designated,
observable point target (range may vary from

1000 to 4000 meters) , and a lensatic compass.

TRAINING STANDARD: The correct magnetic azimuth (4- 3

degrees) must be reported within 30 seconds
after the target ha:i been designated.

Intermediate TraialuObjective 2

TASK: Each squad leader will estimate a target's

grid coordinte location,
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CONDITIONS: as a ground observer, given a 1:50,000
map, binoculars, and a designated, observable
point target (targets may vary in range from
1000 to 4000 meters).

TRAINING STANDARD: An 8-digit grid coordinate loca-
tion of the target must be reported within 1

minute after the target has been designated and
to the following accuracy: Actual 8-digit
location of target is + 15 percent of the
ground distance from the observer to the target
(e.g., if target is 1000 meters from the observer
the location must be reported within 150 meters
of the actual location).

Intermediate Training Objective 3

TASK: Each squad leader will make an initial fire
request (call for fire),

CONDITIONS: as a ground observer, given a 1:50,000 mad,
a lensatic compass, radio, and a designated,
observable point target (target may vary in range
from 1000 to 4000 meters) , employing the grid
coordinates/direction method.

TRAINING STANDARD:
(1) Request for fire must be made w.':
minutes after the target has been ed.

(2) Request must include all six
, .-incti; of

the fire request.

(3) Radio procedures must adhere ') trio )ce-
dures specified in FM 23-91, "MortiI ry,"
(December 1971) , pages 5-1 through 4.

(4) Target location must be reporte- to the
following accuracy: Actual 8-digit ;c-atiol of
point target, + 15 percent (1 the grouAd
distance from the observer t- the tar2et.

(5) Obsezvee target's macjnetic azimuth (direction)
must be reported within 3 e'grees of the actual'
magnetic azimuth.
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Intermediate Training Objective 4

TASK: Each squad leader will adjust 4.2 inch mortar
fire,

CONDITIONS: as a ground observer, given i radio,

binoculars, a designated target (1-. get may vary
from 1000 to 4000 meters) , and a 7r)tti:.g round
which has just landed and requires adjustment
employing the bracketing method o ;Idjustment.

TRAINING STANDARD: Subsequent correctloo must be made
within 15 seconds after the inifi round lands
(spotting) . Observer must place e:fect on target
(e.g., round must land within 25 meters of t37.-et)
in not more than 4 adjustments af'-ar observer .aas

obtained a positive range sensirc.

C. ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

1. When training will be given: 1300-1"0' hr: 25 Sep

73.

2. Training location: Training Area K
XT 6837).

3. Who will be trained: 13 squad le:der,;,

4. Principal and Assistant TraineL2: Lt Bolen (PT),
51CT Baker, SGT Evans and SGT

5. Listing of all training aids ..ed during the instruc-

tion. These mus be coordinated z.;airst the equipment
stated in the CONDITIONS element of the training
objective.

6. References: FM 23-91, Mc....ar Gunnery, Dec 71

D. SEQUENCE (of) ACTIVITY (and) ESTIMATED TIME

1. State Ihe commandel:"s trainip
o':)jective -nd then state the inte
mediate trining objetiver while
demonstratLng how to request and
adjust 4.2 inch mortar fire. Point
out each step and the intermediate
training objective in the process
AS you come to it.

170

15 min
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SEQUENCE (of) ACTIVITY (and) ESTIMATED TIME

2. Insure that students can determine
target locations and observer-target
azimuths. If not, practice this until
they can.

3. Explain the elem..1-J the call
for fire and then break class into
three groups (maintain unit integrity
if possible) . Have each group master
fire requests on chalkboards with the
groups competing against each other
by calling for fire on a radio to a
simulated FDC.*

4. Explain how to spot rounds and
calculate corrections and then break
class into three groups. Have each
group spot rounds, make range changes
and correct deviations using a puff
board.*

5. Have the groups practice requesting
and adjusting 4.2 inch mortar fire on a
puff board until each NCO can meet the
prescribed standards of the commander's
training objective. Then, test their
performance using 14-)e mortar fire.
Once this has been accomplished, release
the class, or keep working on speed
and precision.

15 min

77 min

52 min

70 min

6. Movement between concurrent stations. 11 min

240 min or 4 hours

E. SAFETY RESTRICTIONS

Coordinate with range control, Bldg 39, for complete
instructions on range fans. Area K requires: Range
flag during firing, road guard at XT 681379, opening

*Have the groups compete with each other once they
have grasped the procedure.
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and closing of firing by an officer, and reporting
of any malfunctioning rounds. Safety Officer will
be present, in addition to the Principal Trainer.

F. (Additional comments and information required by
local SOPs).

172
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Index and Glossary
of Training Terms

ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULE (ASubjScd): A Department of Army publication that provides guidance to
trainers for the preparation and scheduling of branch, general, or MOS training in a particular subji,ct as outlined
in ATPs. (p. 78)

ARMY TRAINING AND EVALUATION PROGRAM (ARTEP): Publications currently being developed and
validated that will replace applicable Army Training Programs (ATP) and Army Training Tests (ATT) for Active
Army and Reserve Component units when approved by appropriate authority. Each ARTEP provides a listing of
training and evaluation outlines that contain minimum collective training objectives and guidance pertaining to
specific missions. When supplemented with appropriate directive it serves as the basis for formal evaluation by
which the training readiness of a particular unit and diagnosis of future training requirements can be determined.
(p. 16; purpose and organization - p. 31; using to prepare and conduct equipment oriented training p. 47-50;
using to conduct tactical collective training p. 70.72; p. 78; p. 79)

ARMY TRAINING PROGRAM (ATP): A Department of Army publication outlining the minimum essential
training for individuals and units in Active Army and Reserve Components who are undergoing a formal phase of
training. ATPs are guides/references for units conducting Operational Readiness Training (ORT). ATPs prescribe
the number of hours for [raining in specific subjects and they list the supporting Army Subject Schedules and/or
related references and training aids. Because they are not written in performance terms, ATPs do not meet the
peacetime training needs of the Active Army and Reserve Components. ATPs are being replaced by ARTEP. (p.
16; p. 78)

ARMY TRAINING TEST (ATT): A Department of Army publication which provides guidance for testing, under
simulated combat conditions, of individuals and units up to and including battalions. ATTs are administered
during and following the three formal phases of training: BCT, BUT, and AUT. In addition, ATTs can be used as
a guide for writing an Operational Readiness Training Test (ORTT). Because they are not written in performance
Wrms and are not suitable for peacetime Active Army and Reserve Component training, ATTs are being replaced
by ARTEP. (p. 16; p. 78)

ASSISTANT TRAINER: Person or persons who help the principal trainer prepare and conduct an individual or
collective training session. (essential role of p. 52)

AUDIO-VISUAL: An adjective used to describe the technology, material, programing and activities related to
photography; optical and electronic information presentation; television; sound reinforcement (public address);
visual and audio lecording and reproduction; and distribution and employment of these media. (use with TEC -

App C)

BACKWARD PLANNING PROCESS: A 3-step process that will help trainers prepare and conduct individual and
collective training properly. (applied to individual training Ch 3; applied to equipment-oriented collective
training Ch 4; apphed to tactical collective training Ch 6)

COLLECTIVE TRAINING: Training, either in institutions or units that prepares a group of individuals (crews,
teams, squads, platoons, etc.) to accomplish tasks required of the group as an entity. (introduction to Ch 4;
equipment.oriented Ch 5; tactical collective Ch 6)

COMBAT READINESS: Synonymous with operational roadiness with respect to missions or functions
performed in combat; ci.pability of a unit to pe,form its assigned missions as derived through plans. The status of
personnel, equipment, supplies, maintenance facilities, and training is considered in determining this capability.
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COMMAND POST EXERCISE: This exercise is designed to train leaders and staff officers to plan and execute
tactical operations without requiring the presence and participation of the soldiers in the unit. (p. 62; how to
prepare and conduct App E)

COMMANDER'S TRAINING GUIDANCE: Specific information a commander should provide a trainer to
permit that trainer to prepare and conduct training properly. The guidance should include: the commander's
training objective(s); to whom; when and where the training will be given; the reasons why the commander
decided the training was needed. (described p. 9; example of equipment-oriented collective training p. 34;

examples of tactical training guidance - p. 54)

COMMANDER'S TRAINING OBJECT iVE: An objective written in performance terms (i.e., task, condition and
training standards) developed or selected, by a commander/training manager that specifies the terminal
performance(s) the soldiers undergoing training must meet or ex ceed. (examples of - p. 9, p. 12-13, p. 35;
examples of refinement p. 58)

CONDITION(S): See Training Objective

CONFERENCE: One of Vie principle presentation techniques used during Phase I of a training session. It is, in

effect, a variation of the lecture designed to permit and encourage greater soldier participation. The conference
method p-ovides a vehicle for group problem solving and decision making. The conference can take advantage of
the ideas and experiences of soldiers being trained. (explained, advantages and limitations, and tips on conducting

p. 99-100)

CONVENTIONAL TRAINING: Instructor-oriented training approach that primarily relies on presentation
techniques to teach skills and knowledge. Conventional training does not focus on soldier performance or training
to specified standards. (differences with performance-oriented training - p. 7)

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES: See extension training materials. (service school furnished p. 83)

DECENTRALIZED TRAINING: Decentralized training reles the authority. and responsibility tot the detailed
planning, conduct, and internal evaluation of training to battalion or separate company level Brigade

headquarters and above retain the responsibility for providing mission type guidance to their subordinate units,
allocating training resources, coordination, and the broad supervision/evaluation of training. This term ..lso
applies to how training may be conducted at company, battery or troop level,

DEMONSTRATION: One of the principle presentation techniques used during Phase I of the training session.
Demonstrations are designed to -I,ow soldiers what they are expected to do and how to do it. Demonstrations
include: displays, field or troop IA monstrations, training films, TV tapes and skits. (explained, advantages and
limitations, and tips on conducting p. 100-101)

DISPLAYS: A form of demonstration used to provide, through visual means, specific information to soldiers.
(described and how to use p. 100)

ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION: A family of training techniques and equipment designed to realistically simulate
the lethality and casualty producing ef fects of modern weapons in two-sided, free play tactical training exercises.
(described and explained p. 73-75)

EQUIPMENT-ORIENTED COLLECTIVE TRAINING: Collective training designed to prepare crews, teams, and
units to employ crew-served equipment (e.g., a tank, artillery piece, tactical bridge, mortar, TOW, etc.)
(introduced - p. 31; how to prepare and conduct - Ch 5)

EVALUATION OF TRAINING: That process, which by objective and subjective means, seeks to determine the
extent of learning progress of individuals and units. The purpose is to determine if a training objective(s) has been

attained and how well the avail;.ble resources have been used in order 'D provide the training manager with the
information he needs to modify lr update the training program, and to provide feedback to trainers and soldiers
undergoing training. (p. 17; p. 94; 44; objective vs. subjertive p. 52; p. 69; App D)

EXTENSION TRAINING MA. : .ALS: Service school developed materials including special texts; progiamed
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texts, lesson plans, correspondence courses, instructional packets and training extension course (TEC) lessons
designed for use by personnel of the Active Army and Reserve Components. (p. 78)

FIELD (TROOP) DEMONSTRATION: A form of demonstration used widely in tactical training to demonstrate
concepts, operations and procedures. (described and how to use p. 100)

FIELD EXERCISE: An exercise conducted in the field under simulated combat conditions in which the troops
and armament of one side are actually present while those of the other side may be imaginary or partially or fully
represented by a second force. (p. 62; how to prepare and conduct App E)

FIELD MANUAL (FM); A manual containing instructional, informational, and reference material rehtive to
military training and operations. It is the primary means of disseminating military doctrine, tactics and
techniques. (p. 78)

FINANCIAL TRAINING RESOURCES: Those funds allocated to conduct training livities, to purchase
training aids/devices, or to purchase other materials to be used for training. School V (is and adventure
training funds are examples.

HANDS ON TRAINING: (See performance-oriented training).

HUMAN RESOURCES: All individuals who participate in training. It includes those who assist the commander
in the planning, conduct, and evaluation of training and those individuals who receive the training.

INDIVIDUAL TRAINING: Training the individual officer, NCO or enlisted person receives, either in institutions
or units, that prepares the individual to perform specified duties and tasks related to an assigned MOS and duty
position. (how to prepare and conduct Ch 3)

INSPECTING TRAINING: See Evaluation of Training

INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING: Training, either individual or collective, conducted in schools (Army service
school, USAR school, NCO academy, unit school) or Army Training Centers.

INSTRUCTOR: (See Trainer)

INTERMEDIATE TRAINING OBJECTIVE: An objective written in performance terms (i.e., task, conditions,
and training standard) that supports a specific commander's training objective and helps make training in that
objective logical and progressive. (explanation of and how to establish - p. 11-12; examples of p. 37; practical

exercise in developing App 8; determining order in which taught p. 1819; developing and tactical collective

training p. 59; exarnples of p. 61)

LEARNING: That process by which the necessary skill and knowledge i acquired to perform a specified task.

LECTURE: One of the principle presentation techniques designed to convey information during Phase I of the
training session. During the lecture, the trainer uses verbal communication to provide soldiers with the krowledge
necessary to permit them to enter Phase 1 (practice). Essentially, the lecture is a one way oral explanation by the
trainer to an audience. Soldier participation is limited to asking and answering questions. (explained, advantages
and limitations, and tips on conducting - p. 99; communication and techniques p. 101103)

LESSON PLAN: A practical, econornical aid to: (1) preparing training, (2) providing a record if the specific
training conducted and (3) assisting future trainers. Lesscri plans are not designed to record every word of a
trainer's presentation, but rather to specify the minimum information needed to conduct training. (p. 22; App G;
training trainers to develop App F; examples of App C)

MAP MANEUVER: Exercises in which military operatr, with opposing sides are conducted on a r .ap, the
troops in the military establishments being represented by markers, or symbols, which ore moved to represent the
maneuvering of the troops on the ground.

MILITARY TRAINING; (See Training)

MISSION RELATED TRAINING: Individual or collective training that contributes directly to the

accomplishment of the unit's mission. It includes a wide variety of activities and excludes such diverrionary
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activities as special duty, administrative appointments, general educational classes, honor guards, fatigue details

and routine medical care.

MULTI-ECHELON TRAINING: An approach to individual and collective training in units designed to prepare
simultaneously different elements of a battalion or separate cumpany. An example would be for a company

commander to conduct a TEWT with his platoon leaders, while the platoon cergeants and squad leaders are
conducting reconnaissance patrol training for the rifle squads and crew drill for the mortar and TOW/106 crews.

(discussed p. 30; p. 39; p. 45; p. 53; p. 59-61; p. 63)

OBJECTIVE: (See Training Objective)

UN THE JOB TRAINING (OJT): A training process whereby students or trainees acquire knowledge and skills

through actual performance of duties under competent supervision in accordance with an approved plan program.

OPERATIONAL READINESS TRAINING: That phase of training undertaken by units that have completed the

formal phases of training and are assigned responsibility for maintaining the highest possible ..:ate of combat

proficiency in order to accomplish operational missions.

PEER TRAINING: A technique of using fast learners to help slower learners perform successfully one or more

training objectives.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: (See Training Objective)

PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED TRAINING: A training strategy in which IParning is accomplished through

individual or collective performance of one or more tasks, under specified ronditions, until the individual or

team/unit can demonstrate the level of proficiency established by the training standard. The basis for conducting

performance-oriented training is a training objective. (p. 3; purpose of - p. 4; characteristics - p. 6; advantages p.

6-7; compared with conventional training p. 7)

PERFORMANCE-ORIEN1ED TRAINING OBJECTIVE: (See Training Objective)

PERFORMANCE TEST: An evaluation tool that requires performance of a task under test conditions and

evaluated on a pass/fail (GO/NO-GO) basis using a specified test standard. Performance tests are developed from

information contained in training objectives. (p. 22)

PRACTICAL EXERCISE: A technique used during Phase II (Practice) of training session that permits soldiers to

acquire/practice the skills and knowledge necessary to perform successfully one or more training objectives.

PRE-TRAIMNG DIAGNOSTIC: Requiring all or selected number of soldiers to perform a specified objective to

see whether or not further training is needed. (1. 17)

PRIME-TIME FOR TRAINING: An estahlish:d pPriod of time (hours, days or weeks) devoted entirely to

mission-related training. It should be estankhed t the lowest level possible, with the maximum number of
personnel present tor duty attending while maintaining unit integrity. Administrative absences should be limited

to non-prime time periods, thereby increasing trairing effectiveness.

PRINCIPAL TRAINER: Person in charge of preparing and conducting an individual or collective training session.

REALTRAIN: Engagement simulation training techniques and equipment designed to realistically simulate the

lethality ane, casualty producing effects of /iodern weapons in tactical training. REALTRAIN includes the
SCOPES training techniques and equipment and its adaptation to tank and antiarrnor weapons systems.

(explained - p. 74-75)

SANDTABLE: (how to prepare p. 108-110)

SELF PACED: A training technique which permits each soluier to learn at a rate uonsistent with his/her own

ability.

SKILL QUALIFICATION TEST (SOT): A performance oriented test which evaluates individual proficiency with

respect to the critical tasks essential to succe,c in combat. Each test is structured to evaluate soldier's proficiency

in his/her MOS nd duty position at the current and next higher skill level. When field tested and val!dated, the
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SQT will replace the MOS test. SQT results will be used in personnel decisions regarding promotion, assignment
and retention. The basis for the SQT is the applicabe Soldiers' Manual.

SKIT: A form of demonstration during which principal trainers and/or assistants act out operations or
procedures. (described App C; p. 22)

SOLDIER'S MANUAL: A Department of Army publication which specifies the critical performances essential to
success in combat for a given MOS, duty position cluster and skill level. These performances are specified in terms
of a series of training and evaluation outlines. Each outline specifies a training objective (the "what and how
well") and includes helpful "how to" information. Because the Soldier's Manuals are written in performance
terms, it is the basis for individual training and testing including the Skill Qualification Test (SOT). (p. 11; used to
prepare individual training - p. 24; example of training and evaluation outline - p. 25-26; p. 78-79; p. 79)

SQUAD COMBAT OPERATIONS EXERCISE SIMULATED (SCOPES): An engagement simulation training
technique used in individual and collective tactical training using inexpensive 6X powei xlescopes mounted on
rifles arid numbers on the helmets of the participants to provide a near real time method of casualty assessment.
The "kill" or "be killed" feature of SCOPES adds realism to tactical training and reinforces techniques that
permit success and survival on the modern battlefield. (explained - p. 74-75)

STANDARD: (See Training Objective)

SUPPLY BULLETIN (SB): Logistics manacpment information. SB are listed in DA Pam 310-4. (p. 83)

TACTICAL COLLECTIVE TRAINING: Collective training designed to prepare teams, crews, squads, and units
to employ properly those concepts and techniques appropriate for a given tactical situation (i.e., nature of enemy
threat, terrain, visibility, weather, etc., are specified) (introduced - p. 31; how to prepare and conduct - Ch 6)

TACTICAL DRILL EXERCISE: An exercise used to prepare a unit or team to perform a tactical technique or
procedure. It can be conducted on a parade ground or over actual terrain. The key is to begin slowly by executing
the particular action-by-the-numbers. It allows the unit or team to progress step by step until they attain
teamwork and can perform the task at normal speed. (p. 62; how to prepare and conduct - App E)

TACTICAL EXERCISE WITHOUT TROOPS (TEWT): See Terrain exercise (how to prepare and conduct - App
E; p. 130-134; use in Reserve Component training - p. 13 2)

TACTICAL EXERCISE: (App E)

TACTICAL TRAINING: Training of troops in all phases of combat operations related to offensive, defensive,
and retrograde operations. (how to prepare and conduct - Ch 6; tactical exercises - App E)

TASK: See Training Objective

TECHNICAL MANUAL (TM): (p. 78)

TELEVISION TRAINER (TVT): Small battery operated porteble TV equipment provided to many Active Army
and Rese re Component units to be used to improve individual and collective training.

TERRAIN EXERCISE: A tactical exercise in which disposition and movement of simulated groups are planned
and discussed on a particular piece of ground. It is an excellent exercise for training squad and platoon leaders to
analyze terrain during the planning and simuland conduct of an operation. (p. 62; how to prepare and conduct -
App E)

TERRAIN MCDEL EXERCISE: A tactical exercise in wh:ch a sandtable or some other type of terrain model is
substituted for the actual terrain. It is an excellent exercise for training leaders to plan and conduct a tactical
operation lid for dbmonstrating the conduct of an operation to tha entire unit. (p. 62; how to prepar.. and
conduct - App E)

TEST: See Performance Test

TRAINER: A person whose duties Jnclude thi requirement to prepare, conduct and evaluate individual or
collective training. (respom ibilities - p. 2, training to train - App F)
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TRAINER NOTES: Informal notes prepared L , trail r to supplement a lesson plan. Trainer notes may include
important opening and closing statements, prornv .n.s, test instructions or other reminders (e.g., slide sequence)

and key statements pertaining to safety. They are particularly helpful when conducting a rehearsal. (Arp G)

TRAINING: Formal activities designed to prepare individuals and tearnr/units for job/duty performance.
(importance of p. i; defined p. 3; see also Performance-Oriented Training)

TRAINING AID: Any item which is developed and/or procured with the primary intent that it will assist in
training and the process of learning. (selecting for training session p. 19; description of, obtaining and using

App C; how to use p. 104)
TRAINING AIDS SERVICES OFFICES (TASO): Located at 47 TRADOC and FORSCOM installations in
CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii, Panama and Puerto Rico, the TASO is the single manager charged to provide training
aids services to customers in its geographic area r4 support, including the Reserve Components, Active Army units
and schools. Other major commands receive similar support from their local training aids center. (p. 83-85; p.
107; p. 112)

TRAINING CENTER: A center authorized and designated by HQ DA to conduct basic, individual training
(BCT) advanced individual training (AIT) Combat Support Training (CST) and other specialized training.

TRAINING CIRCULAR (TC): Training literature which disseminates training directives, policies or :nformation
of an interim nature which requires revision too frequently for inclusion in permanent training literature. Also
used to disseminate new training doctrine, tactics and/or techniques that requires immediate dissemination. (p.
78)

TRAINING DEVICE: Any three-dimensional object developed, fabricated, or rrocured specifically for

improving the learning process. Training devices are categorized as systems devices or non-systems devices.

Systems devices are designed fo- use with a material system or item of equipment including sub-assemblies or

components (e.g., training devices for the TOW missile system, M60 series tank, etc.). Non-systems devices are

designed to support general military training or training not directly related to a specific material system.

(selecting for training session, p. 19; description of obtaining and using - App C; how to use - p. 104)

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS: That part of the evaluation process that seeks to determine whether as a result

of training the soldiers can perform all training objectives successfully (i.e., meet or exceed the established

training standards). (exilained and discussed - p. 24)

TRAINING EFFICIENCY: That part of the evaluation process that seeks to determine how well the trainer used

the available training resources to accomplish the assigned training objectives. (explained and discussed p. 24)

TRAINING EXTENSION COURSE (TEC): A series of service school produced lessons designed to provide

Active Army and Reserve Components commanders with additional capability to upgrade the quality of
individual training and MOS proficiency in their units. The lesson administreive instructions provide training

objectives and diagnostic test. Lessons use an audio-visual, audio only, or written material formats or combination

thereof and focus on preparing soldiers to perforn. specific tasks required by their jobs. (p. 78-79; explained, who
for, how it works, how to get started and learning centers - p. 113-116)

TRAINING FILMS: An economical form of demonstration used when "live" demonstration is not practical. (p.

107 - see demonstration)

TRAINING GOAL: A broad statement of desired individual or unit proficiency with respect to a capability

required for mission readiness/accomplishment.

TRAINING LITERATURE: That body of writing published for the primary purpos of informing all concerned

as to the doctrine, tactics, techniques, and procedures adopted for use in training ,ndividuals and units of the

United States Army. (App A; summary of - p. 82-83)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT: The art of employing limited resources (human, physical, financial and time) in a
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manner that permits efficient Jnd effective development of individuals and units so they c..If successfully

accomplish their peace and wartime missions.

TRAINING MANAGER: A person responsible for the planning, organization, conduct, and evaluation of
training, to include the development of the training program. Training managers include any commander who
develops a training program or who provides guidance to commanders who do. Under present ...Ninny policies (AR
350-1), battalion and separate company commanders are the principal training managers. However, company
commanders or the operations/training officers of commands developing training programs are also training
managers. (responsibilities p. 2 )

TRAINING OBJECTIVE: A three-part staument that specifies (1) an individual or team/unit Task, (2) the
Condition(s) under which the Task is accomplished, and (3) the Training Standard(s) required to demonstrate
minimum acceptable proficiency. The following are the definitions of the three parts of a performance objective:

(1) Task. A statement that specifies an action to be performed by an individual or team/unit.

(2) Condition(s). Statement(s) that specify the circumstances under which a partiaular Task is to be
performed, e.g., information/equipment provided or denied for the performance of the Task.

(3) Training Standard. A statement that specifies the minimum acceptable proficiency iiyquired of an
individual or team/unit in the performance of a particular Task. (defined p. 4-5; examples of Co 3, 4, 5, 6;
practical exercise in writing App B; training trainers to develop App F; contained in lesson plans App B)

TRAINING PROGRAM: The training document that outlines the general plan for the conduct of incrvidual and
collective training in an organization for specified periods time. It is prepared and disseminated for the
information of all personnel concerned with training.

TRAINING RECORDS: Informal records mair.tained at the unit level that includes informat, Jni Jout V)e
training and test results of individual, crews, teams and units. They assist training managers and Trainers a
develop training programs and to prepare and conduct training. With the exception of those special tra.ning
records required by AR 350-1, "Army Training", unit training records will not be subject to formal inspec.tior by
Joy headquarters agency. (p. 17)

TRAINING RESOURCES: Training resources (human, physical, .nancial, and time) .re those resources used to
conduct or support training. They may be internally controlled by a unit or externally controlled by other
headquarters who allocate their use to units as required. (allocating training time, selecting resources required for
training session, p. 20; estimating resources required p. 21 & 37)

TRAINING STANDARD: (See Training Objective)

TV TAPE: An economical form of de -nonstration used when a "live" demonstration is not practical. (described
and how to use p. 100-101)

UNIT TRAINING: Training, either individual or collective, conducted in a unit.

US ARMY COMBAT ARMS TRAINING BOARD (USACATB): Organized in January 1972, USACATB's
mission is to provide trainMg assistance to units, expedite the development and distribution of training hterature
and materials designed to improve tra:ning and training management, and to better link units and service schools.
Individuals desiring to communicate with USACATB should address their correspondence to the President, US
Army Combat Arms Training Board, Fort Benning, Georgia 31905.

UTRAIN: A course developed by Infantry School and HumRRO personnel to train trainers to conduct
performance-oriented training. A modified version appropriate for training trainers in units is provided in
appendix F, of FM 2' r. (p. 140)
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